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Preparatlv and N.M.R. Studle« of Polyphoaphom» Ligands 
and their Coaplexes
Synthatlc routas hava baan davalopad for tha raady praparatlon of a 
ranga of noval polypbospborus ligands containing up to savan potantial 
donor atoas. Tha naw ligands 83mthasisad includa (Fh2P)2^^2^^2» 
(Ph2P)2C:CHPPh2, (Ph2P)2CHCH2P(H)Ph, [ (Ph2P>2CHCH2]2PP*».
[(Ph2P)2CHCH2 ]AsPh and [(Ph2P)2CHCH2]3P.
A larga nuabar of transition aatal coaplazas of thasa ligands hava baan 
praparad and thair structuras datarainad. Thasa ara doainatad by a 
tandancy to contain fiva-aaabarad chalata-rings whanavar possibla, but 
spacias with four-aaabarad rings hava also baan praparad. Indiract 
routas hava baan davisad to coaplazas, oftan aabodying significant ring- 
strain, that ara not foraad by tha diract raaction of tha ligand with a 
aatal substrata. In addition, tha praparatlon and raactlons of bridgad 
biaatallic (palladlua and platlnua) and 'A-fraaa* coaplazas of tha rigid 
bidantata ligand (Ph2P)2C ^^2 raportad.
In view of tha analogy batwaan tha foraation of an organophosphina 
sulphida and an organophosphina natal conplaz tha raactions of savaral 
of the ligands with alaaantal sulphur hava baan studied. Ilia Isoaarlc 
distribution of tha products can be accounted for in tarns of the 
effective reactivity of tha phosphorus atoas which depends upon confor­
mational and configurational prafarancas.
Tha principal diagnostic tool used was hlgh-rasolutlon nultlalanant 
n.a.r. spectroscopy and especially n.a.r. Although many of tha 
spectra ware vary conpllcated it was possible to analyse than satisfac­
torily with tha aid of a ranga of sophisticated techniques including 
multiple-resonance and two-dlnansional azpariaants. Tha chemical 
shifts and coupling constants ara often found to fall into specific 
ranges which ara diagnostic of particular structural features, and ara 
also interpreted in tarns of group and ring contributions, and co­
ordination chaalcal shifts, and angular dapandancas of tha coupling 
constants. In nany cases spectra of other nuclei - ^^Mo,
183w and 185pt are used to support assignment of structuras, and tha 
transition metal chaalcal shifts are found to follow characteristic 
trends.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
Since the establiehaent o f the heels of aodern coordination 
chemistry in the late nineteenth centxiry, research in this and related 
fields has been extensive. Advances in the particular area of 
phosphorus-containing ligands and their transition-metal complexes 
have, however, only occurred within the last 30-40 years and were 
stimulated by discoveries that such ligands can stabilize metals in 
low and unusual oxidation states. More recently, work has concentrated 
on the synthesis of a range of exotic polyphosphoras ligands whose 
complexes can only now be fully characterised as a result of simul­
taneous advances in modem spectroscopic techniques such as n.m.r., 
l.r. , etc.
This thesis details the development of synthetic routes to a 
series of new polyphosphorus ligands which are shown to demonstrate 
a wide range of coordinative behaviour in their transition-metal 
complexes, and discusses the multlnuclear n.m.r. characterisation 
of such species. The following section reviews the syntheses and 
coordinative behaviour of the known polyphosphorus ligands and 
examines the use of n.m.r. spectroscopy to characterise these ligands 
and their complexes and to solve problems related to structure.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
Since the esteblishaent of the basis of nodern coordination 
cheaistry in the late nineteenth century, research in this and related 
fields has been extensive. Advances in the particular area of 
phosphorus-containing ligands and their transition-netal complexes 
have, however, only occurred within the last 30-40 years and were 
stlaulated by discoveries that such ligands can stabilize aetals in 
low and unusual oxidation states. More recently, work has concentrated 
on the synthesis of a range of exotic polyphosphorua ligands whose 
complexes can only now be fully characterised as a result of simul­
taneous advances in modem spectroscopic techniques such as n.m.r., 
i.r., etc.
This thesis details the development of synthetic routes to a 
series of now polyphosphorus ligands which are shown to demonstrate 
a wide range of coordinative behaviour in their transition-metal 
complexes, and discusses the multinuclear n.m.r. characterisation 
of such species. The following section reviews the syntheses and 
coordinative behaviour of the known polyphosphorus ligands and 
examines the use of n.m.r. spectroscopy to characterise these ligands 
and their cooq)lexes and to solve problems related to structure.
2. Organoaphosphoma Ligand»
(A) Diphoaphinaa
Perhapa the beat docuaented of all pol]rphoaphorua Uganda are the
ditertiary phoaphine aerlea bla(dlphenylphoaphino)«ethane (dppa),
Ph PCH PPh«., and ita correaponding ethane and propane analoguea, dppe 2 2 2
•wH dppp. The preparation of theae Uganda enploya the moat widely
uaed aynthetlc nethod for dlphoaphlnea In general, namely, the reaction
1-4between an alkall-netal phoaphlde and a dlhaloalkane , (1.1) •
aPhjPM + CI-(CH2)„-CI —  PhjP-(CH2\,-PP»’2
•f 2 MCI
There are a few caaea where thla reaction la unaultable, but In general 
ylelda are high. Thla reaction la alao applicable to dlhaloalkenea, 
for example, cla and trana-1,2-bla(dlphenylphoaphlno)ethane which are 
obtainable from the correaponding cla and trana dlhalldea, the aubatl-
5tutlon being 100% regloapeclfIc (1.2, 1.3).
Cl. H
2 P h j P M  + / ------
H Cl
PhoR.
H
H
PPh,
4-2MCI 1.2
2 PhjPM +
Cl.
H
PhjP.. .PPhj
N ______ / •h2MCI 1.3
The preparation of ble(diphenylphoephino)ethyne by euch nethoda 
is, however, precluded by the inaccessibility of dihaloalkynes and
A second
PtijP— C M C - P P t l 2
•h2MgBrCI
method is also available for the preparation of diphosphines and 
utilises base-catalyaed addition of secondary phosphines to activated 
c.rbon-c.rbon double- or tplpl.-bond.’"® U-S. 1«) iupthor««..
P h 2 p - ( C H 2 ) 2 - P P h j
dpp«
1.5
P h j P
- P P h j 1.6
in an extension to the method of (1.1), sequential reactions
between different alkali-metal phosphides and dihaloalkanes lead to
10-11
the formation of asymmetric diphosphines as below
P h 2 P M  + C H C H 2 ) , T  Cl P h 2 P -< C H 2 )n C I + M C I
I R 2P M
Ph2P-( C H 2 V t P R 2  *
1.7
More recently, diphoephinee containing coablnatlons of priaary,
 ^  ^ .15,16,16a
secondary and tertiary phosphine groups have been synthesised
which generally utilise addition reactions such as those below (1.10,1.11).
Ph2P-(CH2)2“ PP»^H 1.10
O
1.11
The coordination chemistry of dlphosphlne ligands is extrenely 
wide-ranging and a wealth of research into their transition-netal 
coaplexes has been perfomed^*^”^®. Such ligands generally coordinate 
in transition aetal conplexes in three different ways.
(I) Chelation
In forelng chelate coaplezes a favoured ring size for a aetal In 
an octahedral or square-planar envlronaent Is five as this Is an 
arrangeaent of low strain. As a result, dppe has long been known as 
an excellent bldentate chelating ligand for aany transition aetals.
The foraatlon of a four-aeabered ring upon chelation of dppa, however, 
creates appreciable strain and consequently although Its chelate 
chealstry Is nevertheless extensive. It can and often does exhibit 
nodes of coordination other than that of slaple bldentate chelation. 
Slallarly, although to a lesser extent, the slx-aeabered ring structure 
foraed by chelating dppp is not the only possibility, and here 
again other nodes of coordination are found.
(II) Bridging
As noted above, dppp and dppn often adopt a second type of coordin­
ation mode involving the bridging of two netals. This situation is nicely 
deaonstrated by the series of conplexes [RhCl(CO) {Ph2P(CH2)j^ PPh2})j^
which are bridged diners for n = 1 and 3 (dppn and dppp) but a slnple
 ^ ^19moncaer for n » 2 (dppe) where chelation Is preferred xnis
relatively recently discovered ability of dppn and sone of Its 
analogues to bridge two aetal atoas has led to considerable Interest 
in this ligand, particularly with regard to hoaogeneous and hetero­
geneous catalysis which often Invoke reactions Involving two or aore 
aetal centres.
(Ill) Monodentate
Perhaps the slnplest of the types of coordination exhibited by 
such ligands Is the nonodentate node. Again, because of the tendency 
of dppe to chelate, the aonodentate fonts of dppa and dppp are relatively 
better known, although often the chelate and corresponding aonodentate
forms of transition-metal complexes can interconvert under suitable
19areaction conditions
In addition to the species exhibiting one of the three coordinative 
modes above, a wide variety of complexes have been reported involving
M= Cr,Mo,W
In general, whereas phenyl-substituted polyphosphines tend to be 
air-stable solids, the arsenic and antimony, and the alkyl-substituted 
analogues are often air-sensitive oily liquids, consequently making 
them more difficult to handle and therefore less attractive for study.
(B) Multidentate Phosphines
Continued research has in recent years led to the preparation of 
a large number of ligands containing three or more phosphorus atoms.
The original methods for these syntheses Involved replacement by phos- 
phorus moieties of halide groups on a suitable carbon skeleton ’ (1.12),
but this approach was restricted in its use because of the difficulties
6
3 Ph^PM
1.12
of complete aubstltution and the inacceseibillty of the starting 
polyhalo-alkanes.
23*28Methods devised by King , however, utilizing base-catalysed 
addition reactions as previously outlined for dlphosphlnes, have led to 
a variety of nultldentate phosphines containing up to six phosphorus 
atone. Sone of the better known ligands prepared by these methods are 
as follows.
N _____^
2 PPh. ,p .P.
TETRAPHOS-1
1.13
P H 3 ♦ ‘PPh, 1.14
TETRAPHOS- 2
4- 4 ‘PPh, 1.15
In dlflcuaslng the coordination chenistry of triphosphine ligands 
it is convenient to place a particular ligand into one of two classes
(i) Linear e.g.
PtloP.
Ph
(11) Tripodal e .g.
Linear triphosphines can exhibit a wide variety of coordinative
26 27topologies as indicated in Fig. 1.2 and there is a slailar range
of analogous nodes for the tripodal ligands28 ,29
M
Fig 1.2
M1
M
1
M
1
M
1
1
,P
1 1 P P
The ability of linear triphosphines to fora square-planar chelate
coaplexes such as that in Fig. 1.3 involving a planar arrangeaent of
30 31coordinated phosphorus atoas * is also well known. However, for
8
octahedral coaplexes the corresponding aer arrangeaent is not favoured
literature on such species revealed that the fac arrangeaent is over- 
vhelaingly preferred for both linear and tripodal triphosphine ligands 
in octahedral transition-aetal coaplexes. With regard to square-planar 
transition-aetal coaplexest the full coordination of tripodal trlphosphlne 
ligands is unlikely unless the ligand contains an extended backbone 
chain, and therefore partial coordination of the type shown in Fig. 1.4 
is often preferred.
Fig 1.4
This partial coordination node can also be exhibited by linear
triphosphines in cases where replaceaent of certain groups on the aetal
is difficult (1.17). This is generally found to be so for dialkyl
platinxui and palladiua species where replaceaent of the alkyl groups
by phosphorus ligands is not favoured, and is in distinct contrast to
9
dihalo-platlniiB and palladlua species (1.16).
m c i j c o o  + Cl— Pt -P Cl 1.16
P t M e 2 C O D 1.17
For square-planar conplexes full coordination of nost tetradentate
phosphine ligands is precluded by the high degree of strain required
to adopt such an arrangement, although for octahedral metal complexes
this constraint does not necessarily apply. In practice however,
successive replacement of carbonyl groups by organophosphorus ligands
gets progressively more difficult, and explanations of this usually
involve discussions of the relative 7r-acidities of carbonyl and phos- 
33phorus 1igands
When a metal in a low oxidation state forma a complex Involving 
metal ligand a-bonda stabilization occurs by delocalisation of some 
electron density on the metal back onto the llgand(a). This process 
Involves overlap of a filled dir metal orbital with a suitable vacant 
orbital on the ligand. Thus ligands with appropriate empty orbitals 
such as carbon monoxide (with a vacant pv* orbital) have the ability 
to relieve the metal atom of some of the electron density acquired by 
the a-donation process and consequently to stabilize the complex. Such 
ligands are called ir-acceptor ligands. Phosphorus ligands also show 
iT-acceptor ability, the acceptor orbitals being the 3d-orbitals of
10
phosphorus, and thersfore the overlap can be designated dir-dir. The 
extent o f this back-donation depends to a high degree on the nature of 
the other groups on phosphorus. For instance, the highly electro­
negative fluorine atoms of PP^ withdraw electrons fr<» the phosphorus 
thus Increasing the netal dir * phosphorus dir overlap. The result is 
that carbon monoxide and PF^ are comparable in their ir-bonding capacity 
and thus species such as M(PF^]^, (M«Cr ,Mo,W), analogous to M(CO)g are 
known Organophosphorus ligands participate in dir-dir overlap to a
1<
than three carbonyl groups with organophosphorus ligands even when
A good example of this is the hexa-
tertiary phosphine ligand 1,2-bis[bls(2-diphenylphosphinoethyl)-
24phosphino]ethane >(Fig. l.S), which is a hexaphosphorus analogue of edta
PCHjCHjP^
CH9(Ca^)jPCH2 M2 CHjCHjP K s Hj Ij
Fig 1.5
and could therefore expect to function as a hexadentate ligand fully 
coordinated to a single metal atom (Fig. 1.6a). However, because of 
the difficulty of complete carbonyl replacement, the bimetallic structure 
(Fig. 1.6b) is preferred. This tendency is typical of large poly­
phosphorus ligands which generally show a reluctance to coordinate
3S
M
•Co
Fig 1.6
12
31.
3. M.M.R. Spectroscopy 
(A) P n.m.r.
Hie availability of tba ''^ P nuclaua (I « abimdanca 100%) makes 
n.m.r. spectroscopy a highly effective tool for structural elucidation 
of phosphine ligands and their diamagnetic transition>metal complexes. 
Enough research has now been performed for values of n.m.r. parameters 
such as chemical shifts and coupling constants often to be used 
unambiguously to assign molecular structure and conformation. The 
following pages examine the factors affecting the magnitudes of these 
n.ffl.r. parameters in the types of molecule dealt with in this thesis.
31(i) Factors Affecting P Chemical Shifts
(a) Ligands
The characterisation of uncoordinated polydentate phosphine ligands 
31by P n.m.r. spectroscopy is generally straightforward. For mono-
dentate organophosphorus ligands the chemical shifts of a given species
36can be fairly well estimated by consideration of group contributions ,
which are dependent on the type or types of organic group directly
bonded to the phosphorus atom. Similar considerations apply to poly-
31phosphorus species, for example, the P chemical shifts of dppe and
dppp follow closely those predicted by group contribution theory and
n 37are almost exactly those of Ph^EtP and Ph^ PrP respectively . The 
situation, with dppm and related species is slightly different however 
because both steric factors due to the close proximity of the Ph^ P^ * 
groups and lone pair interactions play a significant role.
31.
(b) Complexes
Although the characterisation of the P chemical shifts of unco­
ordinated ligands was straightforward, the considerations when applied 
to their complexes are far more Involved, but consequently give more
13
inlor-atlon -1th r.g.r* to -olooul« .tructur-
, th. c h o l c l  .mtt ol . co-Fro- a c h « i c U  point ot vl.« th. F
h — «... ItgMwl 1. dopondont on .ovornl fmctor..
ordlnntod nonodontnto p o p  Cantato
th. ®^P chanloal rtiltt oí a coordlnatad nonod 
Oonorally apoaklng th.
h .phln. ligand - H I  h. to an approclabl, hlgh.r lr.,«.ncy 
phoaphln. ligan ch«ical ahilt of
of th. frae Hda»“ - ■»*
, 4 .. ) and that of th. fr«« H » “ <*, coordlnatwl phoaphln. ligand. ( 5  38
.,31p ), i. call.d th. coordination ch«ical .hlft. h -
' th. natur. and th. onidatlon .tat. ol th. n.t.1 . Itan.p.nd»t on th.
.t.r.och«lcal .nvlPonn.nt. «id th. natur.
01. and t ^  to th. coordinated pho.phoru. .ton. Ho-.-.r. for 
ol coordinated ligands.
Table 1.1
chanlcal rtillt d a ta  for relatad cl. P tC ljL , ap«l.a
L 1
a
1 6(^^Pp)/PP* A/PP® R e i.
% 0 -2 8 .1 f 2 6 .9
40
PVhJIm - 1 . 22
PPh-Et -»■9.8 - 1 2 .5  1
•t-22.3 1 40
2
PPb-Pr • ^ .9 -1 7 .6
1 .«-24.5 40
2
PPh,Bu + 7 .0 -1 7 .1
•«■24.1 39
2
1 0 7 - 2 7 .7 -t-25.0
1 39
PPhPr- 1 -2  • 72
1 0 *1 1 - 2 6 .2 1 -«-23.9
39
PPhBu^ 1 - 2  • 0
a^ «L H PO * 0.00 PP®* a. Relative to 85% “ 3 *^ 4
31,
a .tnllar argn.«t c«i al.o h. «ploy.h «»r prediction, of P
ch.nlc. 1  .hilt, for polyphoaphoru. llg«»« coordinated
14
■ode, although It auat be reaeabered that for dppa and its analogues,
31coordination nay radically alter any steric effects on 5( P) and nay
also destroy any lone pair interactions between phosphorus atons.
31This leads not only to difficulty in the prediction of P chemical
shifts for the coordinated phosphorus nucleus but can also bring about
31substantial changes in 6 ( P) for the uncoordinated phosphorus.
31The relationship between the P chemical shift of a free ligand 
and that when chelated is, however, far aore coaplicated. In order 
to best explain the relationship it is useful to Introduce a new 
parameter, A , or ring-strain contribution, to chemical shift consider-A
40a .atlons This is slaply defined as the difference between the co­
ordination chemical shift, A, of a chelated diphosphine complex and
that of an equivalent atom in a non-chelate complex. Thus is a
31measure of the change in 6 ( P) upon chelation (Table 1.2).
31TABLE 1.2 P nmr data for cis PtCl2L2 species
Ligand 6(^^P^,)/ppm 31 * <5( Pj,)/PP« A/ppm ppm Ref.
dppm
PPhgMe
-64.3
-1.2
-22.7
-28.1
-41.6
•►26.9 -68.5 40
dppe
PPh^Et
-•-45.3
-►9.8
-13.2
-12.5
•►58.5
•►22.3 >36.2 40
dppp
PPhgPr
-5.6
t^.9
-17.3
-17.6
•►11.7 
>24.5 -12.8 40
a. Relative to 85% H.PO. «0.0 pi»3 4
The values of A shown in this table exhibit a typical sequence for
A
this series of ligands which In general demonstrate a large shielding 
effect for the highly-strained four-membered rings and to a lesser 
extent for the slx-aembered rings, but a deshlelding effect for the
15
40brelatively unstrained flve-aeabered rings
Although there Is no adequate theory of a knowledge of this
paraaeter Is extreaely valuable as an aid to the characterisation of
31chelate coaplezes. As will be deaonstrated later In this thesis, P 
chealcal shifts for four- and fIve-aeabered chelate rings lie In 
autually exclusive ranges for a given aetal, and are therefore 
laportant for the deteralnatlon of unknown structural features.
(11) Factors affecting phosphorus-phosphorus coupling constants 
(a) Free Ligands
For free polyorganophosphorus ligands the aagnltudes of phosphorus-
n 31 31phosphorus couplings, -J( P- P), are generally dependent on two factors: 
1. the nuaber of bonds (n) through which the phosphorus-phosphorus 
coupling Is transaltted;
11. the relative orientations of the lone-pairs on the two phosphorus 
atoas.
n 31 31In general, values for -J( P- P) decrease with Increasing n (Table 1.3) 
and therefore serve as a useful guide In the characterisation of poly­
phosphorus 1Igands.
TABLE 1.3 —J(^^P-^^P) values for dlphosphlne ligands 
(Data froa ref.54.)
Ligand in^(31j^31p^|.^^ n
dppa 125.0 2
dppe 33.6 3
dppp 1.0 4
dppb 0.0 5
The lone-pair orientational dependence of phosphorus-phosphorus 
coupling constants Is soaewhat aore difficult to analyse. By a
16
combination of low temperature n.m.r. and x-ray studies Keat and co­
workers suggest that for geminaily related phosphorus nuclei cis 
conformations of lone-pairs such as that In Fig. 1.7a tend to be
lereas conformation 
b leads to low negative values. They also find that when X carries a
2 31 31associated with large positive values of J( P- P)
Fig 1.7
(b)
bulky group, such as tertiary-butyl, conformation b is more likely to
2 31 31predominate. Thus it is likely that for dppm the value of J( P- P), 
(■*'125.0 Hz) suggests a conformation close to a. However, this confor­
mational dependence is Itself dependent on ^  and thus while it is still
3 31 31Important for discussions of J( P- P), longer range couplings are 
not significantly affected.
(b) Complexes of monodentate ligands
Many metal complexes are known that have more than one coordinated
2 31 31monodentate phosphine ligand, and the values of J( P-M- P) have been
found to be dependent on three main factors.
i. Substituents on the phosphorus atom
The magnitude of a coupling to any given nucleus is now generally
agreed to be to a large extent dependent on the ¿-electron density at 
42that nucleus In the case of phosphorus ligands, electronegative
substituents such as -F, -OR etc. tend to polarise the bond to phos­
phorus, thus in effect contracting the ¿-electron density closer to the
17
31P nucleua which results In an effective Increase In Its ¿-electron 
density. As a consequence phosphorus-phosphorus couplings between
PF- or P(OR). ligands are generally significantly greater in nagnltude3 3
than analogous couplings Involving slaple trlaryl or trialkyl phosphines 
(Table 1.4). This is also the case for couplings between other nuclei 
and phosphorus (Table 1.5).
31 31TABLE 1.4 Selected P- P coupling constants deaonstratIng 
dependence of ^J(^^P-^^P) on electronegativity of 
siibstltuents
Complex 12 31 31 1 rJ('’^ P-’*P) |/Hz Ref.
trans(C0)^Mo(Bu3P)(PbgP) 50.0 42a
trans(C0)^Mo(Bu3P)[(PhO)^P] 112.0 42a
trans(C0)^W(Bu3P)(PbgP) 65.0 42a
trans(CO)^W(BUgP)[(PhO)^P] 112.0 42a
trans(CO)^Mo[P(OMe)^]« 162 ± 5 43
tran8(C0)^Mo(PFg)2 312.0 43
Ligand 1 183 31 J( W- P)/Hz Ref.
•^3 485 43
426 43
- 3 398 43
- 3 334 43
P( OPh )g 415 43
« ’»3 280 43
I
il. The «étal ato« H
The dependence ol ^J(^^P-II-^^P) on the nature of the netal aton 
la difficult to explain. The beet studied series of phosphine con-
plexes appears to be the derivatives of the group VIB netal carbonyls,
2 3l 3Xand experiaental results reveal that for a trans coupling | J( P-**“ P)
decreases in the order W>llo>Cr whilst for a cis coupling the opposite
is true Cr>Mo>W. This nay be siaply because the signs of the various
coupling constants have not been taken into account since the linited
2 31 31amount of data available on the values of J( P- P) for analogous 
cis and trans complexes often reveal them as having opposite signs,
iii. St ereochemi stry
dramatically demonstrated by square-planar complexes of palladium and 
platinum (Table 1.6).
TABLE 1.6 Comparison of ^J(^^P-^^P) for analogous cis and trans 
complexes of palladium and platinum
Complex |*J(^^P-ll-^^P)|/Hz Ref.
cis PdClgCPIle^H)^ 0 44
trans PdCl^CPIie^H)^ 515 44
cis PtCl2[P(0Ph)3](PBu3) 20 45
trans PtCl„[P(OPh)g](PBu^) 709 45
This rule is also followed for many other transition-metal complexes
12 31 31 IIncluding Mo(0) and W(0) but not for Cr(0) where often 1 J( P- >
12 31 31J( P- P) trans Again, this nay simply be due to a difference in
signs between cis and trans phosphorus-phosphorus couplings for chromium 
where it is possible that the trans couplings are more positive than
analagous cis couplings. 19
It Is tempting to attribute the generally larger trans couplings 
to effects of du-bondlng, but there are many cases where the rule Is 
disobeyed (chromium) , and also where tr-bondlng cannot take place (for 
Instance couplings to protons) where the rtile Is followed nevertheless.
(c) Complexes Incorporating Chelating Ligands
Except for ligands such as Ph.P(CH.) PPh. where n > 10, thes 2 n 2
discussion of phosphorus-phosphorus coupling constants In chelate
complexes can be confined to that of the els arrangement. Grim et 
46 31 31al. have suggested that P- P coupling In such systems may be con­
sidered as a combination of two contributions: the 'through the metal' 
M 31 31contribution, J( P- P) , and the 'through the backbone' contribution,
J( P- P). Values of J( P- P) can be estimated by consideration
B 31 31of a range of analogous non-chelate complexes and J( P- P) Is likely
to be of the order of that found In the free ligand. As previously
XI 3X 3Xmentioned J( P- P) decreases sharply with an Increase In ^ for free
4 31 31ligands, and since In dppp J( P- P) Is almost negligible, the 
phosphorus-phosphorus couplings In Its chelate complexes can be con­
sidered to be due to the through the metal contributions alone. For
31 31dppe, the presence of a low value for J( P- P) In Its chelate
46 M 31 31complexes leads to the conclusion that J( P- P) Is approximately
B 31 31equal to J( P- P) but of opposite sign. It Is likely that the con­
tribution, ^J(^^P-^^P), Is a modified value of ^J(^^P-^^P In the free 
ligand, and that the extent of the modification will be dependent on
the amount of ring strain (1.18),
B 31 31 F 31 31 RSJ(^ P- P) » J( P- P) J (1.18)
F 31 31where J( P- P) is the value of the phosphorus-phosphorus coupling
RSconstant In the free ligand and J Is the deviation In this coupling 
constant upon chelation. In the case of dppm It may be because this 
deviation Is large for the highly strained four-membered chelate rings
20
31 31that the aagnltudes of J( P- P) In Its chelate coaplezes are
47relatively low compared to that found in the free ligand
(111) Factors Affecting Metal-»Phosphorus Couplings 
For phosphine complexes of transition-metals such as molybdenum,
tungsten, platinum, rhodium etc It Is possible to determine values of
1 31J(M- P) relatively simply, and consideration of these values often
n 31helps in structural elucidation. In particular —J(M- P) is usually
at least an order of magnitude greater for n = 1 than for n > 1.
1 31For a given metal J (M- P) depends to a large extent on the natxire
of the phosphorus ligand (more specifically the electronegativities of
its substituents) as discussed previously, and also on the nature of
the groups trans to the this ligand.
A good discussion of the significance of the trans Influence on
48such systems has been presented by Appleton et al. They considered
that within a related series of complexes such as those in Table 1.7
TABLE 1.7 Selected values of ^J(^^^Pt-^^P) for a series of 
related complexes (Data from Ref 48a)
Complex 31„^ „J( Pt- P)/Hz Trans group
cis Pt(Me)Cl(PEtg)2 4179 Cl
cis Pt(Me)Cl(PEt3)2 1719 Me
cl« Pt(Ph)Cl(PEt3)2 4138 Cl
trans Pt(Me)Cl(PEt )O m 2821 (PEt3)
trans Pt(Ph)2(PEt^)2 2824 (PEtg)
cia Pt(Me)2(PEt3)2 1856 Me
1 195 31the large variations in values of J( Pt- P) must be related to
changes in the covalency of the platinum-phosphorus bond and in particular
21
to changes in the s-character of the bonding orbital used by platlmni.
These will be brought about by differences in tra^-Influence between
the different mutually trans groups. The trans-influence of a ligand
can be defined as the extent to which that ligand weakens the bond In
the position trans to Itself. This weakening can be considered as
Increasing the Ionic character of the bond In the trans position
which effects an Increase In the s-electrcm density at the netal nucleus 
199 49(In this case Pt). Allen and Sxe have combined several sets of
results and obtained a trans Influence series (order of Increasing
value of ^J(^^®Pt-^^P)) as follows: Ph > Me > PH^ > P(0R)3 >(» > > x“
which Is demonstrated by values shown In Table 1.7. Changes In 
1 195 31J( Pt- P) upon altering the els ligand are also seen to be far less 
Important.
These arguments that Involve the trans-influence to predict values
1 31of J( P-M) complexes of monodentate ligands, can also be applied to
1 31chelate complexes. Although J( P-M) values In chelates can differ
quite substantially from those In analogous non-chelates, the dependence
on the trans ligand does show a similar pattern. Distortions of the
natural Inter-bond angles at the phosphorus atoms due to ring-strain,
with corresponding changes In ¿-electron density at the nucleus, may
1 31cause the differences between values of J( P-M) In analogous chelate 
and non-chelate metal complexes.
Other Nuclei
31Although the use of P n.m.r. spectroscopy to characterise 
structures of complexes of polyphosphorus ligands is extensive, n.m.r. 
studies of other nuclei can and often do play an Important role In 
further structural elucidation. Much of the earlier work used proton 
n.a.r., but most of the molecules studied In this thesis have unduly 
complicated proton spectra, and this technique was not used to any
great extent.
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13C n.m.r. spectroacopy la now a highly aophlatlcated analytical
tool for the chealat and an ever-lncreaalng voluae of experlnental
data la available auch that It la now poaalble to sake fairly confident
13predlctlona of C n.n.r. paraaetera by analogy with other prevloualy
50known conpounda, even for organonetalllc apeclea Thua, conalder-
13atlon of, for ezanple, the C n.a.r. apectra of the carbonyl region
for aetal carbonyl phoaphlne coaplexea can give unaablguoua Inforaatlon
13on atructure and geoaetry. Alao, analyala of C n.a.r. apectra In
certain (uaually ayaaetrlcal) caaea can, by calculation, give valuea 
31of P n.a.r. paraaetera which cannot be detemlned alaply by Inapectlon 
of the n.a.r. apectra.
More recently, with the laproveaent In n.a.r. apectroaeter aenal-
195tlvlty. It haa been poaalble to atudy aetal nuclei auch aa Pt and 
95 195Mo directly, and In fact Pt apectra for the new platlnua ccaiplexea
reported In thla theala were obtained routinely. Here again becauae
of the rapidly Increaalng aamunt of data available for theae and other 
51.52nuclei It la now poaalble to uae netal n.m.r. parametera to
eatabllah atructurea. Generally, netal chemical ahlfta lie In 
characterlatlc rangea for different atereochemlatrlea, chelate ring 
alzea etc, and an examination of theae and related phenomena appeara 
In relevant chaptera later In thla theala.
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CHAPTER 2
NEW POLYPHOSPHORUS LIGANDS
INTRODUCTION
The ala of this work was to prepare a range of polyphosphorus 
ligands with the ability to exhibit a wide variety of coordlnatlve 
behaviour. In particular emphasis was placed upon the design of 
ligands having the potential to demonstrate ring-size preferences upon 
chelation.
This chapter discusses the preparation and study by n.a.r. 
spectroscopy of new polyphosphorus ligands containing up to seven donor 
atoms. Subsequent chapters report transitlon-metal complexes and deriv­
atives of these new ligands In a range of stereochemical environments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION-
(A) Trlphosphlnes and Related Species
The reaction between dlphenylphosphlne and an equimolar amount of
1 ,l-bls(dlphenylphosphlno)ethene. (I), In THF at room temperature with
potassium tertiary butoxlde catalyst resulted In Immediate and virtually
quantitative formation of 1,1,2-trls(diphenylphosphlno)ethane (II).
Similar reactions also occurred with Mes.PH, ^Bu PH and PhMePH to give2 2
the related trlphosphlne ligands (III-V) (Eq. 2.1) In varying yields 
as described In chapter 7. These reactions were also found to be 
applicable to a range of primary phosphines and then led to ready 
formation of ligands containing two tertiary phosphine atoms, and one 
secondary phosphine atom. (Eq. 2.2)
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2.1
2.2
V I -  R = Ph
V I I -  R = (kri-^hP h
V II I -  R = CH2CH^N 
XIX-R  = "Bu
The P n.a.r. spectra of the reaction alxtures revealed virtually 
quantitative formation of the mixed tertiary/secondary species, suggesting 
that the phosphorus-hydrogen bonds In the new species are generally leas 
reactive towards addition than the phosphorus-hydrogen bonds In the 
starting primary phosphines.
The new species II, VI and VII were Isolated as alr-stable 
white solids with sharp melting points and satisfactory elemental 
analyses (page 180 ) .
By analogous methods, addition of diphenylphosphine to bls(dlphenyl- 
phosphlno)ethyne resulted In the formation of the new rigid trltertlary 
phosphine ligand 1,1,2-trls(diphenylphosphlno)ethene (X) (Eq. 2.3)
2S
f
2.1
2.2
V I -  R = Ph
V I I -  R = (tri-*Bu)-Ph-{
V I I I -  R = CHjCH^CN 
XIX-R  = "Bu
The P n.m.r. s p e c t r a  of the r e a c t i o n  m i x t u r e s  r e v e a l e d  v i r t u a l l y  
q u a n t i t a t i v e  formati on of the m i x e d  t e r t i a r y / s e c o n d a r y  species, s u g g e s t i n g  
that the p h o s p h o r u s - h y d r o g e n  bo n d s  In the n e w  s p e cies are g e n e r a l l y  less 
reactive towards a d d i t i o n  than the p h o s p h o r u s - h y d r o g e n  bonds In the 
sta rtin g p r i mary phosphines.
The new species II, VI and VII w e r e  I s o l a t e d  as a i r - s t a b l e  
white solids with sharp m e l t i n g  poi nts a nd s a t i s f a c t o r y  element al 
ana lyse s (page 180 ).
By analogo us methods, a d d i t i o n  of d l p h e n y l p h o s p h l n e  to b l s ( d l p h e n y 1- 
p h o s p h l n o ) e t h y n e  r e s ulte d in the f o r m a t i o n  of the n ew rigid tr i t e r t i a r y  
p h o s p h i n e  ligand 1 , 1 , 2 - t r l s ( d l p h e n y l p h o 8 p h l n o ) e t h e n e  (X) (Eq. 2.3)
PhjP— C « C — PPh2 +  PhjPH
P V
I
Pti2P/
which was Isolated as air-stable crystals. Further addition of
dlphenylphosphine to the double bond was found not to occur under
these conditions, presuaably owing to sterlc hindrance.
For compounds II - IV, rapid rotation about the carbon-carbon single
bond results in chenlcal and nagnetlc equivalence of the two gealnally
31related phosphorus nuclei and leads to these species having P n.n.r. 
spectra characteristic of spin systeas (Fig. 2.1). The presence 
of a chiral centre at the phosphorus a ton X in compounds V-XIX, 
however, renders the two geainally-related phosphorus nuclei chemically 
and therefore magnetically Inequlvalent (Fig. 2.2) and because of
Fig 2.2 - Nevnnan projection along the CH-CH2-P fragment of VI 
showing chemical inequivalence of and Pg.
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31this these species therefore give ABX P n.a.r. spectra (Fig. 2.3)
where A and B are the gealnally related phosphorus nuclei. Analysis of 
53 31these spectra led to the P n.a.r. paraaeters shown In Table 2.1 
which show soae Interesting and laportant features as follows.
The chealcal shifts of the gealnal phosphorus nuclei A and B 
appear to be only slightly affected by changes In the nature of the 
vicinal phosphorus atoa X , whereas the chealcal shift of P_ Is
A
critically dependent on the types of group bonded to It36
2 31 31For species that have A^X spin systeas J( P*> P) cannot be
31deteralned by Inspection of the P n.a.r. spectra, but for species
12 Iwith chiral phosphorus nuclei | I can be aeasured directly.
Prior to the s]mthesls of VII It appeared that the aagnltudes of 
2J(P^Pg) were virtually Independent of the nature of P^ (112.3 Hz - 
125.7 Hz), and coaparable to that In dppa (125 Hz). However, the
I 2substantially reduced value of | I ^or VII (58.6 Hz) suggests
2 31 31this Is not the case. The conforaatlonal dependence of J( P* P)
41exaalned by Keat and co-workers , described In Chapter 1, suggests
2 31 31that large values of J( P- P) are found for conforaatlons such as that 
In Fig. 2.4(a), that low values are found In species preferring confor­
mations similar to (b), and that conformation (b) predominates when X
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bears a bulky group. This clearly may be the source of the relatively 
2low value of ^  VII, where bears the bulky trltertlarybutyl-
phenyl group, and suggests that conforaation (a) is preferred for VI,
VIII and IX whilst conforaation (b) Is preferred for VII. One possible 
outcoae of these differences In conforaation is that for VII els arrange- 
aents of lone pairs between and P^ and between P^ and P^ are aore 
likely than for species exhibiting confomatlon (a), and aay explain the 
larger values of ^J(^^P-^^P) In VII coapared with those In VI, VIII and 
IX. Further evidence for these conforaational differences coaes froa
the teaperature dependence of the various phosphorus-phosphorus coupling
31constants. A detailed P n.a.r. study of VII (Fig 2.S) showed a
2 3steady decrease in | I a siaultaneous Increase in
with decreasing teaperature. This clearly Is only likely to occur when
conforaation (b) Is preferred, and therefore adds weight to the suggestion
that VII shows a preference for conforaer (b).
31For coapound V the slallarlty of the P chealcal shifts of the
geainal phosphorus nuclei leads to this ligand having a spectrua
2 31 31reseabllng an A^X one and because of this J( P^- P^) could not be
deteralned.
(B) 1.1.2-trls(dlDhenylphosphlno)ethene X
3iThe P n.a.r. spectrua of X (Fig. 2.6) Is clearly that of an
ABX spln-systea and analysis leads to the following n.a.r. paraaeters:
<5(^ P^^ ) = -5.4 ppa, 6(^^Pg) - -25.7 ppa, » -0-9 PP«.
142.8 Hz, |J(P^ P^)| »1.5 Hz, |j(PgP^)| » 9.8 Hz. Consideration of
these values, however, does not peralt an unaablguous asslgnaent of
31resonances In the P spectra to specific phosphorus nuclei In the 
Bolecule. It Is teaptlng to assign the large phosphorus-phosphorus
31
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coupling constant (142.8 Hz) to that bstwssn the gsainally rolatod
2 31 31 3 31 31phosphorus nuclei sines in gsnsral J( P- P) > J( P- P). However 
Colquhoun and McFarlane have indirectly obtained values of J( P- P) 
in a series of related substituted ethenes (Table 2.2) and froa their
TABLE 2.2 31P n.a.r. data for soae disubstituted ethenes
Coapound 31 • IP)
/PP«
n_.31^31- J( P-
/Hz
n
(Ph2P>2C:CH2 -3.9 •«•98.0 2
cis(Ph^P)CH:CH(PPh2) -23.1 +105.5 3
trans (Ph2P)CH:CH(PPh2> -8.4 +13.4 3
Note: a Relative to external 85% H.PO. >0.0 ppi3 4
results it would appear that this large value could equally well be
attributed to the three—bond coupling between the phosphorus nuclei in
31 31a mutually cis arrangeaent since the values of J( P- P) for
’^ ®2 (Ph2P)CH:CH(PPh2) are coaparable. As previously
mentioned, magnitudes of phosphorus-phosphorus coupling constants are 
dependent on the relative orientation of the lone pair on each phosphorus 
atom, and large positive values of ®J(^^P-^^P) tend to result from con­
formations idiere the lone pairs are in a cis arrangeaent and because of 
this the presence of only (me large phosphorus-phosphorus coupling 
constant in X provides evidence to suggest direct coapetltlon between
conformations (a) and (b) in Fig. 2.7. Conformation (a) would lead to a 
large value of »nd a 2 31 31lall value of J(^P-^*P )gen
opposite would result from conforaer (b). It is reascmable 
3 31 31that low values of J( P- P ) would be expected for both confor-xrmg
nations, an assuaptiem supported by the experlaental value of 13.4 Hz
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The proton-coupled P n.n.r. spectrua of X (Fig. 2.6) shows that 
only the resonance has a resolvable phosphorus-proton coupling. The 
doublet splitting (31.0 Hz) can only be assigned to coupling between P
The assignaent of the P n.a.r. apectrua of X therefore required further
characterisation of this ligand by investigation of the n.a.r. spectra
given by other nuclei. The proton spectrua of X however was found to
show only an unresolvable group of resonances due to the aany in-
equlvalent phenyl group protons and this aasked the resonances due to
13the proton. Further study therefore concentrated on the C n.a.r.
spectrua of X vdilch was found to be wore aaenable to investigation.
13The C n.a.r. spectrxia of X (Fig. 2.8) shows clearly resonances
due to and each coupled to the three phosphorus nuclei. and
_ 13
^2 were distinguished by the characteristic one bond C2~proton
coupling constant, ^J(^^C2”^H) (159.0 Hz), in the proton-coupled
n.a.r. spectrua. In principle,assignaents of phosphorus-carbon couplings
35

13 31may ba mad* by direct observation of the C satellites In the P 
spectrum. However, problems of line shape combined with relatively 
low coupling-constants precluded this approach, and therefore assign­
ments were made by a series of multiple-resonance (spln-tlckllng and 
selective decoupling) experiments.
A discussion of the theory behind and the results obtainable from 
multiple-resonance experiments Is provided in Appendix II and the 
following pages only detail and discuss the results of such experiments 
performed on this ligand.
The results of a series of selective decoupling experiments per-
3l 13formed In order to assign the P- couplings and to reveal sign
Information are shown In Fig. 2.9. Neglecting isotope effects on
31chemical shifts, each line labelled (2)-(7) In the P spectrum also
13corresponds to the centre of the C satellites for the species con­
taining the same combination of phosphorus spin-states as the labelled
transition. Irradiation at a frequency v. corresponding to (8)
31 13involves a total decoupling of the P- C_ couplings for all com-2
blnations and “b - (the spin states of P^ and P^) and as can be seen 
from spectrxim (8) results In the collapse of the 3.1 Hz coupling and 
leads to the conclusion:
3.1 Hz (2.3)
31The two transitions labelled (2) and (3) In the P spectrum of
to the two different spin states of P^ since they are 
31 31separated by J( P^~ P^). Thus Irradiation centred on line (2)
31 13collapses the P^- (3.1 Hz) couplings for one particular spin
state of Pg (lines a,b and e,f In spectrum (2)) whilst Irradiation
centred on line (3) collapses those for the opposite spin state of P_.o
Such an experiment therefore compares the signs of and
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31 31J( P^- Pg) and can be represented by the notation
nucleus
spin-state
The results of this ezperlnent (spectra (2) and (3)) therefore
are:
resonance frequencies cover too wide a range. However, a alallar de­
coupling experlaent as for P^ was perforaed by selective Irradiation 
at frequencies centred on lines (4) and (5) resulting In spectra (4) 
and (5). Considerations slallar to those of the previous ezperlaent 
revealed:
j(31p 13c ) = 31.0 HzA m (2.5)
J(^^Pg^^C2> is of opposite sign to ( 2 . 6 )
Analogous experlaents for (spectra (6) and (7)) gaveo
J(^^Pb ^^C2) - 17.5 Hz
J(^^Pa ^^C2) saae sign as
(2.7)
( 2 . 8 )
An identical series of selective decoupling ezperlnents was 
perfomed by observing and gave
» 19.7 Hz and of sane sign as (2.9)
* 31.2 Hz of opposite sign to *^(^^^^^^^3) (2.10)
J( 13X ''1C.) » 55.0 Hz sign unknown ( 2 . 11)
31 13(Hie deteralnatlon of the relative sign of J( P - C. ) was notA X
possible since irradiation centred on (3) also gave a large effect at 
(4) idien the power level was high enough to decouple the 55.0 Hz 
coupling.)
31The proton-coupled P spectrum of X (Fig. 2.6) shows only one
clearly resolved coupling, namely that of 31.0 Hz for J(P.-H(C„)) ,A 2
although the broadening of the P and P resonances suggests significantO A
but smaller couplings to these nuclei. As already stated, direct 
observation of the proton by ^H n.m.r. was not possible since the 
resonance of this proton lies in a position where it is masked by 
resonances of the thirty phenyl-protons. However, a two-dimensional (2-D)
n.m.r. experiment Is available that will display the proton resonance 
indirectly and in addition give relative sign Information on its 
couplings to other nuclei. Since 2-D n.m.r. was not used to a great 
extent In this work the following discussion is limited to the points 
needed for an appreciation of the experiment actually performed.
The experiment performed on X Involved the correlation of the 
resonances with those of its directly-bound proton and resulted 
in the C-H correlated 2-D spectrum (Fig. 2.10) of which a schematic
contour plot is represented beneath (Fig. 2.11) 54a The two axes
13 1correspond to the C and H resonance frequencies as labelled and a
40
Figs 2.10 , 2.11 - C2 region of the ^^c -Ih correlated 2-D spectrvun
of the triphosphine X.
Fig 2.10
13,
Hi
V  ^
V
7ft ti?..
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13projection along the axes will display the phosphorus-coupled
and spectra. It Is clear froa the contour representation thatC2
13each transition in the C spectrum is correlated with a single transition 
in the spectrum, each correlation occurring for a specific combination 
of all three phosphorus spin-states. Previous decoupling experiments
13had revealed that transitions (1) and (2) in the C spectrum, separated
31 13by 3.1 Hz, correspond to the P^- coupling. Thus the difference 
between transitions (1 ) and (2) merely reflect opposite spin-states of 
P^. Inspection of Fig. 2.11 shows that transitions (1) and (2) are 
correlated with transitions e and g in the proton spectrum and there­
fore the separation between e and g of (8.7 Hz) corresponds to the
31 1previously unknown P_- H. coupling. Furthermore, since the changeA C 2
of spin-state of P^ arising from a decrease in frequency from (1 ) - (2)
is reflected by an increase In frequency for correlated transitions e
31 1 31 13and g the signs of J( P^- H) and J( P^- C2) must be opposite. Thus
J(^^Pj^-^H) » 8.7 Hz opposite sign to (2.12)
Similarly the transitions (1) and (3) separated by
are related by a change in spin-state of P_ and show correlation witho
transitions e and f in the ^H spectrum which are separated by 0.6 Hz. 
Similar considerations as for the previous case reveal
J(^^P_-^H) = 0.6 Hz opposite sign to ) (2.13)
31 13Finally, transitions (1) and (5), separated by J( P^- C2) ere 
correlated with transitions e and a in the ^H spectrum which are 
separated by 30.8 Hz and therefore
J(^^P^-^H) - 30.8 Hz same sign as J(^^P^-^^Cj) (2.14)
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Thus ths signs of ths various phosphorus-phosphorus, phosphorus-
carbon and phosphorus-proton couplings wars dstsminsd rslativs to one
another. In order to deteraine their absolute signs, therefore, it was
only necessary to detemine the absolute sign of any single coupling
constant. To detemine an absolute sign it is necessary to coapare
1 13 1the unknown with a coupling of known sign such as J( C- H) which is
55known to be positive in all situations Because of the appearance
31of the proton coupled P spectrua of X (Fig. 2.6) a selective de-
1 3  r31 1coupling ezperiaent of the type ... 1 P^| was perforaed with
results that are shown in Fig. 2.12. Consideration of spectra (2) 
and (3) of this experimental series leads to the conclusion
A coabinatlon of results 2.3 to 2.15 gave the n.a.r. paraaeters shown 
in Table 2.3.
TABLE 2.3 n.a.r. data for the new triphosphine X
P araae te r
Phosphorus Nucleus P^
Pa Pb Px
6 (^^P ^)/p p a  * -5 .4 -2 5 .7 -0 .9
_ ,3 1 „ 31_  ^ ^  
J ( P^- Pj^)/Hz - ■►142.8 ±1.5**
J( Pg- P ^)/H z t-142.8 - -9 .8
J (^ ^P x -^ ^P i) /H z ±1.5** -9 .8 -
/Hz -3 1 .2 ■►19.7 ±55.0**
■►31.1 -1 7 .5 ±3.1**
J(^^P ^-^H )/H z ■►30.8 ■M).6 ±8.7**
Notes: see over
Notea to a Relative to external 85% H^PO. »0.0 ppa
Table 2.3 . ...................---------  b Sign not determined
Careful consideration of the results of the n.a.r. study performed 
on X led to the postulation that the assignment Is as shoen in Fl|^.2.13
for the following reasons.
Fig 2.13
It Is unlikely that the gemlnally related phosphorus nuclei (P^ 
and P_) will have widely separated chemical shifts and therefore itA
was assumed that the resonance at -25.7 ppm arises from P^. P^ shows
a large coupling to one other phosphorus nucleus irtilch by analogy with
the related species In Table 2.2 must be P^. The chemical shifts of
P^ and P^ are therefore as shown In Table 2.3. Supporting evidence
for this assignment comes from consideration of the other parameters
shown In Table 2.3. The trans phosphorus-phosphorus (F^-P^) coupling
of 9.8 Hz Is comparable to that found In trans-1,2-bls(diphenylphos-
phlno)ethene (13.0 Hz). Also, the largest phosphorus-proton coupling
arises from the three-bond trans coupling to P^ rather than from the
three-bond els or two-bond gemlnal coupling, a situation reflected by
56analogous proton-proton couplings Perhaps surprising Is the very
low value for the gemlnal coupling constant (1.5 Hz) but it must
be remembered that phosphorus-phosphorus couplings are critically 
dependent on lone-pair orientation and therefore conformer (a) (Fig. 
2.7) Is likely to be the preferred arrangement.
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N o t e s  to 
T a b l e  2.3
a R e l a t i v e  to external 8 5 %  = 0 . 0  ppm
b Sign n o t  d e t e r m i n e d
Car e f u l  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  of the r e s u l t s  of the n.m.r. st u d y  p e r f o r m e d  
on X led to the p o s t u l a t i o n  that the a s s i g n m e n t  is a s  sh o w n  In Fig. 2.13 
for the f o l l o w i n g  rea sons .
> H Fig 2.13
It is u n l i k e l y  that the g e m l n a l l y  r e l a t e d  p h o s p h o r u s  n u c l e i  (P^ 
a nd P ) will have w i d e l y  s e p a r a t e d  c h e m i c a l  shifts and t h e r e f o r e  itA
w a s  ass u m e d  that the r e s o n a n c e  at -25 .7 p pm ari ses f r o m  P . P shows0 O
a large c o u p l i n g  to o ne o t h e r  p h o s p h o r u s  n u c l e u s  w h i c h  b y  a n a l o g y  with
the r e l a t e d  species In Tab le 2.2 must be P ^ . The c h e m i c a l  s hi fts of
P. and P„ are t h e r e f o r e  as shown in T a b l e  2.3. S u p p o r t i n g  e v i d e n c e  A X
for this ass i g n m e n t  c o m e s  from c o n s i d e r a t i o n  of the o t h e r  p a r a m e t e r s
shown In Table 2.3. T he trans p h o s p h o r u s - p h o s p h o r u s  c o u p l i n g
of 9.8 Hz is c o m p a r a b l e  to that found In t r a n s - 1,2-b l s ( d l p h e n y l p h o s -
p h l n o ) e t h e n e  (13.0 Hz). Also, the l a r gest p h o s p h o r u s - p r o t o n  c o u p l i n g
ari ses from the t h r e e - b o n d  trans c o u p l i n g  to P^ rat her than fro m the----  A
thr e e - b o n d  el s  or t w o - b o n d  gemlnal c o u p l i n g ,  a s i t uati on r e f l e c t e d  by
56a n a l o g o u s  p r o t o n - p r o t o n  c o u p l i n g s P e r h a p s  s u r p r i s i n g  Is the very
low value for the g e m l n a l  P.-P„ c o u p l i n g  c o n s t a n t  (1.5 Hz) but it mustA X
be r e m embe red that p h o s p h o r u s - p h o s p h o r u s  c o u p l i n g s  a re c r i t i c a l l y  
dep e n d e n t  on l o n e - p a i r  o r i e n t a t i o n  a n d  t h e r e f o r e  c o n f o r m e r  (a) (Fig. 
2.7) is likely to be the pre f e r r e d  a r r a n g e m e n t .
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31.Fig 2.12 - Selective P-decoupling experiments performed 
on the ^H-coupled 13c2 resonance of X.
159 Hz
1 > (3.1 Hz coupling 
not resolved)
3 2
^H-coupled spectrum
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Further stronger ovld«nc« for this sssignasnt coass froa con- 
31sidorstlon of the P n.a.r. spoctra of soao transitloa-aotsl 
coaplexas of X as dlscussod In Chaptar 3.
(C) Tatra- and Pantatartiarr Phosphinas and Ralatad Spacias
Although tha phosphorus-hydrogan bonds In tha trlphosphlna spacias 
VI - IX appaar to ba lass raactiva towards basa-catalysad addition than 
thosa in tha starting priaary phosphinas, thay ara navarthalass still 
capabla of undargoing furthar addition raactions. Thus, raaction of 
VI with vinyldiphany^phosphlna undar sinllar conditions lad to tha 
foraatlon of tha naw tatratartlary phosphina ligand XI (Eq. 2.16), 
which was again isolated as an alr-stabla white solid.
\ ______/
PHPh
PFhj
Ph.
A, / \
2.16
VI XI
Sinllarly, raaction of VI with a furthar equivalent of 1 ,1-bia- 
diphanylphosphinoathana (I) or indeed raaction of phanylphosphina with 
two equivalents of tha alkane resulted in rapid foraation of tha naw 
pantatartlaryphosphina ligand XII (Eq. 2.17) which was isolated as
.PMPh
Ph. PI»2P'
>
VI
Ph Ph
yM C H 2  CH^CH 
PhjP^
XII 2.17
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air-itable crystals with a sharp asltlng point and satisfactory 
elsBontal analysis. Other prlnary phosphines were found to undergo 
analogous reactions (Eq. 2.18) to give the related pentatertlary 
phosphine ligands XIII-XIV. However, the trlphosphlne ligand VII
RPH2 2 C^«s CH2
PI»2P'/
CHCHj CH^CH 2.18
R » CH^CH^CN XIII
nBu XIV
underwent no further addition reactions either with vInyldiphenyl- 
phosphine or with 1 .l-bls(dlphenylphosphlno)ethene, I, under these 
conditions or even under reflux (67*’C) , suggesting that the bulk of 
the trltertlarybutylphenyl group precludes further reaction.
Under slnllar conditions phenylarslne, PhAsH^, was found to undergo 
reactions analogous to those of phenyl phosphine (Eq. 2.19). Although 
the secondary arslno species XV decomposes rapidly in air, the
PhAsH«
Ph.
Ph.
JCMCH
XV
.AsHPh
/  _L
Ph
Ph2\  ^PPt .2
^CHC»<2 CH^CH 
PhjP^
XVI 2.10
tetratertlaryphosphlnearslno species XVI was Isolated as air-stable 
crystals in good yield.
For the tetratertlary phosphine ligand XI the phosphorus aton M
is chiral (Fig. 2.14) and therefore the two genlnally related phos-
31phorus nuclei are Inequlvalent. The P n.n.r. spectrun of XI should
47
Ph
Ph
* \^ C M O ^  ^  CH^ 2
PhjP^
0
Fig 2.14
XI
therefore be chmracterlstic of an ABMX spin-systea53 However, the
31 31siailarlty of 6 (  P.) and 5 (  P_. results in the spectrum havlnfan A .HZA B/ 2
appearance where 20 Hz = “ d * 27.5 Hz,
and where could not be determined.
For the pentatertlary phosphine species (XII-XIV) the central 
phosphorus atom X (Fig. 2.15) is a prochlral centre. As in similar 
molecules containing chiral centres, this renders the genlnally related 
phosphorus nuclei Inequlvalent but does not differentiate the pairs of 
gealnal phosphorus nuclei.
Ph fl
\ h CH2 CH^CH 
Phj»/ ^FPhj
0 XI.
Fig 2.15
31The P n.a.r. spectra of these compounds are therefore 
characteristic of AA'BB’X spin systens^^ in which the long range 
couplings <71f- 2.16).
Analysis of these spectra led to the parameters shown in Table 2.4.
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/ A  /
PhjP^
c
XI
Fig 2.14
t h e refo re be c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  of an A B M X  s p i n-sy stem 53 H o w e v e r , the
31 31s i m ilar ity of 6 ( P.) and 6 ( P r e s u l t s  in the s p e c t r u m  h a v i n g  an A ^M X
A  B )  2
a p p e a r a n c e  wh e r e  ^JiP.Pw) = 20 Hz = ^J(P_P„), a nd ^J(P»-Pv) = 27.5 Hz,A M  D M M ^
2and w h e r e  «^(Pa P d ) co u l d  not be d et ermi ned.
A  B
For the p e n t a t e r t i a r y  p h o s p h i n e  spe cies (XII - X I V )  the c e n tral 
p h o s p h o r u s  atom X (Fig. 2.15) is a p r o chlr al centre. As in sim i l a r  
m o l e c u l e s  c o n t a i n i n g  chiral centres, t h i s  renders the g e m l n a l l y  r e l ated 
p h o s p h o r u s  n u c l e i  i ne quiv alent but d o e s  not d i f f e r e n t i a t e  the p a i r s  of 
geminal p h o s p h o r u s  nuclei.
Ph
Phjp
CHCHj
P h jP ^
CH^H
^PPhj
Fig 2.15
6 XII
0 '
31The P n.m.r. spe ctra of these com p o u n d s  are t he refo re
53c h a ract erist ic of A A ' B B ’X spin sys tems in w h i c h  the long range 
couplin gs zero (Fig. 2.16).
Ana lysi s of these spectra led to the pa r a m e t e r s  shown in T a b l e  2.4
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The Mgnitud«« of tho coupling constant« aro in gonaral conparablo 
to analogous couplings in rslatsd trlphosphlns spsciss (Table 2.1).
Fig. 2.17(a) or (b) whsrs tbs dibsdral angles for the P.-P. and Pb~P.A A O J
Ne%nnan projection along 
the C-C bond of XII.
systens are different. A detailed n.n.r. study of XII (Fig. 2.18)
3 3showed an Increased differentiation of J(P^-P^) and with a
decrease In tenperature and helps to substantiate this suggestion.
The arsenlc-contalnlng species XV and XVI are both produced in
31the sane reaction nlxture and without prior knowledge their P spectra 
are difficult to assign to a specific conpound.
The secondary-arslno conpound XV contains a chiral arsenic aton, 
and as in analogous trlphosphlne ligands this renders the genlnally 
related phosphorus nuclei Inequlvalent so that this conpound has an
Fig 2.18 - Temperature dependence of the resonance of the 
pentaphosphlne ligand XII showing differentiation 
of J(AX) and J(BX) at low teiaperature.
Temp
350 K
J(AX) , J(BX) /  Hz
28.9 . 17.9
325 K
300 K
29.3 . 16.8
29.7 , 16.1
273 K
253 K
30 .0  . 15.1
30.0 , 13.9
233 K 30 .0  , 12.5
213 K
193 K
30 .0  , 12.1
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AB spin systra. Siallarly, th« prochiral ars«nlc atoa of XVI leads 
to this ligand having an AA'BB’ spin systen (Fig. 2.19). However,
P h j\  AsHPh
Ph
XV
Ph
Ph2^^
0 .... o'XVI
Fig 2 .19
since there is negligible long range phosphorus-phosphorus coupling in
31this molecule its P n.n.r. spectrua appears deceptively as a simple 
53AB one Since the spectra of both XV and XVI are consistent with
either molecular structure the assignaent of spectra to specific
31ligands was aade only after careful consideration of the P spectra 
of a range of reaction mixtures containing known proportions of both
A
XV and XVI. Whilst the value of | I (95-0 Hz) in XVI is coa-
parable to that found in the phosphine analogue (XII) (100.7 Hz) the
oMiP'P.)
siallarity of 6('^ '^ P.)^ in XV precludes deterainatlon of | J(P.Pn) | in
A A ^
this compound.
(D) Hexatertiary Phosphines
%
In an extension of the synthetic approach previously described
the relatively recently prepared disecondary phosphine species
PhHP(CH.) PHPh n 3 2,3 underwent addition reactions to give the 2 n
hexaphosphorus ligands XVIII and XIX (Eq. 2.20) as air-stable white 
solids. This reaction is likely to be applicable to disecondary 
phosphines of any chain length thus leading to a series of hexatertlary* 
phosphine ligands, the most important aesU>er of which is likely to be
53
AB spin system. Sim ilar ly, the prochlr al a r s e n i c  a t o m  of XVI l e a d s  
to this lig and h a v i n g  an AA'BB' spin s y s t e m  (Fig. 2.19). However,
f{
PhjPv
Ph,P^
AsHPh
0
XV
Ph
V A
^CHCH2 CH^CH 
PhjP^
0 XV. 0 '
Fig 2.19
since the re Is n e g l i g i b l e  long range p h o s p h o r u s - p h o s p h o r u s  c o u p l i n g  In
31this m o l e c u l e  Its P n.m.r. s p e c t r u m  a p p ears d e c e p t i v e l y  as a s i m p l e  
53AB one Sin ce the spectra of both XV a nd XVI are c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h
either m o l e c u l a r  str u c t u r e  the a s s i g n m e n t  of s p e c t r a  to specific
31lig ands w as ma d e  onl y after car e f u l  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  of the P s p e c t r a  
of a ran ge of r e a c t i o n  m i x t u r e s  c o n t a i n i n g  k n o w n  p r o p o r t i o n s  of b o t h  
XV and XVI. W h i l s t  the v a l u e  of
p a r able to that found In the p h o s p h i n e  a n a l o g u e  (XII) (100.7 Hz) the
o M i i i X )
s i m i l a r i t y  of 6( P .) ^ln XV p r e c l u d e s  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  of ¡ J(P.Pn) InA A  A B
this compound.
(D) H e x a t e r t l a r y  P h o s p h i n e s
In an e x t e n s i o n  of the s y n thet ic a p p r o a c h  p r e v i o u s l y  d e s c r i b e d
the r e l ativ ely rec entl y p r e p a r e d  d l s e c o n d a r y  p h o s p h i n e  species
PhHP(CH_) PHPh n = 2,3 u n d e r w e n t  a d d i t i o n  r e a c t i o n s  to give the 2 n
h e x a p h o s p h o r u s  lig ands XVIII a nd XIX (Eq. 2.20) as a i r - s t a b l e  w h i t e  
solids. This rea ctio n is l ik ely to be a p p l i c a b l e  to d is econ dary 
p h o s p h i n e s  of any ch a i n  l en gth thus l e a d i n g  to a ser ies of hexatertiary- 
pho s p h i n e  ligands, the most Importa nt m e m b e r  of wh i c h  Is likely to be
53
the epeclea where n « 1 (XVII). The inacceesibillty of 
however, required the developaent of an alternative aethod of 
synthesis for this ligand froa a suitable alkali-aetal phosphide. Of 
the various aethods available for the preparation of these reagents,
the one of Interest here Is the reaction of a secondary phosphine with
57,58 Tbe exact nature of species such as
"RjPLl" BuH ( 2 . 21)
alkanes to give polyphosphorus species as previously described.
This reaction was found also to be applicable to the trlphosphlne 
ligand VI In which the secondary phosphine atoa was readily llthlated. 
Subsequent reaction with half an equivalent of dlchlorosethane led to 
the foraatlon of the required hexatertlary phosphine XVII (Bq. 2.22}idilch
PPhH "Ph-P
SuLi
PhjP.
Ph Ph
V "
,PPh,
2.20
PPh,
was isolated as an air-stable white solid.
The presence of two chiral centres at the central phosphorus atons
of these hexaphosphlnes results in these species each having two 
61stereoisoners In the case where n » 3 the near zero four-bond
coupling (7ig. 2.20) results in this species deceptively
A Ph Ph f l '
< ^ 2 \
HCH2 ^  iCH
^ P P h
6 a '
Fig 2 .2 0
31having a simple ABX P spectrum (where both stereoisomers may be 
distinguished) (Fig. 2.21).
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(E) Heptatartlary Phoaphine»
In a logical extension of the preparation of trl- and penta-
tertlary phosphines from secondary and prlnary phosphines respectively,
the reaction using phosphine, was found to lead to the fonatlon
of the new heptatertlary phosphine trls (2.2-bls(dlphenylphosphlno)
ethyl)phosphine, (XXII), via a series of Interaedlates XX, XXI (Eq. 2.23),
31all of which were identified in situ fron their characteristic P n.n.r.
PM, 2.23
XX
p p P p 
P h , P h j  P h j  P h j
XXI
P  PPhj Phjp
Phj Phj
XXII
P  PpPhj Phj
31spectra. Indeed the preparation of XII is facilitated by the use of P
precision the anount of phosphine gas available. P n.n.r. spectrum
of the reaction aixture (Fig. 2.22) shows clearly the presence of the 
interaedlate species (Fig. 2.23) by the characteristic resonance due 
to the hydrogen-bearing phosphorus nuclei X and yielded the n.n.r. 
parameters shown in Table 2.6.
57
t
Fig 2.22 a) N.M.R. spectrxm of the reaction mixtiire from 
the preparation of the heptaphoephlne XXII
b) N.N.R. spectrum of the final product.
18.9 Hz
14.0 Hz
PH«
H
A 0 C £
XX XXI
Fig 2.23 Phosphorus labelling system for the species XX-XXII
TABLE 2.6 31P n.a.r. date for the Intermediates XX-XXII
Ligand ac«P,> •
/pp«
l='j(p*p,)l
/Hz **
l^jiPgPj)1 
/Hz ®
XX -139.5 14.0 -
XXI -71.1 18.9 18.9
XXII ^ -27.3 25.3 -
Notes a Relative to external 85%
c . ®J(Pb .P,) 
d » -2.7
0.00 ppi
The ^^P n.a.r. spectrua of the product XXII (Fig. 2.14) shows
is more likely to be due to inter-bond angle distortions at the P^ atom
H0 « P / S ' f i  ^^ P P
«  ft
XX XXI XXII
Fig 2.23 Phosphorus labelling system for the species XX-XXII
TABLE 2.6 31 P n.m.r. d a t a  for the i n t e r m e d i a t e s  XX - .XXII
L i g a n d
31 a 6< P,)
/ppm /Hz ^
V x > :
/Hz
XX -139.5 14.0 -
XXI -71 .1 18.9 18.9
XXII ^ -27.3 25.3 -
No t e s  a Rel ativ e to e x t e r n a l  8 5 %  = 0.00 ppm
b = "j (Pa .Pj ) 
c = ' « P b .Px )
d 5(^^P.) = -2.7 
A
31The P n.m.r. s p e c t r u m  of the pro duct XXII (Fig. 2.14) shows
53 3clearly an A X  spin s y s t e m  w i t h  J ( P  P ) = 25.3 Hz, all seven lines6 A A
of the X-s epte t b e i n g  visible. The increase in successive
p r o tons are r e p l a c e d  on P may be d ue to cha nges in e l e c t r o n e g a t i v i t y  but
is more likely to be due to i n t e r - b o n d  angle d i s t o r t i o n s  at the P^ atom
59
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SUMBURY
Hie preparation of a aeries of related polyphosphorus ligands 
containing up to seven phosphorus atons has been described. It will 
be noted that these ligands nay be prepared under extremely slid 
conditions and are often air-stable crystalline naterlals consequently 
making them easy to handle and store. A feature of these ligands is 
their potential for forming complexes with chelate-rings of various 
sizes, and in particular XIX is of special Interest in having the 
potential to form complexes with four, five and slx-membered and 
larger rings.
CHAPTER 3
OCTAHEDRAL AND SQUARE-PLANAR TRANSITION-METAL COMPLEXES OF
1.1.2-TRIS(DIPHENYLPHOSPHINO)ETHANE AND RELATED TRIPHOSPHINE LIGANDS
INTRODUCTION
The new trlphosphlne ligands reported In the previous chapter have 
the potential to exhibit a wide range of new and unusual coordination 
nodes. In order to study their coordinative behaviour a series of 
group VIB netal carbonyl and square-planar palladlxin and platlnun 
coaplexes of these new ligands was prepared. This chapter discusses 
the syntheses of these conplexes and exanlnes the aultl-elenent n.a.r. 
study which was undertaken In order to conflra their structural 
aaslgnnent.
2. OCTAHEDRAL COMPLEXES 
(A) Introduction
The ready availability of the group VI netal hexacarbonyls and 
the general alr-stablllty of their phosphine conplexes have nade such 
species attractive for study and have prompted numerous reviews on the
it A.subject . Furthermore, n.m.r. spectroscoplsts have an interest In 
these metals since both nolybdenun and tungsten have isotopes anenable 
to study by n.a.r. For these reasons a series of chromium, nolybdenum 
and timgsten coaplexes of the new trlphosphlne ligands described In 
Chapter 2 was prepared In order to study the trends in both coordin­
ative behaviour and n.n.r. paraaeters (a) within the group and (b) 
within the series of ligands.
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(B) Re«ult« and Di«cu«»lon
(i) 1,1j2-^rl«(diDh»nylpho«phino)»than< (II)
This ligand (II) la of special Interest as It has features of both 
dppa and dppe. The five possible aonoaetalllc coordination nodes of 
(II) are shown in Fig. 3.1 (nodes Ila-IIe) and in the present work con- 
plezes exhibiting all these nodes were synthesised and characterised.
In general, direct reaction between the free ligand and a group VIB netal
Ph- Ph, 6
/ S —
--------P- /P P h ,
H ^  C H j-C H
^ P P h - ^ P P h ,
D lib 0
Rg 3.1
lla
3 Ph,
\  / « N k
\ S ' ^
He
hexacarbonyl resulted in a nlxture of conplexes having the above and other 
pol]metalllc modes, and therefore a more selective synthetic approach was 
adopted.
The free ligand itself is prepared by the reaction of dlphenylphos- 
phlne with 1 ,l-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethene (I), and sinilar reactions 
were found to occur for both nonodentate (la) and bldentate chelate (Ib) 
foras of I, and these led to the selective syntheses of conplexes ex­
hibiting nodes Ila and lie (Eqs 3.1 and 3.2). At roon tenperature these 
reactions are rapid and proceed regiospecifically; under reflux con­
ditions, however, partial rearrangenents fron Ila ^  Ilb and fron lie ->
Ild were found to occur. Conplexes of structural type Ild were nade by
revealed that for chronlun and tungsten, the reaction of Eq 3.3 led solely 
to the conplex exhibiting node Ild, but for nolybdenun the analogous
(B) Results and D i s c u s s i o n
(i) 1,1 ^2-^|»l||(dtDhenylphosphlno)ethane (II)
T h i s  l ig and (II) is of special Interest as It ha s  f e a t u r e s  of b o t h  
d pp m a nd dppe. T h e  five p o s s i b l e  m o n o m e t a l l i c  c o o r d i n a t i o n  modes of 
(II) ar e  shown In Fig. 3.1 (modes I l a - I I e )  and In the p r e s e n t  work c o m ­
ple xes exh i b i t i n g  all these m o d e s  were s y n t h e s i s e d  a n d  c ha ract erise d.
In g e n e r a l , d i r e c t  r e a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  the fre e ligand a n d  a g r o u p  V I B  met al
Ph Ph, 6
•Pv / P P h ,
/
^  C H - CH
^ P P h ,
lib 6
Ph
■ p ^
Ph
lie
6
Ph.P
^ C H - C H
^PPh,
C
lid
Ph PP  A  . P
\
Ph
C H r
lle
hex acar bonyl r e s u l t e d  In a m i x t u r e  of c o m p l e x e s  h a v i n g  the above a nd oth er 
pol ymet allic modes, and t h e r e f o r e  a mo r e  s e l ecti ve s y n t h e t i c  a p p r o a c h  w as 
adopted.
T he free l ig and Itself Is p r e p a r e d  by the r e a c t i o n  of d l p h e n y l p h o s -  
p h l n e  with 1 ,l-b l s ( d l p h e n y l p h o s p h l n o ) e t h e n e  (I), and s i m i l a r  r e a ctio ns 
w er e found to occ ur for b o t h  m o n o d e n t a t e  (la) and b l d e n t a t e  c h e l a t e  (Ib) 
forms of I , and these led to the selecti ve s y n thes es of c o m p l e x e s  e x ­
hib i t i n g  m o d e s  Ila a nd lie (Eqs 3.1 and 3.2). At r o o m  t e m p e r a t u r e  these 
reactions are rapid and p r o c e e d  r e g l o s p e c l f I c a l l y ; u n d e r  reflux c o n ­
ditions, however, partial r e a r r a n g e m e n t s  f ro m lla llb and from lie
lid were found to occur. C o m p l e x e s  of str uctu ral typo IId wor e m ad e by
65 31a m e t h o d  (Eq 3.3) wh i c h  Is sim i l a r  to Kelter's. P n.m.r. spe ctr o s c o p y  
revealed that for c h r o m i u m  and tungsten, the rea c t i o n  of Eq 3.3 led solely 
to the complex e x h i b i t i n g  m o d e  Ild, but for m o l y b d e n u m  the analogo us
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(CGI4M:
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PhjPH (CGI4M
Ile
3 .2
(ca^ u— PhjPH
reaction produced a alxture of complexes having modes Ile and Ild. *niis 
apparent equal preference of molybdenum to adopt four~ and fIve-membered 
chelate-rlng structures is also demonstrated by complexes of other 
ligands and Is discussed later. The complexes of the tricoordinate 
ligand In mode lie were prepared by direct reaction of the free ligand,
II, with fac-M(CO)j(RCN)and n.m.r. spectroscopy showed no Indi­
cation of the formation of the related mer Isomer. Complexes of mode 
Ilb were found to be difficult to prepare selectively and therefore were 
not of isolated pure. Structural mode Ila was found to be overwhelmingly 
preferred to lib; for example, treatment of the free ligand, II, with 
M(CO) .THF resulted in a ca. 4:1 mixture of complexes having modes Ila 
and lib. Also, reaction of M(CO)jPPhjH with I, which has the potential 
to give complexes of type lib, was found not to proceed at room tempér­
ât lire , and under reflux conditions (67®C) resulted in the formation of 
complexes of structural type lid, as previously described.
The phosphine complexes M(CO)^[IIa], M(CO)^[lIc], ll(CO)^[IId] and 
M(CO) [He], where M » Cr, Mo, W, were generally obtained as white to 
yellow air-stable crystals with sharp melting points (pages 171-173).
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Several of these coaplexes were also aade by other aethods, but since 
the isolation of the free ligand II is difficult it has been found 
generally better to build the coordinated ligand froa the- appropriate 
phosphine coaplez. This approach was found to be widely applicable 
in aany subsequent reactions involving the larger ligands since it 
could be used to liait the isoaeric divergence of coaplex foraation. 
This series of coaplexes therefore deaonstrates the ability of 1,1,2- 
tris(diphenylphosphino)ethane to fora both four- and five-aeabered 
chelate-rings, and also to coordinate fully as in lie, to produce
coaplexes that would be expected to Involve considerable strain.
31.A knowledge of the factors Influencing P chealcal shifts in
31.phosphine coaplexes as outlined in Chapter 1 made analysis of the P
n.a.r. spectra for the coaplexes Ila- lie (e.g. Figs 3.2, 3.3) fairly
3lstraightforward, and led to the values of P n.a.r. parameters shown 
in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
Fig. 3.4 illustrates the pattern of coordination chemical shifts,
A, (see page 14)* for these coaplexes and demonstrates nicely two 
important features.
(i) A aonotonic decrease in A as the group Cr, Mo, W is descended.
(ii) For any particular aetal the ranges of A do not overlap for the 
three types of coordinated phosphorus atom considered.
In the fully coordinated species lie the phosphorus nuclei P^ are 
incorporated in both four- and five-aeabered rings and it is Interesting 
that they exhibit A values in the region only associated with four- 
aeabered rings.
Perhaps more difficult to quantify are the various phosphorus- 
phosphorus coupling constants in the complexes Ila-lie (Table 3.2).
For the species of structural types Ila, Ilb and lie the various 
couplings appear to be dependent on conformational effects alone rather
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31Fig. 3.2 P n.a.r. spectrua of W(CO)^[IIc]
31Fig. 3.3 P n.a.r. spoctrua of Cr(CO) [Ila]
0
{CCHf r —
196.5 Hz
Cr(CO).[lla]
I I Fig 3.3
•»>50
TABLE 3.1 ch0*ic»l shift data for the group VIB aatal carbonyl
coaplazas of II
Complex
/PP« *
"•a
/PP* ® a/PP*
APB
, c /PP*
6<"Pc)
a/PP*
Cr(C0)j[IIa] 1-67.2 +70.8 -11.9 - -17.3
Blo(C0)j[IIa] 1-50.0 +53.6 -10.5 - -17.5
W C C O j C I I a ] 1-33.4 +37.0 -9.6 - -17.5
Cr(C0)^[IIb] 1^9.6 +69.2 -3.7 - -
Mo(CO).[lib] 1-30.2 +49.8 -4.2 - -
W(C0)j[IIb] 1-12.0 +31.6 -3.9 - -
Cr(C0)^[IIc]
4
1-50.5 +54.1 -19.3 - -
Mo(C0)^[IIc]
4
1-26.8 +30.4 -19.5 - -
W(C0)^[IIc] 1-2.7 +6.3 -20.0 - -
Cr(C0)^[IId] +87.5 +91.1 +69.4 +89.0 -15.9
Mo(C0)^[IId]
4
+64.8 +68.4 +47.4 +67.0 -14.8
W(C0)^[IId] +49.5 +53.1 +32.7 +52.3 -15.6
Cr(C0)g[IIe] +50.3 +53.9 +61.4 +81.0 -
Mo(C0)g[IIe] +29.2 +32.8 +40.6 +60.2 -
W C C O g C I I e ] +11.7 +15.3 +28.1 +47.7 -
Notes a Relative to external 85% «0.0 ppa
b See Fig. 3.1 for labelling systen 
c Coordination chemical shift
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31 31TABLE 3.2 P- P coupling constants for the group VIB aetal 
carbonyl coaplexes of II
Coaplex *
31 31 b
•»< V ‘’b >
/tiM
31 31 b j ( \ -  p^)
/H«
31 31 bV
/Hx
Cr(CO)j[IIa] 196.5 20.8 0.0
Mo(CO)j[IIa] 213.6 19.5 0.0
W(CO)g[IIa) 210.0 22.6 0.0
Cr(CO)j[IIb] 3.1 - -
llo(CO)j[IIb] 8.5 - -
W(CO)j[IIb] 7.3 - -
Cr(CO)^[IIc]4 7.3 - -
llo(CO)^[IIc] 7.3 - -
W(CO)^[IIc] 8.5 - -
Cr(CO) rild] 4 20.8 25.9 1.8
Mo(CO)^[IId]4 9.8 25.6 1.8
W(CO)^[IId] 1.5 29.5 2.4
Cr(C0)3[IIe] 23.2 - -
MoiCOgCIIe] 12.2 - -
WiCOgille] 6.1 — •
Notes a See Fig. 3.1 for labelling systei 
b Signs unknown
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than on the nature of the aetal, and It is only when coupling can occur 
through the aetal Itself, (lid and He), that there are differences 
between coaplezes of the saae structural type. Coaplezes of type IId
(c c m Fig 3 .5
) Which do not Involve through-the-aetal coupling are coa-A C
parable for each of chroaiua, aolybden\ia and tungsten, suggesting
and slailarly in H e  type coaplezes down the group aust therefore, if 
conforaational effects are the saae for each coaplez, arise froa
differences in the through>the-aetal couplings. As aentioned in
Ad . m .31— 31m .Chapter 1, Grla et al have suggested that values of P- P)
within a chelate-ring structure can be considered as a sua of the
"through-the-aetal" and "through-the-backbone” contributions (Eq. 3.4).
®J(^^P-^^P) “j(^^P-^^P) + ®J(^^P-^^P) (3.4)
Typical values of ^J(^^P-^^P) in such coaplezes are -41.0 Hz, -28.0 Hz
46and -22.0 Hz for chroaiua, aolybdenua and tungsten respectively • Proa
the results of Table 3.2, therefore, it is possible to aake approzlaate
calculations of ®J(^^P^^P), although in applying this equation it is
essential to take into account signs of coupling constants. Since
the signs of J( P. P_) are not known, two sets of values for J( R Pg)A o
are possible for coaplezes of type Hd:
than o n  the n at ure of the metal, and it is o n l y  w h e n  c o u p l i n g  can o c c u r
t h r ough the met al itself, (lid and H e ) ,  that there are d i f f e r e n c e s
b e t w e e n  com p l e x e s  of the same str uctu ral type. C o m p l e x e s  of type lid
3 31 31(Fig. 3.5) are the best e x a m p l e s  whe re the v a l u e s  of J( P^- P^) and
(CC»4M Fig 3.5
) w h i c h  do not involve t h r o u g h - t h e - m e t a l  c o u p l i n g  are com-A C
p a r a b l e  for each of chromium, m o l y b d e n u m  and tungsten, su g g e s t i n g
31 31sim ilar conformations. The d e c reas e in m a g n i t u d e  of J ( P^- P^) in lid
and s i m i l a r l y  in H e  type c om plex es d ow n the gro up must therefore, if 
c o n f o r m a t i o n a l  e f f e c t s  are the sam e for e ac h complex, ar i s e  from 
d i f f e r e n c e s  in the t h r o u g h - t h e - m e t a l  couplings. As m e n t i o n e d  in 
C h a p t e r  1, G r i m  et al^^ have sug g e s t e d  that v a l u e s  of —  J ( P- P) 
w i t h i n  a c h e l a t e - r i n g  structu re can be c o n s i d e r e d  as a s u m  of the 
" t h r o u g h - t h e - m e t a l "  and " t h r o u g h - t h e - b a c k b o n e "  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  (Eq. 3.4).
Sj(31p_31p) = “j(^^P-^^P) + ®J(^^P-^^P) (3.4)
M 31Typical val ues of J( P- P) in such com p l e x e s  are -41.0 Hz, -28 .0 Hz
46and -22.0 Hz for chromium, m o l y b d e n u m  and t u n g s t e n  res pe c t i v e l y  • F r o m  
the results of T a b l e  3.2, therefore, it is p o s s i b l e  to m ak e a p p r o x i m a t e  
c a l c u l a t i o n s  of ^J(^^P^^P), alt houg h in a p p l y i n g  this e q u a t i o n  it is
essential to take into account signs of c o u p l i n g  constants. Sin ce
3X 3X ® 31 31 .the signs of J( P P ) are not known, two sets of values for J( ^  Pg)A B
are p o s s i b l e  for com plex es of type H d :
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(i) If positive, * +61.8 Hz, +37.8 Hz
and +23.5 Hz for Cr, Mo and W respectively;
(ii) if negative, - +20.2 Hz, +18.2 Hz
and +20.3 Hz for Cr, Mo and W respectively.
Since it is likely that conformational differences are small it is
B 3l 31reasonable to assume that J( P • P ) contributions within the IldA o
series are comparable. This is clearly the result if values of
j( B) negative for these complexes and leads to the
prediction that ®J(^^P.-^^P_) is of the order of +20 Hz compared to
24.4 Hz in the free ligand. A similar treatment can be undertaken
for the fully coordinated complexes of structural tsrpe lie, and a
summary of such calculations is given in Table 3.3.
TABLE 3.3
Complex
Type
M 31 31
■»< •’a V
/Hz
B 31 31 j( p* 
/Hz /H*
lid - Cr •41 +20 -21 ±20.8
- Mo -28 +20 -8 ± 9.8
- w -22 +20 -2 ± 1.3
lie - Cr -41 . +16 -25 ±23.2
- Mo -28 +16 -12 ±12 .2
%
- w -22 +16 -6 ± 6 .1
II - free
ligand 0 24.4 24.4 24.4
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q e  1 8 3°Mo and____W n.m.r. data
The nucleus (I = i, net. abundance 14.7%) has such low
183sensitivity to n.m.r. detection that many of the W shieldings so far
reported^^ have been determined by double-resonance methods related to
spin-tickling (Appendix A). However, for quadrupolar nuclei such as
®®Mo (I = nat. abundance 15.7%) the very much shorter spin-lattice 2 95relaxation time, , permits rapid pulsing (ca 40 per sec. for Mo) and
w 183,.  ^95„therefore direct observation is preferable. Thus the W and Mo 
chemical shifts of these complexes were determined by multiple-resonance 
,^H}) and direct observation methods respectively. Figs. 3.6
and 3 .7 show examples of such experiments.
The ®®Mo and n.m.r. data for complexes of structural types
Ila - lie are given in Table 3.4«
TABLE 3.4 ®®Mo and n.m.r. data for complexes of II
aComplex
/ppm /Hz
r 183 d 6( W)
/ppm /Hz
M(C0)gtIIa] -«-149 127 +239 249
M(C0)g[IIb] f f f 237
M(C0)^tIIc] +301 105 +502 205
M(C0)^[IId] +144 132®, 132** +286 230*, 230**
M(C0)3[IIe] +352 110®, 110** +558 178*, 216*^
Notes a M = Mo, W dsb Relative to 6( Mo) forMo(C0)6 1*» THF = PP* 
c ±5 Hz
d Relative to 6(^®^W) for W(C0)e in THF = 0.0 ppi 
(H(^®^) for W(CO)0 taken as 4151878 Hz)
e ±1 Hz
f Not determined 
g lj(M-®^P^)
h ^J(M-®lPg)
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31„ rl83,P -{ W, H) e x p ^ rlM iits
r«sp«ctiv«ly.
AppMrano« whan 
a aacond irradiating 
fraquancy ia aat at
V,=
Fig 3.7
tiormal appaaranca
[ I "-T10 Hz
Fig 3.6
Inspection of this table reveals an approziaately 1.7:1 ratio in
values of aetal cheaical shifts for analogous tungsten and nolybdenua
conplexes. This too is in confomity with previous results, and is
of diagnostic value in that predictions of unknown netal chemical shifts
are possible where analogous shifts are known for other metals.
68According to Ramsey the magnetic shielding of a nucleus in a
V dmolecule can be expressed as the sum of two components, a (the 
diamagnetic term) and (the paramagnetic term) (Eq. 3.5)
d p (3.5)
The first of these primarily arises from circulations of inner electrons 
of the atom and is therefore relatively little affected by changes in 
chemical bonds, whereas the second is due to restrictions of this cir­
culation brought about by chemical bonding and it is believed that the
trends in chemical shifts can largely be accounted for by variations in
69 70this term alone According to Jameson and Gutowsky , the para­
magnetic tern may be expressed in the form of equation 3.6
^ a “  (<r”^>np Pi + <r ^>nd Di)-3AE (3.6)
where AE is the average excitation energy between ground 
and excited states
<r*^>np the radial expansion tern is the average inverse 
cube of the distance (r) of the valence (n) 
p-electrons from the nucleus. (Similarly for 
nd electrons.)
Pi and Di are a measure of the electron imbalance in the 
valence p and d-orbitals respectively.
Most treatments to date have concentrated on the p-orbltal terns 
and this approach will be adopted here, although qualitatively inclusion 
of d-orbltals would lead to similar results. Equation 3.6 may thus be 
simplified to
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mm
o" - ^  <r'®>iip PI (3.7)
froB which w« mmy sew that th« ratio of tungatan and aolybdanua chanical
shifts is
i ¿ ü * )
«(•“»O)
AEMo <r~^>6p(W) Pi(W)
<r“^>5p(llo) Pi(llo)
(3.8)
Elactronic spactra for conplazas of aolybdanuB and tungstan indicata
71the ratio of is closa to unity and it is raasonabla to azpact
valúas of Pi to ba constant for analogous coaplaxas. Thus tha aain 
contribution to tha 1.7:1 ratio appaars to arisa fro« tha radial 
expansion taras of tha appropriata p-orbltals although a graatar sign!- 
ficanca of tha d-orbital contribution in tha casa of tungstan could also 
bring about this affact.
1 31Tabla 3.4 also contains valúas of J(M- P) for this sarias of
coaplaxes and shows an approxlaataly 1.8:1 ratio for analogous tungstan
and «olybdania spacias. Sinca tha magnitudas of obsarvad coupling
constants dapand on tha magnatogyric ratios of tha nuclai involved, tha
1 31 72ratios of tha raducad coupling constants K(M- P) (Eq. 3.9) are aora 
significant.
Thus
K(A-B) 4tt^ .^J(A-B) 
^A • ^ B •
(3.9)
^K(®®Mo-^^P) ^J(®®Mo-^^P) . YW
(3.10)
The average ratio of reduced coupling constants for this sarias of 
coaplexes (ca. 2.9) can ba interpreted in taras of tha graatar s-alactron 
density at tha tungstan nucleus whan coaparad to analogous aolybdanua 
spacias. Calculations of tha relative s-alactron dansltias at tungstan 
and aolybdanua nuclai vary between 2.5 and 3.4 and therefore tha
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axp«rlaental vaiuà of 2.9 for thosa coaplaxas ahowa a fair agraaaant.
(il) 1 ,i-biafdiphanylphoaphlno)"2"Phanylphoaphlnoathana VI 
Ilia ralatad trlphoaphlna ligand, 1 .l-bia(diphanylphoaphino)-2« 
phanylphoaphinoathana, VI, bacauaa of ita aiailarity to II could ba 
axpactad to abow nodaa of coordination analogoua to thoaa of Ila-IIa. 
Howavar, tha inaquivalanca of tha ganinally ralatad phoaphorua atoaa 
inducad by tha chiral aacondary phoaphina atoa laada to furthar iaoaaric 
poaaibilltiaa (a.g. Fig 3.8>, and thia la daaonatratad by tha raaction batwaan
H i"AjUi/N
PPhj H
\  I
M Ó
pkA L J / ' ^ .
PPhj H
trans ( i)
MoiCO^Qn^j
eia (ii)
Rg 3.8
Mo(CO).(pip), and VI which waa found to raault in tha foraation of both 4 2
tha eia and trana iaoaara of VId and tha corraaponding four-aaabarad
• _ring atructura Vic in approxiaataly aqual proportiona. Tha praaanca 
of Vic, avan aftar prolongad raflux daaonatrataa again tha apparantly 
aqual prafarancaa of aolybdanua to fora four and fiva-aaabarad chalata
e x p e r i m e n t a l  v a l u e  of 2.9 for these c o m p l e x e s  shows a f a i r  a g r e e m e n t
(ii) hi - b l a ( d l p h e n y l p h o s p h i n o ) - 2 - p h e n y l p h o s p h l n o e t h a n e  VI 
The r e l a t e d  t r l p h o s p h l n e  ligand, 1 ,l~b l s ( d l p h e n y l p h o s p h l n o ) -2- 
p h e n y l p h o s p h l n o e t h a n e , VI, b e c a u s e  of Its s i m i l a r i t y  to II c o u l d  be 
e x p e c t e d  to s ho w m o d e s  of c o o r d i n a t i o n  ana l o g o u s  to those of I l a - I I e .  
However, the I n e q u i v a l e n c e  of the g e m l n a l l y  r e l a t e d  p h o s p h o r u s  ato ms 
Ind uced by the chiral s e c o n d a r y  pho s p h i n e  a t o m  leads to f u r ther Isomeric 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s  (e.g. Flg3.8>, a n d  this is d e m o n s t r a t e d  by the r e a c t i o n  b e t w e e n
IVIO
Ph'
PPh, H
IMO
n r
H
trans (i)
Mo(CO)4[VI<j
CIS (ii)
Fig 3*8
Mo(CO) (pip) and VI w h i c h  w a s  found to result in the f o r m a t i o n  of both 
the els and trans isomers of VId and the c o r r e s p o n d i n g  f o u r - m e m b e r e d  
ring s t r uctu re VIc In a p p r o x i m a t e l y  equal proportions. The p r e s e n c e  
of VIc, eve n aft er p r o l o n g e d  reflux d e m o n s t r a t e s  again the ap p a r e n t l y  
equal p r e f e r e n c e s  of m o l y b d e n u m  to form four and f I v e - m e m b e r e d  c h e l a t e
rings. The fully coordinated coaplex llo(CO)^[Vle] (Fig. 3.9) nay be 
prepared by a method analogous to that used for H e  and was isolated 
as yellow air-stable crystals.
Ph.
Fig 3 .9
8
M<XC0)3[vie]
The n.n.r. spectra of these aolybdemu complexes are 
relatively straightforward (e.g. Fig. 3.10) and can be analysed as ABX 
or AMX spin-systems. Such an analysis led to the values of n.n.r. 
parameters shown in Table 3.5. The geminally related phosphine atoms 
in these species generally have coordination chemical shift values, A, 
showing good agreement with those for similar complexes Ila-IIe. 
However, the values of A for the proton-bearing phosphorus atoms are 
lower, presumably owing to the larger effects of bond-angle distortions 
upon coordination.
Although these various modes of coordination may be distinguished 
by n.m.r., consideration of the parameters for the two isomeric 
complexes VIdi) and VIdll) does not establish which set of parameters 
is associated with a particular isomer. Since values of
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vie
/ vid
itom er*
i & ii
CP.
y
VI
VI«
Fig 3.TI
j(31p ) are similar for both isomers of VId it is reasonableA B
to deduce that the relationship between and is constant
2and therefore the difference in values of J(P^-P^) and to
3a lesser extent values of between isomers result from the two
possible orientations of P^. It is surprising that the relatively
small configurational differences between these two is<Miers (Fig. 3.7),
2 31 31is reflected by such a large difference in the values of J( P^ P^) 
(39.1 Hz and 96.4 Hz) in particular, since it would appear that the 
stereochemical relationship of P^ and P^ with respect to each other is 
virtually identical for both Isomers. However, this sort of pattern is 
reproduced in similar Isomeric complexes of the larger ligands which 
exhibit analogous configurational variations and is discussed further 
in later chapters.
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vie
/
A
VId
isomers
i & ii
('P.
Mo
VI
vie
Fig 3.11
31 31J( P P ) a re sim i l a r  for b ot h isomers of VId it is rea sona ble A B
to d e d u c e  that the r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  P^ and Pg is con stan t
2and the r e f o r e  the dif f e r e n c e  in v al ues of
3a lesser e x t e n t  v a l u e s  of b e t w e e n  isomers r es ult from the two
o  C
pos sibl e o r i e n t a t i o n s  of P . It is s u r p r i s i n g  that the r el ativ ely
small c o n f i g u r a t i o n a l  d i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  these two I s o m e r s  (Fig. 3.7),
2 31 31is ref l e c t e d  by such a large d i f f e r e n c e  in the v al ues of J( P^ P^) 
(39.1 Hz and 96.4 Hz) in particular, since it w o u l d  a p p e a r  that the 
s t e reoc hemic al r e l a t i o n s h i p  of P^ and P^ with respect to eac h oth er is 
v i r tual ly identical for b ot h isomers. However, this sort of pat tern is 
r e p r o d u c e d  in s i m i l a r  isomeric com p l e x e s  of the larger l i g a n d s  which 
exh ibit a n a l o g o u s  c o n f i g u r a t i o n a l  v a r i a t i o n s  and is d i s c u s s e d  further 
in later chapters.
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(ili) 1 j l  ^ 2-^|Tl«(dlDhenylpho«phlno)«th»ne X 
The presence of the cerbon'-cerbon double-bond in 1 »1 t2-trie 
(dlphenylphosphino)ethene (X) , altere its coordinative behaviour from 
that of the eiallar trlphoephlne ligands II and VI, particularly with 
regard to chelation. Reaction, therefore, of Mo(C0)^(pip)2 vlth X 
was found to result in fonation of an approxlaately 1:1 nix ture of 
conplezes exhibiting chelating nodes Xc and Xd which are analogous 
to nodes lie and Ild. (Fig. 3.12)
8 C H
Mo
M o(CO>4 [Xc] Mo(CO)4 [xd]
Rg 3.12
The presence of two Inequivalent geninally related phosphorus atons 
in X, however, results in this ligand having the potential, in principle, 
to form two isomers containing fIve-membered chelate rings as for the 
ligand VI. However, chelation involving coordination of the phos­
phorus atoms in the mutually trans positions was neither expected nor 
found to occur (it is unlikely that this type of chelation is exhibited
by this ligand since 1.2-trans(diphenylphosphino)ethene is known to
75prefer monodentate coordination to chelation ). Attempts to prepare 
the fully coordinated complex (analogous to complexes exhibiting mode
80
(iii) 1 ^2-^;ipla(dlDhenylphosphlno)ethene X 
The pre senc e of the c a r b o n - c a r b o n  d o u b l e - b o n d  in 1 , 1 t2-trla 
( d i p h e n y l p h o s p h i n o ) e t h e n e  ( X ) , a l t e r s  its c o o r d l n a t l v e  b e h a v i o u r  from 
that of the sim ilar t r i p h o s p h i n e  l i g a n d s  II a n d  VI , p a r t i c u l a r l y  with 
r e g a r d  to che lati on. R e a c t i o n ,  t he refo re, of M o ( C 0 ) ^ ( p i p ) 2  w it h X 
was fou nd to result in f o r m a t i o n  of a n  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  1:1 m i x t u r e  of 
c o m p l e x e s  e x h i b i t i n g  c h e l a t i n g  m o d e s  Xc a nd X d  w h i c h  are a n a l o g o u s  
to m o d e s  lie and Ild. (Fig. 3.12)
8
Pc
( f i
Mo
8
Mo
Mo(CO). [xc] Mo(COh [xd]
Fig 3.12
The pre senc e of two i n e q u i v a l e n t  g e m i n a l l y  r e l a t e d  p h o s p h o r u s  atoms 
in X, however, r e s ults in this l i g a n d  h a v i n g  the p o t enti al, in pri ncip le, 
to form two isomers c o n t a i n i n g  f i v e — m e m b e r e d  c h e l a t e  rings as for the 
lig and VI. How ever , c h e l a t i o n  i n v olvi ng c o o r d i n a t i o n  of the p h o s ­
p ho rus atoms in the m u t u a l l y  trans p o s i t i o n s  was n e i t h e r  e x p e c t e d  nor 
fou nd to occ ur (it is u n l i k e l y  that this type of c h e l a t i o n  is e x h i b i t e d
by this ligand si n c e  1 , 2 - t r a n s (d i p h e n y l p h o s p h i n o ) e t h e n e  is k n o w n  to
75pre fer m o n o den tate c o o r d i n a t i o n  to c h e l a t i o n  ). A t t e m p t s  to pre p a r e  
the fully c o o r d i n a t e d  c o m p l e x  (analogous to c o m p l e x e s  e x h i b i t i n g  mode
80
He) were not successful. However, this Is to be expected, since the
restriction of the double-bond prevents the phosphorus stons occupying
three coordinstion sites siaultsneously.
31Anslysis of the P n.a.r. spectre of these species ves relatively 
straightforward and led to the values of n.a.r. paraaeters shown in 
Table 3.6. Froa the study of previous species prepared it is clear 
that any chealcal shift difference between two inequivalent phosphorus 
nuclei in a free ligand is preserved upon coordination of both. For 
exaaple, in the coaplexes exhibiting the coordination aode Ild the 
chealcal shift difference in the free ligand (15.9 ppa) is aatched 
closely when coordinated (16.8 ppa for the tungsten coaplex), and a
knowledge of this feature is useful for the following analysis. The
31P n.B.r. spectrua of Mo(CO)^[Xc] shows resonances due to the two 
coordinated phosphorus nuclei at <*>30.6 and -^ 34.0 ppa, indicative of a 
four-aeabered chelate-ring structure. This 3.4 ppa shift difference 
could therefore be expected also to occur between the gealnally
31related phosphorus nuclei in the free ligand X. Siallarly the P 
spectrua of Xd shows coordinated phosphorus nuclei at >74.1 and 
53.7 ppa, characteristic of a five-aeabered chelate-ring structure,
and this difference of 20.4 ppa should also be reflected in the free
31ligand. On this basis then, the P asslgnaent of X given in Fig. 
2.13 aust be the correct one since it indicates a difference of
4.5 ppa for the geainally related phosphorus nuclei and 20.3 ppa for 
the vicinally related phosphorus nuclei.
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3. SQUARE-PLANAR COMPLEXES 
(A) Introduction
The two principal oxidation statas of platinum and palladium are
>II and -t-IV, and while the -t-IV complexes are Invariably six-coordinate
octahedral, the >II state complexes are often four-coordinate square- 
78 II IIplanar . Pd and Pt show a preference for heavy donor atoms such
as P, As, S and Se due to the formation of ligand-metal ir-bonds by
overlap of filled dv (d^^, dxy xz
dir orbitals on the donor atom.
The ability of palladium and platinum to form square-planar phosphine
77 78complexes including those involving chelating ligands ' , prompted
investigation into similar complexes Involving the new polydentate 
phosphorus ligands reported in Chapter 2.
(B) Results and Discussion
Treatment of PtClgiPhCN)^ with a stoichiometric amount of 1 ,1-b^ 
(diphenylphosphino)ethene I at room temperature resulted in the formation
ligand 1.1.2-tris(diphenylphosphino)ethane (II), resulted in the vir­
tually quantitative formation of the platinum complex incorporating a
/ ' y '*
P t
q /  \ p /
PtCl2[lb] PtCuClId]
Rg 3>13
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flve-MBb«r«d ch«lat«-ring analogous to provlously preparsd octahsdral 
conplsxes axhlbitlng coordination nods Ild. (Fig. 3.13)
Under tbsss conditions thsrs was no swidsneo of fomation of tbs 
isoner with a four-asnbsrsd ring. Sinllar reactions were also under­
taken for analogous palladlua species.
Addition of dipbenylpbospblne across tbe double-bond of coordinated 
1 .l-bis(dipbenylpbospbino)etbene, I, bas been described previously for 
group VI netal carbonyl conplezes, and siailar reactions were undertaken
tbe conplez wltb a five-nenbered ring structure PtCl^CUd] ratber than 
tbe ezpected conplez wltb a four-nenbered ring, even at low tenperatures. 
An ezplanation for this nay be that tbe nomally unoccupied positions 
above and below the metal/ligand plane are available for coordination in 
a five-coordinate reaction Intemedlate, thus providing a low energy
conplezes
Replacenent of tbe chlorine groups by netbyl groups in such conplezes 
was found to be readily achieved by treatnent with aetbyllltbliin at 0®C 
and afforded tbe corresponding dinethyl conplezes (Equation 3.11).
\/V'
R
t/ '
" X  / Y < .
R
11)
Ptcio Eld] PtMn2C'4
Mized Me/Cl conplezes were slnply prepared by the reaction of 
Pt(Me)Cl[COD] with tbe appropriate ligand or by treatnent of tbe 
dinethyl conplezes with one equivalent of HCl prepared in situ. In
the case of Pt(Me)Cl[IId], however, there are two iaoMrlc species 
(Fig. 3.14) which are foraed in approxiaately equal proportions by each
M e
isomer a
Pt(Ms)Cl|ild]
Rg 3.14
of the above nethods. Addition of diphenylphosphine to the double­
bond of Pt(Me)Cl[Ib] , however, resulted in the formation of only isomer 
lO (Fig. 3.14) in good yield (Eq. 3.12) at room temperature.
Pt 3.12
Pt(Me)Cl[lkf] 
isomer a only
In order to explain the apparent regiospecificity of this reaction 
a mechanism can be proposed invoking the different trans labilixing 
powers of different ligands as follows. (Eq 3.13)
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\Pt
+CI*
3.13
add^
P h j P H
Pt
/ \ c ,
isomar a
Direct replaceaont of the chlorine group by diphenylphosphine is
likely to labilise one of the chelated phosphorus atoas. This step
is Influenced by the greater trans-labiliaing power of phosphorus than
of a methyl group, and therefore the phosphorus atom trans to the
80dlphenylphosphlne ligand is labilized preferentially . Subsequent 
intraaolecular addition then results in formation of isomer a) as the 
sole product. Other mechanisms involving five-coordinate intermediates 
may be proposed but all would lead to formation of isomer b) and are
therefore inappropriate for this reaction.
The n.m.r. spectra for the square-planar complexes of ligands 
I and II are generally straightforward and were analysed to give the 
values of n.m.r. parameters shown in Tables 3.7 and 3.8.
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TABLE 3.7 N.m.r. data for aoaia aquara-planar coaplazaa of I
Complex
31 • 6( P)
/PP*
*'J(^®®Pt-^^P)
/Hz
PtCljCIb] -32.3 3245
PtMSjCIb] -19.3 1504
Pt(Me)Cl[Ibl ** -20.8**, -14.6® 3932**, 1296®
PdCljCIb] -21.6 —
Notes a Relative to external 85% H^PO^ »0.0 ppa
b Phosphorus trans to Cl 
c Phosphorus trans to Me
d -34.2 Hz - sign deterained by the
^®®pt-{^^pexperiment shown in Fig. 3.15.
As expected, complexes incorporating four-membered chelate rings have
phosphorus chemical shifts in accordance with the ring-strain conslder-
^ 40bations proposed by Garou
In general, magnitudes of J( Pt- P) are critically dependent 
on the nature,or more specifically the trans influence of the species 
trans to phosphorus as described in Chapter 1 Fortunately in the
present range of compounds the different trans ligands lie at the 
extremes of the trans-influence series thus one-bond platinum-
phosphorus couplings trans to chlorine are amongst the largest found 
whilst those trans to methyl groups are amongst the smallest. Hence 
assignment of the asymmetric CMsplex Pt(Me)Cl[Ib] was made simply by
was measured directly from the P spectrum (34.2 Hz) and 
subsequent ^®®Pt * *{^^P,^H} spin-tickling experiments (Fig. 3.15) showed
Fig. 3.15 19B 31Results of the Pt-{ P> spln-tlckllng sxpsrlasnts 
psrfonisd on Pt(Ms)Cl[Ib].
Irre u iia tin g
position
I
Normal^^^Pt
spectrum
12
-<X
imp
spectrxim showing 
positions of irradition
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Fig 3.16
The coaplexes of palledlua and platlnua with a fIve-aeabered
31,chelate-ring structure exhibit AMX P spectra (e.g. Pig. 3.17) which 
show some interesting and iaportant features. For the dichloro and
diaethyl species, PtCl^dld) and PtMe^dld) the cheaical shift difference
of the two types of phosphorus (15.6 ppa in the free ligand) is well 
preserved upon coordination (14.5 ppa and 15.7 ppa respectively) and 
changing the trans ligand froa chlorine to aethyl has only a saall 
effect on the cheaical shifts of the coordinated phosphorus nuclei.
Because of this, the two isoaers of the aixed Me/Cl coaplex Pt(Me)Cl[lid]
31nay be distinguished by their characteristic P n.a.r. spectra since
31 316( p ) will always be to higher frequency than 6( P„), and aeasureaent ofA ®
on the dichloro coaplex PtClgCUd] in order to relate the signs of the 
various phosphorus-phosphorus coupling constants to the known positive
^J(^^P-^®*Pt) (Fig. 3.18). Coupling between ^®®Pt and ^^P^ is via
the three-bond fragaent appears to depend on the nature
of species trans to P^ in the saa< Theories
regarding dependence of ^J(^®®Pt-^^P) on the trans group outlined in
Chapter 1 can be extended to longer range couplings provided factors 
influencing the stereocheaistry of the fragaent through which the
M Fig 3.16
The c o m p l e x e s  of p a l l a d i u m  an d  p l a t i n u m  w i t h  a f I v e - m e m b e r e d
3lc h e l a t e - r l n g  s t r u c t u r e  e x h i b i t  AMX P s p e c t r a  (e.g. Fig. 3.17) w h i c h  
s ho w some I n t e r e s t i n g  and I m p o r t a n t  features. For the d l c hlor o and 
dimethyl spe cies , PtC l_(I Id) and PtMe.(IId) the c h e m i c a l  shift d i f f e r e n c e  
of the two types of p h o s p h o r u s  (15.6 p p m  In the free ligand) Is well 
p r e s e r v e d  upon c o o r d i n a t i o n  (14.5 p p m  a n d  15.7 p p m  respectively) an d  
cha ngin g the trans l i g a n d  f r o m  c h l o r i n e  to m e t h y l  has only a small 
e ff ect on the c h e m i c a l  s h i f t s  of the c o o r d i n a t e d  p h o s p h o r u s  nuclei. 
B e c a u s e  of this, the two I s o mers of the m i x e d  Me/ Cl c o m p l e x  Pt(Me)Cl[Ild]
31,may be d i s t i n g u i s h e d  by t h e i r  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  P n.m.r. spectra since
31 316( P ) w i l l  a lw ays be to h i g h e r  f r e q u e n c y  than 5( P ), and m e a s u r e m e n t  of A **
^j( ^^ P - ^ ® * P t )  r e v e a l s  the n a t u r e  of the gro up In the trans position.
A series of ^ ^ ® P t — {^^P ,^H} s p l n - t l c k l l n g  e x p e r i m e n t s  w e r e  p e r f o r m e d  
on the d l c h l o r o  c o m p l e x  P t C l 2 [ H d ]  1*^  o r d e r  to relate the signs of the 
var ious p h o s p h o r u s - p h o s p h o r u s  c o u p l i n g  c o n s t a n t s  to the k n o w n  p o s i t i v e
^J( ^^P - ^ ® ® P t )  (Fig. 3.18). C o u p l i n g  b e t w e e n  ‘ ‘'‘'Pt and is vi a
the t h r e e - b o n d  frag^nent {Pt -P.- C-P_} a nd app e a r s  to d e p e n d  on the nat ure
195, 31,
T h e o r i e sI t ,195«* 31_ .of spe cies trans to P^ In the same way as J( Pt- .
r e g a r d i n g  de p e n d e n c e  of ^J( Pt- P) on the trans group o u t l i n e d  In 
C h a p t e r  1 can be e x t e n d e d  to l o n g e r  ran ge c o u p l i n g s  p r o v i d e d  fac tors 
I n f l u e n c i n g  the s t e r e o c h e m i s t r y  of the fragment through w h i c h  the
90
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48coupling takos placo aro unchangod Tho constancy of tho various
phosphorus-phosphorus coupling constants in this rango of coaploxos 
suggosts that this is indood tho caso and thoroforo just as for
), ^J(^®®Pt-^^P_) is largar whon P* is trans to chlorino 
than vhon trans to nothyl.
Roaction of PtCPhCMl^Cl^ with 1.1.2-tris(diphonylphosphino)othono, 
(X), rosultod in tho forwttion of PtCl^CXd] (Fig. 3.19) as tho solo 
product. In contrast to aolybdonun, no ovidonco was found fot tho 
formation of tho corrosponding structuro with a four-moaborod ring 
PtCl [Xc], and this domonstratos tho proforonco of platinum for
A
structuros incorporating fivo-momborod rings. A similar roaction was 
found to occur for analogous palladium spocios. Tho p n.m.r. 
spoctra of thoso comploxos varo analysod as AMX spin-systoms as for 
tho related molybdenum complexes, and led to the values of n.a.r.
parameters in Table 3.9.
' ^ 1
PtCl2(Xc] R a ,  0(c0
Fig 3.19
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48c o u plin g takes pla ce a re u n c h a n g e d  T h e  c o n s t a n c y  of the v a r i o u s
p h o s p h o r u s - p h o s p h o r u s  c o u p l i n g  c o n s t a n t s  In this range of c o m p l e x e s
suggests that t hi s Is I n d e e d  the c a s e  and t h e r e f o r e  Just as for
. ^ J C ^^*P t-^^P _) Is l a r K e r  w h e n  P. Is trans to c h l o r i n e  A X  A
than w h e n  trans to m e t h y l .
R e a c t i o n  of P t ( P h C N ) 2 C l 2  w i t h  1 .1 .2-t r l s ( d l p h e n y l p h o s p h l n o ) e t h e n e ,
( X ) , r e s u l t e d  In the f o r m a t i o n  of PtCl^CXd] (Fig. 3.19) as the sole
product. In c o n t r a s t  to mo l y b d e n u m ,  no e v i d e n c e  w as fo u n d  foi* the
f o r mati on of the c o r r e s p o n d i n g  str u c t u r e  w i t h  a f o u r - m e m b e r e d  ring
PtCl [Xc], and this d o n o n s t r a t e s  the p r e f e r e n c e  of p l a t i n u m  for 2
s tr uctu res I n c o z ^ o r a t I n g  f I v e - m e m b e r e d  rings. A sim ilar r e a ctio n was
^  31„found to o c c u r  for a n a l o g o u s  p a l l a d i u m  species. The f  n.m.r.
spectra of these c o m p l e x e s  were a n a l y s e d  as A MX s p i n - s y s t e m s  as for 
the r e l ated m o l y b d e n u m  c om plex es, and led to the v a l u e s  of n.m.r.
pa r a m e t e r s  In Ta b l e  3.9.
a .
c y ^  ' ^ 1
pt
/ x
y
Ptci2[xc] RCU [Xd]
Fig 3.19
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Th«s« co«pl«x«» hav« n.a.r. paraaatars coaparabla to thoaa of tha
analofoua aolybdanua eoaplaxaa praalously praparad. Aa bafora,
chalata-rlng aiaaa aay ba datarainad by consldaration of coordination
chaaical shifts although it is known froa soaa of tha coaplaxas praparad
earliar that thasa natala owanHialaingly prafar to adopt fiva-aaabarad
ring stpucturas. It is intarasting that in thasa spacias tha largast
phosphorus-phosphorus coupling constant arisas froa coupling batwaan
tha gaainally ralatad phosphorus nudai, in diract contrast to tha
fraa ligand X, and also that tha valua of J( P^- Pj() !• graatly
reducad upon chalation. Pravious workars hara suggastad that in
slailar coaplaxas of dppa and ralatad ligands, tha ralatiraly snail
nagnitudas of J(^^P-^^P) «sy ba attributad to contributions fron
’through-tha-natal' and 'through-tha-backbona' conponants of approx-
46
inataly aqual nagnltuda but of opposita sign as proposad by Grin
81for fiva-nanbarad ring structuras Claarly for this ligand tha
valua of (142.8 Hz) cannot ba a sansibla valua for
®j(3^p-^^P) sinca analogous couplings in tha conplaxas would than ba 
expactad to ba of tha ordar of 100 Hz. It is raasonabla to suggast
that tha valua of “
artificial ona arising fron tha rastrictad orlantations of tha lona-
palrs induced by tha carbon-carbon doubla-bond, and that upon chalation 
this lona-palr intaraction is ranovad and tha •through-tha-backbona• 
coupling than ravarts to a valua slnilar to that in dppa and ralatad
4spacias
195IPt n.n.r.
on
Previous studies have shown a dapandanca of Pt chanical shifts 
chalata-ring size which is sinilar to tha pattern of natal chanical
shifts for ralatad Ho and W conplaxas83
195Thus values of 5( Pt)
95
for four-BMü>«r«d ch«lat«-ring itructur«« ar« gaiwrally ca 700 ppa 
hlfliar than thosa of analogoua flYO-nasborad cholata ring eoaplazaa.
valuoa hava baan found for tha naw conplazaa praparad bara 
(Tabla 3.9). It la also claar that tha raplacaaant of chlorlda groupa 
by nathyl groupa baa a ralativaly anali affact on 6^®®Pt conparad to 
tha dapandanca on rlng-alaa.
195In ganaral Pt apactra wara racordad In ordar to confira
atructural aaalgnnant ratbar than aa a dlagnoatlc aid. Howavar, tba
19Sralatlva alapliclty of tba Pt apactra anablad apin-tlckling azpari* 
aanta of tha typa ^®®Pt ... to ba parfomad in ordar to
dataraina tha aigna of varioua couplinga within tba aaaa aolacula aa 
pravioualy danonatratad.
TABLE 3.9 19SPt cbanlcal ahift data
COMPLEX 6 ^®®Pt*/ppn
PtCljdb] •»•688.0
Pt(Ma)Cl[Ib] •f513.2
PtMa^db] -•■577.0
PtCljdId] -27.4
Pt(Ma)Cl[IId] iaonar a) -35.5
Pt(Ma)Cl[IId] iaonar b) -26.9
PtMa^dld] -57.7
Notaa a) Ralatlva to 21.4 MBs whan tba '‘H raaonanca 
of n s  la at axactly 100 MHa
Mi "
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CHAPTER 4
OCTAHEDRAL AND SQUARE-PLANAR TRANSITION-METAL COMPLEXES 
OF SOME NEW TETRA- AND PENTATERTIARY PHOSPHINE LIGANDS
JÎM-V
1. INTRODUCTION
In th« previous chnptnr th« prnpnrmtlon and charactarisatlon of a 
series of coaplezes of the new triphosphine ligands was described and 
a range of different coordination nodes for these ligands was denon- 
strated. The present chapter extends this work by considering the 
conparable coordlnative behaviour of the new tetra- and pentatertlary 
phosphine ligands introduced In Chapter Two. However, whereas In the 
case of the triphosphine ligands the nunber of different coordination 
■odes is relatively saall, the aodes for the related pentaphosphine 
ligands are nuabered in their hundreds. It was obviously not realistic 
to atteapt to synthesise, isolate and characterise coaplezes exhibiting 
all these nodes and therefore this chapter describes only a selection 
of the aore interesting species.
‘/vM-a
fti fj
m
2. OCTAHEDRAL C0IIP1JX«8 
(A) Introduction
%For reasons previously aentloned the preparation of a coaplete 
range of group VIB aetal carbonyl coaplexes of the pentatertlary phos­
phine ligand, bis-[a.2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethyl]phenylphosphine (XII), 
was not atteapted. Rather, a study was undertaken to extend the 
approach of selective isoaer preparation with regard to eoaplexes of 
this ligand, and to develop synthetic strategies required for the 
synthesis of coaplexes exhibiting soae of its aore unusual nodes of
97
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coordination. This ssction thsrefore does not systsasticslly list ths 
prspsrstions of s coaplsts ssriss of coaplszsa but givss sn insight 
into ths routes svsilsbls to s o b s  sslsctsd coaplszss of XII.
(B) Results and Discussion
Ths two possible singly-coordinated nodes of XII (XIla and XIIb) 
are shown in Fig. 4.1 and are exaaples of linkage isoaerisa. However, 
the presence of two chiral centres (aarked *) in XIIa leads to this
'■'‘"’’l l
m
r.i: : lü.r
M« \ \ ft"• '‘- 'm
Xlla Xllb
Rg 4.1
.1
node giving rise to two diastereoaers which are cheaically inequivalent
and which can therefore, in principle, be distinguished by n.a.r.
spectroscopy. Direct reaction between the free ligand XII and a aetal
substrate such as BI(CO) .THF was found to result in the foraation of a
9
aixture of coaplexes exhibiting so aany of these and related poly- 
aetallic nodes (of which there is an even greater nuaber) that 
characterisation was iapossible. However, a selective reaction 
between the coaplex ll(CO)-[Ia] and tha triphosphine species 1.1-bis- 
(diphenylphosphino)-(2-phenylphosphino)ethane, VI, resulted in the 
fomation of approxiaately equal proportions of only the dlastereoaeric 
coaplexes exhibiting node Xlla (Iq 4.1). The bonding of the aetal 
group to one of the geainally related phosphorus atoas, as in Xlla,
alters the phosphorus spin-systea froa that of the free ligand such
31that the . P spectra of both diastereoaers of node Xlla were characteristic
98
(COI^M----_____  R lH P^ tcoy»—
M (CO)^[la] VI
of ABMPX spln-systoas (Fig. 4.2) and warn analysad to givo tha n.n.r. 
paraaatars in Tablas 4.1 and 4.2. Tha coordination chaaical shifts
(COI,M
Fig 4.2
M«X^Q(llj
TABLS 4.1 31P chaaical shifts for a sariaa of coaplaxas: 
ll(CO)j[XIIa]
M « < ® \ >  •• 
/pp«
31 h
«< V
/PS*
i(’\ )  ^
/pp«
i("pp)"
/PP« /PP«
APx
/PP«
-0.4 -4.3 -29.8 -12.4 ♦67.1 ♦70.0
d d -28.9 -12.0 ♦66.4 ♦71.2
-»1* -0.3 -3.8 -29.8 -11.3 ♦49.5 ♦92.4
< d d -28.2 -10.4 ♦49.1 ♦93.9
Saa Pig. 4.2 for lahalling systaa 
Ralatira to axtamal 8S% «0.0 ppa
Coordination ehaaical shift (saa paga 14)
Not datarainad dua to tha coaplaxity of tha spactna
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(CO)eM-----PhHP ^  ^
M(C0>5 [la] VI M(tX)]^ [Xlla]
o f  ABMPX s p i n - s y s t e m s  (Fig. 4.2) and w e r e  a n a l y s e d  to giv e the n.m.r, 
p a r amet ers in T a b l e s  4.1 an d  4.2. T he c o o r d i n a t i o n  chemical s hi fts
iC & J M
Fig 4.2
6
M(tXD)^[xila]
TABLE 4.1 31 P c h e m i c a l  shifts for a ser ies of complexes:
M(CO) [Xlla]
M m V ) -A
/pp a
« ( V b > -
/ppm /PPa
31 b<5( V
/PPa /ppm
^Px
/ppm
-0.4 - 4. 3 -29.8 -12.4 >67.1 >70.0
d d -28.5 -12.0 >66.4 >71.2
Mo^® -0. 3 -3.8 -29.8 -11.3 >49.5 >52.4
Mo.®2 d d -28.2 -10.4 >49.1 >53.9
Notes a Se e  Fig. 4.2 for labelli ng s y s t e m
b R e l a t i v e  to e x t erna l 8 5% H_PO. = 0.0 ppm3 4
c C o o r d i n a t i o n  che mica l shift (see page 14) 
d Not d e t e r m i n e d  due to the c o m p l e x i t y  of the spe ctru m
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31 31TABLE 4.2 P- P coupling constants for a series of complexes: 
M(CO)j[XIIa]
M lJ(p*-Vl
/Hz /Hz
|J<Pb-p„>I
/Hz
Ucp^-Pp)!
/Hz
1J(Pb-p,)I
/Hz
|J(Pp-Px>l
/Hz
55.5 58.4 3.0 0.0 20.5 168.1
b b 36.6 0.0 18.6 192.9
Mo *1 59.2 55.2 4.5 0.0 19.0
195.9
Mo *2 b b 36.0 0.0 18.3
212.7
Notes a See Fig. 4.2 for labelling system
b Not determined due to complexity of the spectrum
of these complexes (ca -^ 70 ppm and +50 ppm for chromium and molybdenum 
respectively) are consistent with a coordinated phosphorus atom not 
involved In chelation. Indeed the values of n.m.r. parameters associated 
with the (P , P , P„) fragment bear a striking resemblance to those of 
analogous complexes of the trlphosphlne ligand II as described In the 
previous chapter. It also appears that each of the two dlastereomerlc 
forms has a characteristic configuration which Is virtually Independent 
of the nature of the metal atom and this results In different complexes 
of the same dlastereomerlc form exhibiting almost Identical sets of 
n.m.r. parameters.
The number of different coordination modes Incorporating a chelated 
form of XII In octahedral complexes Is potentially very large, and It 
is therefore surprising that direct reaction between two equivalents 
of Mo(CO).Td I d I- and one equivalent of XII was found to result In the4 2
virtually quantitative formation of the bimetallic complex (Fig. 4.3) 
incorporating two Independent four-membered chelate-rings. By contrast, 
reaction using equimolar amounts of Mo (CO) pip] 2 resulted In
I
' i ,
. **
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a alxture of th« biaetalllc and analogous aonoaotalllc complexes and 
left some free ligand unreacted. In order to achieve the selective 
preparation of the aonoaetalllc species M(CO)^[XIIc] it was therefore 
found better to utilize an addition reaction method (Eq 4.2) similar 
to the previous synthesis (Eq 4.1). Coordination mode XIIc leads to
4.2
M o<CO)4[^ IIc1
no dlastereomers and therefore analysis of the P spectra was generally 
straightforward and gave the parameters shown In Tables 4.3 and 4.4.
The coordination chemical shift values In these complexes are clearly
indicative of four-membered chelate-rlng structures and are therefore
consistent with the structures shown in Pig. 4.4. The comparability
of all couplings (except J(P P )) within the monometallic series suggestsA B
a consistent configuration throughout, and the variation In
ii
■1!
Î
i i
Vk
(co)^Mo; ---------- M O <C 0)^ F>9 4 .3
[Mo(C O I|^ [xIIc]
a m i x ture of the b i m e t a l l i c  and ana l o g o u s  m o n o m e t a l l i c  com p l e x e s  and 
left s om e free lig and unr eacted. In o r d e r  to a c h i e v e  the selecti ve 
p r e p ara tion of the m o n o m e t a l l i c  s p e cies M ( C O ) ^ [ X I I c ]  it was the refore 
found b e t t e r  to u t i l i z e  an a d d i t i o n  rea ctio n m e t h o d  (Eq 4.2) similar 
to the p r e v i o u s  s y n t h e s i s  (Eq 4.1). C o o r d i n a t i o n  m o d e  XIIc leads to
PhHP
(ca. \
p p p
4.2
Mo(CO|^ lb] VI Mo(CO)^[Xllc]
31no d l a s t e r e o m e r s  and t h e r e f o r e  ana l y s i s  of the P s p e c t r a  was g e n e r a l l y  
s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d  and gave the p a r a m e t e r s  sho wn in T a b l e s  4 .3 and 4.4.
The c o o r d i n a t i o n  c h e mica l shift v al ues in the se c o m p l e x e s  are clearly
A 01 a At A
\ / M ^ V
/ \ V
0 Y 6 c'
Fig 4 .4
indicative of f o u r - m e m b e r e d  c h e l a t e - r i n g  str u c t u r e s  and are therefore
consistent w i t h  the str u c t u r e s  sh o w n  in Fig. 4.4. T he com pa r a b i l i t y
of all c o u p l i n g s  (except J( P  P )) w i t h i n  the m o n o m e t a l l i c  series suggestsA B
a consistent c o n f i g u r a t i o n  throughout, and the v a r i a t i o n  in
101
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TABLE 4.3 31P chMical shifts for s ssrlss of coaplsxss 
M(CO)^[XIIc] and {M(CO)[XIIc]
4 4 2
M
/pp«
“ a
/PP«
i < * \ >  *> 
/PP« /PP« /PP« /PP« /PP«
Cr * ■►51.7 ♦54.6. ♦49.6 ♦54.4 -29.4 -2.8 -5.3
Mo * ♦28.4 ♦31.3 ♦26.1 ♦30.9 -29.7 -2.6 -4.8
w • •*■4.1 ♦7.0 ♦1.5 ♦6.3 -29.8 -2.5 -5.0
Mo2 ♦28.0 ♦30.9 ♦27.4 ♦32.2 -28.2 - -
Notes a See Fig. 4.4 for labelling system
b Relative to external 85% H_PO. «0.0 ppa
3 4
c BlMtallic complex {llo(C0)^}2[XIIc]
31 31TABLE 4.4 P- P coupling constants for a series of complexes: 
M<C0^)[XIIc] and {M(C0)^}2[XIIc ]
M
/Hz /Hz /Hz
|j(p^-p,)l
/Hz
|j(P„-Py)|
/Hz
1 •»<Px-*’y>l
/Hz
Cr * 10.0 3.6 8.8 36.4 16.8 83.5
Mo * 33.9 3.3 8.0 34.5 16.5 84.2
W 41.2 4.0 9.5 36.4 16.4 83.2
Mo2 31.7 4.3 6.1 - - -
Notes a See Fig. 4.3 for labelling system 
,183«. 31b |J(-- W-'"P )| » 204.2 Hz:
c All longer range couplings « 0 Hz 
d Bimetallic complex {Mo(CO).}.[XIIc]
4 2
205.6 Hz
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therefore probably attributable to different 'through-the-aetal' 
contributions to the observed coupling constants as discussed 
previously.
The approach to selective Isoaer preparation as described so far 
■ay be extended by the use of conplexes of the ligand VI as one of the 
reagents. Thus, reaction of llo(CO)^[VIe] with W(CO)^[Ib] resulted In 
the formation of a fully-coordinated species (Eq 4.3) having no
m
r;i;
(cc^:
M<XCO)3[vie] W(CO)^[ll0 fMo<CO),^W «CO|^li]
dlastereoaers. Clearly, atteapts to fora this type of complex by
■ore direct routes are unlikely to succeed since the number of
31isomeric products of direct reactions Is overwhelming. The P n.m.r.
spectrum of this complex (Fig. 4.5) was analysed to give the n.a.r.
parameters In Table 4.5. As for the previous complexes described In
this chapter consideration of the coordination chemical shift values
31for this species allows an unequivocal assignment of the P spectrum 
to the proposed structure. In addition, the presence of character­
istic tungsten satellites confirms that this complex contains only 
two tungsten-bound phosphorus atoms and that rearrangement has not 
occurred to give a structure where the two metal atosM have Inter­
changed .
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Although roaction batwaan Mo(CO)^[VIa] and Cr(CO)^[Ia] did not 
occur undar thasa conditlona, praauaably owing to starle hlndranca,
Mo (CO) [Via] and tha fraa ligand I did raact but tha path followad was 
different froa the previous reaction. It appears likely that after 
addition has taken place a raarrangaaant occurs rapidly undar tha 
reaction conditions (Eq 4.4) to give a structure which, in principle,
ccqjte.
r»
p.
p
Ph
4 .4
Mo<C0)3[via]
has three diasteraoMrs. (It is reasonable to assuM a fac structure 
since aer arrangeaants for related species are uncoaaon.) Two of
these diasteraoaers can be expected to have AA'BB'X phosphorus spin-
31systeas and the other an ABMXY spin-systea. Thus the P n.a.r. of
these isoaers are not only coaplicated in theaselves but are also
31lilc0ly to overlap to an appreciable extent in a alxture. The P 
spectrua of the product of this reaction is Indeed of such coaplexity 
that it is iapossible to analyse fully, but the positions of the 
various phosphorus resonances are consistent with the suggested structure.
This proposed rearrangeaent is also found in the following related 
case where analysis of the n.a.r. spectrua is soaewhat easier and as a 
consequence provides better evidence for this sort of behaviour.
Reaction of Mo(CO),[Vie] with an equiaolar aaount of bis(diphenyl- 
phosphino)ethyne under siailar conditions resulted in the fox*aation of 
the coaplex shown in Eq 4.5 which is particularly interesting as it 
incorporates the otherwise unknown pentatertiary phosphine ligand shown
106
Hbx'
in Fig. 4.6. How«v«r, an analogous reaction between bis(diphenyl* 
phosphino)ethyne and the free ligand VI led instead to a aizture of 
products, none of which was the pentaphosphine hoped for. This
4- PhjP
fPPti2
Fig 4 .6
PhjP
31complex can have two diasteromeric structures although in the P 
n . M . T .  spectrun (Fig. 4.7) only one five—spin system with five inequiva* 
lent phosphorus nuclei was detected which could arise from either 
dlastereomer. Considerations of molecular models indicate that
neither isomeric structure is precluded by steric hindrance. This 
suggests a stereospecific reaction and indeed further experiments 
with molecular models were found to substantiate this. If the 
mechanism of the reaction is as proposed in Scheme 4.1, initial 
addition across the triple-bond would result in the formation of the 
Intermediate (i). In this species phosphorus atom C is more likely to 
coordinate than phosphorus atom D since a relatively low-strained 
fIve-membered chelate ring will be formed. P^, however, is then 
limited to direct replacement of P^ j since the coordination site

TABLE 4.6 n.m.r. parameters for the product of Eq. 4.5
31 ^6( P^) 1j (Pb-Pi)I |J<Pc-Pi)l U(p„-Pi)l |j(Pg-Pj)l
/ppm /Hz /Hz /Hz /Hz /Hz
"a >84.0 - 8.2
3.7 25.0 6.4
Pb >68.5 8.2 -
15.9 2.7 25.0
"c >53.6 3.7 15.9
- 1.5 1.0
"d -14.8 25.0 2.7 1.5
- 0
-15.5 6.4 25.0 1.0 0
Notes a See below for labelling system
b Relative to external 85% H^PO^ »0.0 ppm
0
0
PhjPCi ;pph.
Mo<CO)3[vim]
Scheme 4.1
Proposed mechanism leading 
to the specific formation 
of one diastereomerlc 
product from the reaction 
of eq 4.5 (carbonyls 
omitted for clarity)
A I
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TABLE 4.6 P n.m.r. p a r a m e t e r s  for the product of Eq. 4.5
1
1
31 ^ 6( P . )
/ppm
!j (p ^ - p ,)1
/Hz /Hz
:j<Pc-Pi>i
/Hz
!J(P„-P.)i
/Hz
!J(P b - P i >I
/Hz
1 '■a -»-84.0 - 8.2
3.7 25.0 6.4
-•-68.5 8.2 - 15.9 2.7 25.0
'■c -^53.6 3.7 15.9
- 1.5 1.0
"d -14.8 2 5. 0 2.7 1.5
-
N
-15.5 6.4 25.0 1.0 0
L J ____
Notes a See b e l o w  for lab e l l i n g  sys tem
b R e l a t i v e  to e x t e r n a l  8 5% H^PO^
H
\ ;
%y
Mo(C0)3[vie]
Ph2PCaCPPh2
S c h e m e  4.1
P r o p o s e d  m e c h a n i s m  lea ding 
to the spe c i f i c  f o r m a t i o n  
of o ne d i a s t e r e o m e r i c  
pro duct from the r e a c t i o n  
of eq 4.5 ( c a rbon yls 
o m i t t e d  for clarity)
f \ I
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This Mchsnlsa would thsrwfor* Issd to forastlon 
of only ono dlsstorooMr and is thoroforo llkoly to ho spplicsblo to 
this resetion. Discussion of the n.a.r. psrsaeters for this coaplex 
is difficult since eslues for the corresponding ligsnd sre obeiously 
not sTsilsble. Hoeewer, cheaicsl shifts sre generally in the ranges 
expected and the Tslues of saall and therefore
consistent with fire-aeabered ring structures.
SQDARB-PLANAR COMPLKXKS 
(A) Introduction
In an aztonaion of tha study of tba coordlnstlTs bahsTiour of tha 
trlphosphina licands dascribad in Chaptar Thraa tha folloalng saction 
details tha synthesis and characterisation of a series of square- 
planar palladiun and platinun coaplazas of tha naa tatra- and panta- 
tertiary phosphine licands. Snphasis has bean placed on tha discussion 
o f  th e trends in n.a.r. paraaatars within tha series, and tha use of 
conputar emulation techniques as an aid to assignaant of intricate 
second-order spectra is also danonstratad.
■{r y
y
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(B) Results and Discussion
Traatnant of ilCl^iPhCN)^, (M » M ,  Pt), with an aqumolar a«>unt 
of bis-[2 .2-bis(diphanylphosphino)athyl]phanylphosphina, XII, in 
dichloronathana at ro<» tanparatura resulted in rapid and virtually 
quantitative fonation of tha new ionic conplazas [MCI{III}] Cl (Fig. 
4.8a). Analogous reactions ware found to occur for the related ligand 
txis«{2.,2«bis(diphanylphosphino)athyl]phanylarsina, IVI, to give tha
Rh ■
arsenic-containing coaplezos [MCI{XVI}] Cl shown in Fig. 4.8b. These 
reactions have the potential to yield three diastereoaeric products 
(arising iron the different relative orientations of the Ph^P end Ph 
groups, (Fig. 4.9a) - c)) but in practice these were not obtained in
f f f
( E T N
a
Projectiona along 
E - M  bond of 
Fig 4 .8
Rg 4.9
Q  = Metal atom 
E = P or Aa
the proportions expected on a sieple statistical basis. Of the three 
structures shown in Fig. 4.9 it will be noticed that in structure
a) all four tenalnal phosphorus nuclei are chenically and 
magnetically inequivalent. Thus complexes of this type would be 
expected to exhibit ABMXY P spectra where A,B,X and Y are the 
terminal phosphorus nuclei (Fig. 4.10). Analogous diaster-
eomeric complexes of the arsenic-containing ligand would therefore be 
expected to exhibit ABXY spectra. For reasons that will become 
clear later the diastereomeors with P spectra consistent with the 
asymmetric structure in Fig. 4.9a) will, for convenience, be termed 
type AB dlastereomers. These AB diastereoisomers have been identified
€
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a r s e n i c - c o n t a i n i n g  c o m p l e x e s  [ MC 1{XV I}]^C 1 s h o w n  in Fig. 4.8b. T h e s e  
reactions h a v e  the p o t e n t i a l  to y i e l d  thr ee d i a s t e r e o m e r i c  p r o d u c t s  
(arising f r o m  the d i f f e r e n t  r e l a t i v e  o r i e n t a t i o n s  of the P h 2 P a n d  P*i 
groups, (Fig. 4.9a) - c)) b ut in p r a c t i c e  the se w e r e  not o b t a i n e d  in
iPh
f
1 1
1
H - C — H
1
H - C — H
(E>— « P h ( I H ^
H - è - H
1
H - è - H
1T
0 ^
Ph
a
Projections along  
E -  M bond of 
Fig 4 .8
Fig 4 .9
Q  = Metal atom  
E = P or As
the p r o p o r t i o n s  e x p e c t e d  o n  a s im ple s t a t i s t i c a l  basis. Of the three
str uctu res s h o w n  in Fig. 4.9 it w il l be n o t i c e d  that in s t r u c t u r e
a) all four ter mina l p h o s p h o r u s  n uc lei are c h e m i c a l l y  and
m a g n e t i c a l l y  Ine quiv alent . Thus c o m p l e x e s  of this type w o u l d  be
31expected to exhibit A B M X Y  P  s p e c t r a  w h e r e  A , B , X  and Y a re the 
terminal p h o s p h o r u s  n u c l e i  (Fig. 4.10). A n a l o g o u s  d i a s t e r ­
eomeric c o m p l e x e s  of the a r s e n i c - c o n t a i n i n g  lig and w o u l d  the r e f o r e  be
exp ecte d to exhibit A B X Y  spectra. For reasons that will b ec ome
3lclear lat er the d ia ster eomer s with P  s p e c t r a  co n s i s t e n t  w it h the 
asy mmet ric s t r u c t u r e  in Fig. 4.9a) will, for con veni ence, be ter med 
type AB d i a ster eomer s. T h e s e  ^  d i a s t e r e o i s o m e r s  have b ee n i de ntif ied
112
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Flg. 4.10 Labelllng systea for:
a) AB dlastereoaars of [MCliXII}]C1
b) ^  dlastereoaers of [MCI{XVI}] CI
c) ^  and B2 diaataraonera of [MC1(XII}]C1
d) A2 and B2 diaataraoaara of [MC1{XVI}]C1
[ m c i x^vi^  ci
b
Fig. 4.10 L a b e l l i n g  s y s t e m  for:
a) ^  d i a s t e r e o m e r s  of [MC1(XII}]C1
b) AB d i a s t e r e o m e r s  of [MC1ÍXVI}] Cl
c) ^  and B2 d i a s t e r e o m e r s  of [MC 1{XI I}]C1
d) A2 and B 2  d i a s t e r e o m e r s  of [MC 1{XV I}]C1
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31for all four systeaa Invastlgatad and their P n.a.r. paraaeters 
(Tables 4.7 and 4.8) display soae interesting and iaportant features.
there is a surprisingly large difference between the cheaical shifts 
6(P ) and 5(P_) (ca 18 ppa and 15 ppa for coaplexes of platinua and 
palladlua respectively). Because of this it is possible to label the 
structures identically for each systea by defining P^ as having the 
higher cheaical shift of the two coordinated and terainal
2 3 195characteristically of larger aagnltude than JCP^P^) whilst J(
3 195
i s  characteristically saaller in aagnltude than J( Pt-P^). Other 
paraaeters are less easy to quantify but are in general coaparable 
for all four systeas. It therefore appears that the AX and BY 
fragaents each have different but highly characteristic sets of n.a.r. 
paraaeters, a feature which is iaportant to recogniae for the following 
exaaination of the other dlastereoaeric species produced by these 
reactions.
the foraation of a aixture of two of the three possible diastereoaers
of [PtCl{XII}]Cl: (i) the ^  isoaer characterised by its unique
spin-systea as described above; and (ii) another dlastereoaer which
will be termed type B^ for reasons which will becoae clear in the
. 31sequel. The diastereoaer exhibits an AA'MXX’ (Fig. 4.10) P
spectrua with the n.a.r. paraaeters shown in Table 4.9 and it is
therefore consistent with both structures b) and c) of Fig. 4.9. The
values of 6(^^P ) and ^J(^®*Pt-P ) for this species reseable theA A
values characteristic of the BY fragment in its corresponding AB 
diastereomer and therefore since both coordinated geainally related 
nuclei in this syaaetrlc dlastereoaer have cheaical shifts in the
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»s(*î
region of the P_ nuclei of the ^  Isoaer this dlsstereoaer Is teraed 
B» type. An analogous reaction was found to occur for the palladlua 
analogue, and again was found to give a alxture of the ^  dlastereoaer 
and corresponding ^  Isoaers.
Reaction of MCI (PhCN) , (M « Pt, Pd), with the arsenlc-contalnlng
2 2
ligand XVI was found to result In the foraatlon of all three
dlastereoaerlc coaplexes of foraula [MCl{XVI}]^Cl*' for both palladlua
and platlnua. As for the previous coaplexes of XII both ^  and ^
3ldlastereoaers were Identified by P n.a.r. spectroscopy and as expected 
the third dlastereoaers exhibited n.a.r. paraaeters characteristic of 
those of the AX fragaent of the corresponding ^  dlastereoaers. These 
dlastereoaers are therefore teraed the A^ dlastereoaera* the analogues 
of which were not foraed In the corresponding reactions of the penta- 
phosphine XII. This classification of the dlastereoaers now aakes It 
possible to foraulate Table 4.10 which shows the dlastereoaerlc distri­
bution pattern of the four reactions studied. It aust be reaeabered.
TABLE 4.10 Approxlaate Isoaerlc yields of the reactions foralng 
coaplexes [MC1{XII}]C1 and [MCl{XVI}]Cl (M « Pd, Pt)
COMPLEX
ISOMERIC YIELD/(%)
AB A2 B2
[PtCl{XII})Cl 25 0 75
[PdCl{XIl})Cl 30 0 70
[PtCl{XVI}]Cl 40 5 55
[PdCl{XVl}]Cl 45 25 30
however, that whilst the ^  dlastereoaers aay be unequivocally assigned 
as having the structure of Fig. 4.9a) It Is not possible to assign A^
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or B to either of the reamlning structures since their spin-systeas -2
are identical.
31In discussing the P n.a.r. spectra of the different species it 
is convenient to treat the as3raaetric (AB) and syaaetric (B^ and 
dlastereoaers separately since they have different spin-systeas. The
_ 31AB dlastereoaers exhibit ABMXY P spectra for coaplexes of the penta-
tertlaryphosphine ligand XII and ABXY spectra for coaplexes of the
tetratertlary phosphine/arsine ligand XVI (Pig 4.10). The presence
of the P|| nucleus aerely gives rise to a siaple doublet-splitting of
the P , P_, P« and P^ resonances and therefore the analyses of the two
systeas run along parallel lines. In general it was found possible
31to obtain a set of apparent values of the various P n.a.r. paraaeters 
siaply by inspection of the spectra. However, coaputer siaulatlon of 
the n.a.r. spectra revealed that these were not always the true values. 
In such systeas the presence of the large coupling coabined with
the relative siailarity of leads to the partial
averaging of certain coupling constants. In general this phenoaenon 
leads to values of J(PoPt > experiaental spectrua being
artificially high coapared to the coaputer-generated values, and to 
values of J(P P_) being correspondingly low. This problea was found 
to occur for all four ^  diastereoaers and coaputer siaulatlon 
techniques were widely eaployed to obtain accurate values for the 
n.a.r. paraaeters (Tables 4.7 to 4.9). The paraaeters that define 
the AX and BY systeas and Indeed the other paraaeters are generally 
coaparable for all four systeas and this suggests siailar configurations 
for thea. Low values of consistent with other
low values for five-aeabered chelate-ring systeas as previously dis­
cussed. Phosphorus atoa P^ is also characteristic in having a large 
positive coordination cheaical shift (A - ca +100 ppa and +130 ppa for
riT
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Pt and Pd respectively) which is therefore consistent with its being 
Incorporated in two separate five-aeabered chelate-rings.
The A and B diasteroaers have AA'MXZ' and AA'XX* phosphorus—2 —2
spln-systeas for coaplezes of XII and XVI respectively (Fig. 4.10).
As for the previous cases the presence of Pj^  in coaplezes of XII aerely
results in the resonances of P^ and P^ being split into doublets, and
therefore the analyses of both these systeas are coaparable. (A brief
description of the appearance and analysis of AA'XX’ spectra is given
in Appendix II). In general, in these syaaetrical systeas the presence
o f a large P . - P . ,  coupling and a saall (zero) P j - P j t  coupling results
in both the P and P_ resonances appearing deceptively as triplets or 
A  A
near triplets so that the observation of the weak outer lines required 
for a full analysis was not possible. In such cases it is possible 
to obtain accurately only the paraaeter ¡n ] which is defined by Eq 4.6
% '
N JAX > JAX' (4.6)
although it is reasonable to assuae = 0 Hz and that
^  400 Hz by analogy with corresponding ^  isoaers. The deceptive 
siaplicity of the spectra also prevents a breakdown of 1n | into its 
two coaponent couplings although reasonable estiaates of these aay also 
be aade by consideration of the AB Isoaers.
The siaplest P spectrua to analyse at sight is that of 
[PdCl{XVI}]^Cl" and this is therefore provided as an exaaple in Fig. 
4.11 along with a coaputer siaulated P spectrua. The AA' and XX' 
resonances of the syaaetric A^ and isoaers appear deceptively as 
triplets for reasons previously described, and lie in cheaical shift 
positions characteristic of their isoaer type. This spectrua clearly 
deaonstrates the applicability of the descriptive ter-
Blnology for these systeas. The spectra of the other coaplexes
120
31Fig. 4.11 Observed and sinulated P spectra of the 
dlastereoaerlc mixture of [PdCl{XVI}]Cl
: I
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studied show analogous features but are aore difficult to recognize 
at first sight due to the Increased coaplexlty of their spln-systeas.
195Pt n.a.r. data
The ^®®Pt n.a.r. spectrum of [PtCl{XVI}]*Cl" (Fig. 4.12) shows 
clearly the presence of all three dlastereoaers which were easily 
identified by their characteristic values of ®J(^®*Pt-^^P). A ^®*Pt 
spectrua of a alxture of isoaers of [PtCl{XII})*Cl was also found to 
be consistent with that expected froa the structures of the coaplexes.
These spectra conflra the values of -J(^®*Pt-^^P) for the different
19Sspecies and froa thea the Pt chealcal shifts were obtained (Table
1954.11). The results Indicate that 6( Pt) for the arsenic-
■ i-'
TABLE 4.11 ^^®Pt cheaical shifts for the platlnua complexes
of XII and XVI
Notes
Complex Dlastereoaer
type /PP*
[PtCl{XII}]Cl AB -280.4
[PtCl{XII}]Cl -311.9
[PtCl{XVI}]Cl AB -421.7
[PtCl{XVI}]Cl *2 -449.0
[PtCl{XVl}]Cl ®2 -409.3
a Relative to 21.4 MHz when the H resonance of 
TMS Is at exactly 100 MHz
containing complexes Is generally of the order of 100-150 ppa to 
lower frequency than those of analogous pentaphosphlne species. This 
appears to contradict results of previous workers for coaplexes of
122

M
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non-chelatlng ligands which generally reveal an opposite effect of
89 86approxiaately the same aagnltude * However It Is possible that
differences In ring-strain between analogous pentaphosphlne and tetra- 
phosphlnoarsine cosplexes play a aore significant role in the 
deteraination of cheaical shifts and therefore these rather saall 
effects are difficult to quantify.
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CHAPTER 5
1 ,1-BIS(DIPHENYLPHOSPRINO)ETHENE (I) AS A
BRIDGING LIGAND IN BINUCLEAR PALLADIUM AND PLATINUM COMPLEXES
INTRODUCTION
The recently discovered ability of the bidentate phosphine ligand
bi8(diphenylphosphino)»ethane, (dppa), to bridge two aetal centres has
led to a wealth of reported literature in this area and the range of
87different binuclear coaplexes of this sort is now extensive This 
chapter begins with a brief review of the chemistry of soise of the 
better-known binuclear complexes of dppm and then moves on to Investigate 
the comparable bridging behaviour of the related ligand 1 ,1 -bis(diphenyl- 
phosphino)ethene (I) which is of particular importance here as it is the 
precursor of the new polyphosphorus ligands reported in this thesis.
DPPM AS A BRIDGING LIGAND
The ability of dppm to form a variety of bridged bimetallic complexes
such as that in Fig. 5.1 has been well documented. The best studied
type of complex are the palladium and platinum species, and although
88 89many different syntheses are available for these , perhaps the
simplest involves reaction between M(0) and M(II) compounds in the
r
M
P
■ iM •Cl
Fig 5.1
= dppm
90presence of the free llgmnd, dppa ‘Hiese dppa bridged coaplezes
are generally reactive In different ways:
(1) Insertion Into the M-M bond
Saall aolecules such as CO, SO etc can, \inder alld conditions,m
reversibly Insert Into the M-M bonds of blaetalllc species to fora the
,91 .92so-called 'A-fraae' coaplezes as shown In Fig. 5.2' Other species
such as CH^, CS^ etc Insert Irreversibly xinder soaswhat aore forcing 
93-95conditions
Fig 5 .2
cr
X=C0.S02 etc
(ii) Di^laceaent of teralnal Cl ligands
The teralnal chloride groups In these bridged coaplexes aay be
readily replaced by a wide range of neutral ligands such as . ^^3 .
pyridine etc to fora ionic species that have generally been found to
96be better stabilised by large counter-Ions such as (FF^) (Fig. 5.3)
Replaceaent of chloride groups on A-Fraae coaplexes is also readily
97achieved in a slallar aanner
M
2+
•PR.
Fig 5 .3
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(iii) Oxidative addition
Oxidative addition reactIona such as those shown below occur 
rapidly for Cl^. Br^ and and lead initially to species without a
Cl.
98M-M bond However, these complexes gradually rearrange to simple
aonomeric products and therefore reactions such as these are of little 
significance in this chapter.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
(A) Syntheses
TreataMnt of equimolar amounts of Pd2(dba)2 .CHCl2 and Pd(PhCN)2Cl2 
with two equivalents of 1 ,l-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethene, (I) , in re­
fluxing dichioromethane resulted in the formatlcm of the new bridged 
dipalladium species ** air-stable orange-red
crystals in good yield. The reaction using Pt(PhCN)2Cl2 1® place of
a* >a
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Pd(PbCN).Cl_ afforded the corresponding nixed aetsl coaplexm m
PdPtvI; Cl- as air-stable orange crystals in good yield.
Treataent of PdPtdl^Cl^ with an excess of triaetbylphosphite
in aethanol followed by the addition of excess aaaanluB hexafluoro-
phosphate produced the new ionic coaplex [PdPtdl^iPCOIIe)^}] ( ^ 5^2
as air-stable red crystals. Slailar reactions using diphenylphosphlne
or pyridine in place of triaethylphosphite were also found to occur,
and the corresponding dipalladlua coi^lex was found to undergo analogous
dlsplscenent reactions. (Scheae 5.1)
Treataent of PdPt{l}2 Cl^ with excess diazoaethane in ether at
l ow teaperatxire resulted in the fomation of the new A-fraae coaplex
PdPt(M-CH-){ICl- (Scheae 5.1) as air-stable orange-yellow crystals.
2 2 2
at> analogous reaction is also available for the dlpalladiua coaplex ,
but treataent of the related ionic coaplexes with excess diazoaethane
failed to give the corresponding ionic A-frsae species. (This
apparent decrease in reactivity of the M-M bond upon replaceaent of
the terminal chloride groups by neutral ligands has been previously
reported for similar complexes of dppm Treatment of PdPt(u—CH^)-
■l ' * Cl with excess triaethylphosphite and subsequent addition of 
2 2
amaonlum hexafluorophosphate, however, did result in the formation of
2'*- -
the new ionic A-frame complex [PdPt(u-CH2){I)2^^^^***^3 ^^  ^^6^2'
(Scheme 5.1).
The presence of the carb<«-carbon double bonds in these complexes 
provides the potential for a fourth type of reaction, namely, addition 
across the double bond to fora bridged coaplexes incorporating the 
triphosphine ligand, 1 .1 .2-tris(diphenylphosphino)ethane, (II), (Eq. 5.1). 
Many attempts to form such coaplexes were undertaken but all produced
31«deep-red products of low solubility which from their P spectra 
appeared to be polymeric in nature. Internal addition reactions of
128
2+
L-------- PW-------P t ---------L CU
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2 L rMCtion
Cl*
A
A .
1
^ -------Pt -
1 1
----- Cl
. . / i  P"
Y Y
2 -f
CI2
P' >
1 /^ 1  
W  Pt,
L= P(OM«i^
PPhjH
pyridin«
PdPtCu-CH^)-I;2^^2
SCHEME 5.1 Reaction* of PdPt{I;2Cl2 and related species
(analogous reaction* occur for the corresponding 
dipalladixiB complexes)
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4
a* pt
2 Ph2PH
■ »
the type shown in Eq. 5.2 were also stteapted, but these led to slailsr
31polyaerlc products. Tram the P spectra of the reaction nixtures it
A
i,. I
■V— -  I - y
Y
S.2
was clear that addition had occurred since no proton-bearing phosphorus 
conpounds were present, but a full analysis of these spectra was 
iapossible. It is reasonable that replacement reactions involving 
the free phosphorus atom takes place after addition (Eq. 5.3) but the 
degree to which polymerisation may take place is unknown and the range 
of different species is potentially very large. Use of the free
Me A Me
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ligand II as a starting reagent vas also tried but this led, invariably, 
to the foraation of aonoaeric species such as those described in 
Chapter Three.
(B) Characterisation by n.a.r.
Each of the dipalladiua species Pd2{l}2Cl2 >
[Pd-{I}«{pyr}-](PP.)_ contains four cheaically equivalent phosphorus 
2 2 2 0 2
31nuclei, and consequently their P n.a.r. spectra consist of singlets
revealing only the values of the cheaical shift shown in Table 5.1.
13The C spectra for these species are a little aore inforaative. For
instance, the ^^C spectrua of 2 shows
the resonances due to the a and ^ phenyl-group carbons as siaple
53quintets, indicative of large P-P couplings in the systea Insertion
of a bridging CH. group into the aolecule induces cheaical inequiva-m
lence with respect to the two sides of the Pd^P^ plane of atoas (Fig.
5 .6) resulting in two cheaically inequivalent types of phenyl-group,
13 ..and this is clearly deaonstrated in the C n.a.r. spectrua of
Pd2(U-CH2){l}2Cl2 (Fig. 5.7).
The dipalladiua coaplezes that contain terainal phosphorus ligands 
have AA’A’’A*’XX' phosphorus spin systeas (Fig. 5.8). The appearance 
of spectra froa these systeas can be unduly coaplicated since large
nuabers of resonances are often coincident or nearly coincident, 'nius,
2+froB the ^^P spectra of the two ionic coaplexes [Pd2{l}2iP(0**®)3 2^  ^
(PFg)‘ and [M2^^^2^^*"**2®^2^^*^**^6^2 to » n d possible to obtain
only the cheaical shifts of the two tjrpes of phosphorus present in
the molecule (Table 5.1).
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Fig. 5.6 Projection along the M-M bond in Pd,(n-CH ){!} Cl2 2 2 2
13Fig. 5.7 c spectruB of Pd2 (P-CH2)(I}2Cl2 »hoeing the two 
inequivalent types of phenyl groups
ISO 100
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TABLE 5.1 31P cheaical shifts for the dlpsllsdiim coaplexes of I
COMPLEX
31 *> 
/PP«
31  ^
/PP»
.1.14.1 -
.►26.2
[Pdji ^ 2^  2 >13.3 -
[Pd2{l>2{P(0*««)3>2i<**^6^2 >18.1 >98.7
[Pd2{I)j(l>I>hjH)jJ(I>F6)2 >17.1 -19.7
Notes: a See Fig. 5.8 for labelling systea.
b Relative to external 85% H^PO^ «0.0 ppi
(OMe)3P- •P<OMeL
Rg 5.8
The ^^P spectrua of PdPt{I}2Cl2 (Fig. 5.9) aay be readily
analysed by Inspection of the resonances due to phosphorus In aolecules
99containing the ^®®Pt Isotope (I « i nat. abundance 33.8%) . The
presence of this Isotope brings about large effective chealcal shift 
changes of the phosphorus nuclei thus slapllfylng analysis of the 
spectrua. These well separated features (shaded blue) each corres­
pond to one half of an AA’XX’ spectrua and thus were analysed by 
inspection*^ (see Appendix II) giving the paraaeters shown In Table 5.2.
Cl*
Fig 5.10
✓'’o'
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31In gonernl th# P n.a.r. paraMtsrs ar« little affected by a change 
of ternlnal group froa Cl - *  p j r , and this feature la repeated for 
coaplezes containing teralnal phosphorus groups (see later)
Large effects are however found upon Insertion of CH^ Into the Pd-Pt 
bond. In the Pd-Pt bonded species values of JCP.P«.) aay be con-A B
2sldered as the sub of two coaponents; through the carbonA B
3atOB and through the aetal-aetal bond. Reaoval of this
I
'through-the-aetals' coupling route upon Insertion of accoxmt
for the observed decrease in <^(^ ^^ 3) although the effects of changing
the P.-C-P- Inter-bond angle aay also be laportant. It is interesting A B 195that the sign of J( Pt-P^) In all the Pd-Pt bonded species is negative
These couplings aay also be considered as the sua of two coaponents:
2  3J(Pt-Pd-P ) and J(Pt-P -C-P ). Proa other related coaplezes (e.g.A A A
3 195 31PtCl.[Xd]) it was found that J( Pt- P) is generally of the order of 
■*■80 Hz and it is therefore possible that the 'through the aetals' 
coupling coaponent is of the order of -150 Hz. Conversion of this 
two bond route into a three bond route by insertion of ^^3 
obviously radically affect the aagnltude of one of the contributions
195
to the coupling, and thus the zero value of J( ^ ”^a  ^ observed in 
PdPt(u-CH ){I}-C1,, aay arise froa the two contributions having equal 
magnitudes but opposite signs. Overall therefore it is clear that 
changes of terainal group do not greatly affect n.a.r. paraaeters but 
that insertion reactions do.
If the teralnal chloride groups are replaced by phosphorus-
containing ligands as in (PdPt{l}2{P(0lle)g}](PPQ)2 phosphorus
53
atom, in th. moleeul. con.tltut. an ABXX’YY' «)lB-«y»ta« (»!»• »•!*> •
A. for tha previous canes the n.m.r. spectrum of this complex (Pig. 
5.13) was analysed by consideration of the satellltea and gave
the n.a.r. parameters shown In Tables 5.3 and 5.4. These tables ala
137
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TABLE 5.3 che«ic»l «hlft dat» for ao«e aixad Pd/Pt coaplexea of I
Coaplex *
31 ** 
/PP*
31 ^
«  V
/pp.
31 ** 
«  Py)
/PP«
31 ^
& r \ )
/pp«
[PdPt{l}2{P(0X«)3>2Î^**^6^2 fllO.O +94.6
+19.9 +16.6
[PdPt{l)2<PPh2®^2 ^^ **^ 6^2 -16.8
-10 .6 +16.8 +16.2
[ PdPt ( u-CH 2 ) {I} 2 i > 3 ^2  ^2 +115.0® +110.7
+32.0® +27.2
Notes a See Pig. 5.12 for labelling syatex
b Relative to external 85% H^PO^ »0.0 pp*
c ±2 ppa - accurate values could not be obtained due 
to the conplaxlty of the spectru«
glv. th. p.r«.t.r. d.rlv.d fro- th. .poctr. of th. r.l.t.d co.pl«..
C PdPt(p-CH ,)m ,{P(« l.)3> ^ («-F6)* (F ig . ».14) ««• t P d P t iD j iP P h jH ljK F F ,) ,
Which h.v. .1.11« .pln-.y.t-.. Of p.rtlcul.r in th...
.P.C1.. .r. th. v.la.. of J(P^-P3). th. differ.«. b.t«.n J<P*Pb>
for lPdPtU}3(P(0-.)3)3HPFe )3 •»«* [PdPt»>3(PP»*H,3K P F 3),. •“«*
2«  H. r..p.ctiw.l,) prochly .ri... «inly *ro. th. different .-electron
d.n.iti.e .t th. two phoephor». nuclei nri.in, fro. different .uh.tituent
An
.lectronegntivitle. .. d.«rlb.d in Chnpter On. The large value
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C*ï
1
of P(0*l* ) 3  complex (593.0 He) gives rise to a readily
31identifiable AB pattern of nultiplets in its P spectrun (Fig. 5.13).
Upon insertion of value of 593 Hz is drastically reduced to
12.6 Hz (Fig. 5.14). J(P^P^) and J(P^P^,) in all these conplexes are
generally conparable to analogous couplixigs in the related species
containing teminal chloride or pyridine groups, and thus confirm
their independence of the nature of the terminal group. Also of
interest in these complexes are the values of the various phosphorus-
platinum couplings. As expected couplings involving the phosphorus
of trimethylphosphite ligands are appreciably greater in magnitude
than analogous couplings to the phosphorus of diphenylphosphine ligands
and\hese complexes the signs of J(^®®Pt-P^) can be deduced as positive
(relative to positive ^J(^®*Pt-Pg)) simply by Inspection of the spectra.
Again, insertion of CH^ to form [PdPt(u-CH2){I}2^^i^*)3 i^
198fests itself by a significant decrease in J(
78 Hz. Perhaps surprising are the zero or near-zero values of 
J(^®*Pt-P ); in related complexes (Table 5.2) these were found to be 
ca -70 Hz. Confirmation of these zero couplings was obtained from 
the ^®®Pt spectra of these complexes, and may indicate that changes 
of teminal group do have an effect on these couplings.
195Pt n.m.r. data
^®®Pt n.m.r. spectra were obtained for the three complexes
(PF ) as a confirmation of structural assignments, and the 
6 2
chemical eblft. ere ehoen In Table 5.S. The apectnim of PdPt{l)jClj
conelata of a alaple triplet of trlpleta which le conalatent with the
198
structure of Fig. 5.10 and thus conflms the values of J( Pt-P) «hown 
in Table 5.2. The ^®*Pt spectrum of (PdPt(n-CH2)
142
(Fig. 5.15) is also a slaple first-order one exhibiting doublet
splittings of 3557 Hs and 78 Hz and triplets with splittings of
2845 Hz and 16.7 Hz; this spectrun is thus consistent with the
structure shown in Fig. 5.16. However, in the related coq>lex with
a Pd-Pt bond, [PdPt{I}2(P(0lle)^}2](PFg)2 f the presence of a large
value of conbined with the siailarity of *uid ¿(^^^3)
195produces an appreciable degree of second-order character in the Pt
n.n.r. spectrun (Fig. 5.17). It was found that a conputer-generated
31spectrun, using the n.n.r. paraneters derived fron the P spectrun, 
matched the ezperinental spectrxna and this therefore provided both 
conflmatlon of structure and asslgnnent of the spln-systen.
TABLE 5.5 ‘i
Conplex 1 9 5  •6 (  P t )
P d P t i D j  C l j - 3 1 . 3
[ P d P t { I } 2 { P ( 0 M e ) 3 } 2 ] ( P F 3 ) 2 - 1 8 6 . 8
[ P d P t C u - C H ^ )  { I  } 2 i * * < 0 * * * >  3 ^2  ^^**^6  ^2
- 2 8 2 . 3
Notes a Relative to 21.4 MHz when H resonance of TMS is 
at exactly 100 MHz.
m
I

195Fig. 5.17 a) Obsarred Pt spactrua of [PdPt{l} {P(OMa)-}_](PF-).
2 3 2 o 2
b) Siaulatad spactrua
CHAPTER 6
SULPHUR AND SELENIUM DERIVATIVES OF
THE NEW POLYPHOSPHORDS LIGANDS
INTRODUCTION
There is e formel analogy between the coordination of a aetal to 
a phosphorus aton and the oxidation of that aton by sulphur, 
seleniun etc. In particular, for the polydentate ligands dealt with 
here, sulphiirlsatlon reactions have, in principle, the potential to 
yield a range of isonerlc and diastereonerlc products analogous to 
those produced by sinple non-chelate aetal-coordination. In addition,
coordination of two or nore netal centres to the sane ligand tends to 
yield products of low solubility which are therefore difficult to 
analyse by n.a.r. spectroscopy. For these reasons a study was under­
taken into the reactions of sane of the large polyphosphorus ligands 
with elenental sulphur in order to (a) analyse any isoaerlc and dia- 
stereoaeric preferences and (b) atteapt the asmtheses of polysulphide 
derivatives which are analogous to the Insoluble polyaetallic species.
The first tertiary phosphine sulphides were prepared by direct 
reaction of a trlalkylphosphlne with elenental sulphur , and
today this is still the aost general and straightforward S3mthetlc
method available. Rates for these reactions are generally fast for
102octatoaic sulphxir and therefore the use of the other forns of
103sulphur, which results in even faster reaction rates , is seldoa 
required. In addition, reaction rates are strongly solvent-dependent, 
anion-solvating solvents generally inducing faster reactions 
Sulphurisation reactions of diphosphlne species have been less exten­
sively studied, but reactions analogous to those of aonophosphines
have been reported105-107
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Tbc additioB of Mlenlua to tertiary phosphiBes is less rigorous 
rPe saalocoos addition of sulphur. In feneral, whereas the 
lower aliphatic-substituted tertiary phosphines react with eleaental 
seleniun at roc 108 109temperature the hi^er homolocues aay require
reflux in hifh boilinf solvents or other more forcinf methods to underco 
110-112reaction Becently, workers have studied the reaction betweei
elemental seleniia and the triphosphine licsAd 1 . 1  .2-tris(diphenyl- 
phosphino)ethane, (II) This reaction leads to a mixture of mono-.
di- and triselenium derivatives, and by the use of homonuclear 31P 2D
J-resolved n.m.r. spectroscopy it was possible to identify all the 
individual species in the reaction mixture. This chapter extends 
this work by examininf the analocous but somewhat more diverse reactions 
o f  the larger polyphosphorus ligands already reported. In particular. 
isomeric and diastereomeric preferences have been analysed from which 
It vas found possible to estimate relative effective reactivity of 
individual phosphorus atoms.
RESULTS AND DISCPSSION
In principle there are nineteen chemically inequivalent sulphur 
derivatives of the pentaphosphine ligand bis-[2 ,2-bis(diphenylphosphino) 
ethyl]phenylphosphine, (III), which contain from one to five sulphur 
atoms (compounds b)-t) Fig. 6.1). Note that due to the presence of 
the two chiral centres marked • , compounds b) and c) are diastereomere 
and are therefore chemically distinct. Diastereomere also exist in 
the di-, tri- and tetrasulphide groups.
Treatment of the free ligand XII with one atomic equivalent of
31sulphiir yielded a reaction mixture whose P n.m.r. spectrum (Fig. 6 .2) 
shoved it to contain a number of different species. Tliis spectrum
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Fig. 6.1 Sulphide derivatives of bia-[2,2-bis(diphenyl- 
phosphino)ethylIphenyl phosphine XII
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also shows the presence of soae unrescted free ligand which suggests
a non-proportional reaction giving a aixture of nonosulphide, disul-
Vphide and possibly higher derivatives. The P region of the total
spectrun is difficult to assign by inspection and although in principle
an asslgnaent could be obtained froa a series of selective hoaonuclear
decoupling experlaents, these would be extreaely tedious to perfora.
31A better approach was found to be the use of hoaonuclear P 2D J- 
resolved spectroscopy. 2D J-resolved spectroscopy is particularly 
useful in this context as it allows the separation of chealcal shifts 
and coupling constants along two axes in a 2D plot thus reducing 
probleas froa overlapping resonances.
2D J-resolved n.a.r. spectroscopy^^^
In describing J-resolved spectroscopy it is convenient to consider
first a siaple heteronuclear AX spln-systea. The pulse-sequence and
116vector diagraas for this experiaent are shown in Fig 6.3 Initially
a 90° pulse applied along the x-axls (90<*x) aligns the aagnetlzaticn 
along the y-axis in the xy plane (a). The individual nuclear aagnetlc 
moaents then precess at their Laraor frequencies and after a length of 
time are in position (b) . A 180<’ pulse applied along the y-axls
at the A frequency (180**y (A)) then inverts the individual vectors 
about the y-axis whilst a siaultaneous 180^ (X) pulse changes the 
spin-states of the X nuclei, thus interchanging the precessional 
frequencies of the individual vectors (c). After a further tlae /2 
only the chealcal shift position and effects due to aagnetic field 
inhoaogenelty are refocussed (d) and therefore the aagnetlzation 
detected at tiae t^  ^ is t^^-dependent. This sequence using a set of 
values followed by successive Fourier transforaaticns with respect 
to tg (which achieves 6 and J dispersion) , and then t^  ^ (which achieves
150
180i
1 90s 180y
[ 1
a b c
V 2
t..
Fig. 6.3 Pulse-sequence and vector diagrams for heteronuclear 
J-resolved n.n.r. spectroscopy
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V 2
b c
I  180°y (X)
Fig. 6.3 P u l s e - s e q u e n c e  and v e c t o r  dia gram s for h e t e r o n u c l e a r  
J - r e s o l v e d  n.m.r. s p e c t r o s c o p y
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J dispersion only) yields a 2D plot of the type shown in Fig 6.4
I
f,
T
J(A X )
i
/
Fig 6 .4
In this spectrum line separations parallel to the horizontal axis are 
all centred about the nid-point and arise solely from AX couplings.
In addition a 45° projection yields an effectively fully decoupled A 
spectr\u from which the chenical shift of A nay be simply read off.
Thus in a mixture of different AX spin-systems it is possible to assign 
individual resonances to specific A nuclei and thus obtain both 
chemical shifts and coupling constants relatively simply.
The analogous hononuclear 2D J-resolved n.m.r. experiment is 
closely related to the heteronuclear case and its pulse sequence is 
shown in Fig. 6.5 . In this system the 180°y(A) pulse has exactly
I
90x
‘ •/2
180y
I V 2
Rg 6 .5
the ease effect upon the individual vectors as do the siaultaneous 
180<*y(X) and 180^(A) pulses in the heteronuclear experiaent (Fig. 6.3) 
since in hoaonuclear case a 180^(A) pulse is by definition also a 
180<^(X) pulse. Thus a siaplified pulse sequence nay be eaployed
to produce analogous 2D plots to those in Fig. 6.4.
31A hMonuclear P 2D J-resolved n.a.r. spectrum was obtained for
V 31the P region of the reaction nixttire whose ID P n.a.r. spectrum is
shown in Fig. 6.2 (i.e. froa the reaction using one atomic equivalent
of sulphur) and this yielded the 2D plot shown in Fig. 6 .6 . A AS**
Vprojection reveals six different P environments, and slices through 
this projection at the individual chemical shift positions then display 
the various P-P couplings in each system (Fig. 6.7). With these 
parameters it was found to be relatively simple to complete the analysis 
of the P^^^ region and thus froa this reaction compounds b), c), e), f) 
and g) were identified (Table 6.1). Addition of one further atonic
equivalent of sulphur was found to reduce the relative proportions of 
the two aonosuiphide derivatives b) and c) whilst increasing those of 
the three disulphide derivatives e) - g) , thus confirming the original 
asslgxuaents. In addition, new resonances due to the trisulphide 
derivatives were produced in the n.n.r. spectrum thus making it possible 
to identify compounds k) and 1). Further addition of sulphur reduced 
the relative proportions of e) - g), increased those of k) and 1 ), and 
yielded new resonances due to the tetrasulphide q). Continued addition 
finally afforded the pentasulphide derivative t). Thus nine different 
derivatives out of the nineteen possible were identified at various 
stages in the reaction (Table 6.1), and from the distribution of these, 
two points clearly emerge:
(i) The central phosphorus atom X is the last to be attacked.
(ii) Species with gemlnally related P^ atoms are not favoured if
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TABLE 6.1
(E)
A \ .
A
P(E)
- < N»(E)
8 '
Coapound * E
A A' B B* X
a) l.p. l.p. l.p. 1 .p. 1 .p.
b) S 1 .p. l.p. l.p. l.p.
c) l.p. l.p. s l.p. 1 .p.
e) S s l.p. l.p. l.p.
f) S l.p. l.p. s l.p.
S) 1 .p. l.p. s s 1 .p.
k) S s s l.p. 1 .p.
1 ) S l.p. s s l.p.
q) S s s s l.p.
t) s s s s s
Notes s) See Fig. 6.1
b) l.p. > electron lone pair.
c) See diagraa above for labelling systea.
NB The labelling refers to the phosphorus spin-systei 
in the free ligand XII and not to the spin-systea of 
the derivatives.
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(E) fl'
(E)P .P(E)
( E ) P ^ ^ ( E )
6 6 '
TABLE 6.1
C o m p o u n d  ^ E
b ,c
A A' B B ’ X
a) l.p. l.p. l.p. l.p. l.p.
b) s l.p. l.p. l.p. 1 .p.
c) 1 . p . l.p. S l.p. l.p.
e) s s l.p. l.p. l.p.
f) s l.p. l.p. s l.p.
g) l.p. l.p. s s l.p.
h) s s s l.p. 1 .p.
1) s l.p. s s l.p.
q) s s s s l.p.
t) s s s s s
Notes a) See Fig. 6.1
b) l.p. = e l e c t r o n  lone pair.
c) See d i a g r a m  above for l a b e l l i n g  system.
NB The l a b e l l i n g  r ef ers to the p h o s p h o r u s  s p i n - s y s t e m  
in the free l ig and XII a nd to the s p i n - s y s t e m  of
the d er ivat ives.
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if another conficuratlc» is possibl« (this is subjsct to ths 
previous condition).
The first of these apparent conditions precludes the foraation of nine 
of the nineteen possible derivatives, naasly d), h), i), n), n) , o), 
p), r) and s) whilst the second precludes the fomation of j). Thus 
these two conditions reduce the potential nuaber of derivatives froa 
nineteen to nine, and all of these nine have in fact been identified 
in the reaction aixture (Table 6.1). The origin of these conditions 
is difficult to ezaaine since aany different effects aaj plaj a signi­
ficant role. Condition i) initially suggests that the central phos­
phorus atOB X is relatively unreactive. However this is not necessarily 
the case since inter-phosphorus sulphur transfer is likely to occur.
Interaolecular sulphur transfer has been well dociiaented and indeed can
118be used as a synthetic route to nany tertiary phosphine sulphides
Reports of analogous intraaolecular S-transfers are less coaaon but
119 120Keat and others have reported such processes in a nuaber of 
diphosphine species. If S-transfer is a factor in the reactions 
studied in this chapter it aay be that the outcoae of the reactions is 
sore dependent on configurational and conforaational stability rather 
than the relative reactivity of the individual phosphorus atoas. In 
order to investigate this, the direct syntheses of a selection of the 
unfavoured derivatives, not foraed in the reaction, and the ezaaination 
of any subsequent rearrangeaents is required. Atteapts to fora 
conpound J) in order to investigate condition ii) were undertaken 
utilizing the addition reaction of Eq. 0.1. However the outcoae was
>s =  s
VI
6.1
not straightforward and it is possibls that addition across ths P-S 
doubls-bonds nay also occur.
The nins dsrivativss thsrsfors fomsd by ths reaction of XII 
with elsasntal sulphur are as follows:
i) Two diastsrsoasric nonosulphids derivatives b) and c).
ii) Three diastereoaeric disulphide derivatives e) - g) .
iii) Two diastereosMric trisulphide derivatives k) and 1).
iv) One tetrasulphide derivative q) with no diastereoaers.
V) One pentasulphide derivative t) with no diastereoaers.
It was generally found that all aeabers of a group of diastereoaers
were fomed in approziaately equal proportions but because of the 
nature of the reaction it was possible to isolate pxire only the penta* 
sulphide t) .
NMR Characterisation
31.In this series of derivatives the P cheaical shifts (Table 6.2) 
of the P^ atoas lie within narrow ranges for each different environaent. 
In discussing these it is therefore convenient to Introduce a new para- 
aeter (analogous with coordination cheaical shift A) which is siaply 
defined as the change in cheaical shift upon sulphurlsation (Bq. 6 .2).
A^s “ ° “^ (s-derlvative) ~ (free ligand) 6.2
VFor the species containing two gepinally related P atoas (coapounds 
k), 1 ), q), t)) ■ 51.4 ± 2 ppa, whilst for P^ atoas that are
geainally related to P^^^ atoas (in CMipounds b) , c) , d) - g) , k) , 1))
yA * 57.3 ±1.2 ppa. The two types of P atoas (Pig. 6 .8) therefore 
8
S = P ' ' Fig 6 .8
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have characteristic and nutually exclusive ranges. This ca 6 ppa 
difference is sufficient to separate resonances due to the two different
Vtypes of P atoas in a nlxture of derivatives and thus sinpllfles 
spectral analysis (Fig. 6.9). For the central phosphorus atoa X, only 
one value of can be obtained fron this series of derivatives and the 
surprlslxigly large value observed (4 6 1 . 3 ppn for compound t)) nay reflect 
a large steric influence, which nay also be the origin of the relative 
imreactivity of this type of phosphorus aton.
Rationalisation of the P-P couplings in these derivatives (Table 
6 .3) is sonewhat nore difficult, but sons conaon features do emerge.
The near zero values of ^J(^^p'^~C-^^p'^) in conpounds k) , 1) , q) and b) 
nay be considered as nomal since lone-pair interactions cannot occur 
and it is only tdien one or both phosphorus atoms bears a lone-pair that 
the magnitudes of ^J(^^P^^P) are large. This observation is in con­
formity with the results of previous workers for a range of dltertiary
54 3 31 31phosphines and their selenium derivatives Values of J( P- P)
In these compounds are generally larger when one of the phosphorus 
atoms is pentavalent (compounds d) -h)). However, this cannot be 
attributed solely to greater s-character of the hybrid orbital used 
for the relevant bond, since it is clear both from the free ligand and 
from derivatives b) and c) (where different values of J( P - P ) 
are observed within the molecule), that conformational effects play a 
significant role. Indeed it may be that the generally larger values 
of ^J(^^P^^-^^P^^^) merely reflect conformational isO>alances within the 
molecule arising from the Increased bulk of the phosphorus moiety upon 
sulphurlsatlon. This suggestion is supported by the two different 
values of ^J(^^P-^^P) (6 . 8 and 27.1 Hz) observed for the pentasulphlde 
derivative t) where each phosphorus atom is pentavalent.
In a similar manner to the reaction previously described, the
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t«trat«rtiaur7 phosphln«, XI, reacted with four atóale aqulTalanta of 
sulphur to clwa tha corroapoadlnc tatrasulphida darlwatiwa quaatltativaly 
(Fit- 6 .1 0). SlBilarlj, tha tatraphoaphlnoarslno ligand bla[2,2~bls-
s S Fig 6 .10
(diphan7 lphosphino)ath7l]phanjlarsina, XVI, raactad with four atonic 
equivalents of sulphur to 7 iald onl7 tha tatrasulphida darlvativa shown 
in Fig. 6.11. Furthar addition of sulphur producad no raaction and
Fig 6.11
31therefora no changa in tha P n.n.r. spactrun of tha raaction mixture
(Fig. 6.12). This apparent low raactlvlt7 of tha arsenic atom is
perhaps surprising since in general trialk7l arsines are raadilx sul- 
.121-123phurisad , and therefore this is likalx to ha a result of a more
binding form of condition i) as described for tha pantaphosphina analogue
31The P n.n.r. parasMtars for each of these tatrasulphida derivatives 
(Tables 6 .S, 6 .6) are ganarallx conparabla with analogous parameters 
in tha series of derivatives praviouslx described.
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31.Fig. 6.12 a) P sp«ctr\iB of an XVIS raaction nlxtura in benzana 
shoving rasldual trlsulphlda paaks
b) 31P spactruB of XVIS^ in CDCl^
2 .4  Hz
t J E E - t
I
4 8 .9  46 .0
1i
31TABLE 6.4 P n.a.r. paraaeters for XI S
31 ** 
6( ^ \ )
/PP« /PP«
|j(p*p,)l
/Hz
l - x V i ’ l
/Hz
l•»(PBP^ )l
/Hz
|j(p,p,)|
/Hz
’’a •►49.1 •►53.1 - 0 20.5 0
“b t-48.2 •►52.2 0 - 13.2 0
” 11 •►42.7 •►53.9 20.5 13.2 - 60.5
•►52.6 •►76.4 0 0 60.5 -
TABLE 6.5 n.a.r. paraaetars for XVI S
^  *
31 b
6( P^) 
/PP« /PP«
|j(p^Pt)l
/Hz
|J(PbPi)I
/Hz
•►48.9 •►52.1 - 2.4
"b •►46.0 •►50.6 2.4 -
Notea a) See diagraas above for labelling systea
b) Relative to external 85% H^PO^ * 0.0 ppa
c) See eq. 6.2
' " S A
s - /
rA
c XI
n '
As
/  \
P = S
\ = s
XVI 6 '
TA B L E  6.4 31 P n.m.r. par a m e t e r s  for XI S
31 ^ 5( P^)
/ppm /ppm
J < P a P i )I
/Hz
l^cp^Pi)!
/Hz
!j (p „ p ^):
/Hz
j(p,p,>:
/Hz
P a +49.1 +53.1 - 0 20.5 0
Pb
+48.2 +52.2 0 - 13.2 0
P« +42.7 +53 .9 20.5 13.2 - 60.5
Px +52.6 +76.4 0 0 60.5 -
TAB LE 6.5 31 P n.m.r. p a r a m e t e r s  for XVI S
Notes a) See d i a gram s above for l a b e l l i n g  system
b) R e l a t i v e  to
c ) See e q . 6.2
 external 8 5 %  H PO = 0.0 ppm3 4
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CHAPTER 7
EXPERIMENTAL
1 . PREPARATIONS
All rMCtlons w«r« carried out in an ataosphara of dry dinltrogan 
unlass otharwlsa statad. Solvants wara da-aaratad laaadlataly prior 
to usa and in caaaa whara dry solvants vara raqulrad, thasa vara drlad 
by standard nathods. Many raagants usad In tha folloving synthasas 
vara praparad by standard lltaratura aathods as indicatad In tba taxt.
Chaptar 2 - Ligands 
1 .1 .2"tris<dlDhanylphosphlno)athana
1 .l-bls(diphanylphosphlno)athana^ » (5 g, 12.6 naol) and
124^126 3Ph^PH (2.35 g, 12.6 saol) vara rafluzad in dry THF (50 cm ) for
5 alns In tha prasanca of a catalytic aaount of potasslun tart-butoxlda
(KO Bu). Tha solution vas than coolad and tha solvant vas raaovad 
undar vacuua to glva an oily rasldua vhlch on addition of Et(M (40 ca*) 
ylaldad a vhlta solid. Racrystallisation of this solid froa
MaOH ylaldad tha product as a vhlta povdar. Yiald 6.9 g (94%);
127 t 128 129 130Analogous nathods using Mas^PH, Bu^PH ' or PhMaPH in
placa of Ph^PH affordad tha ralatad trlphosphina spacias III, IV and
31V raspactlvaly (paga 25), and thasa conpounds vara charactarlsad by P
[ 2 .2 -b l«(d lph 0 n y lph o «ph in o )»th y l ]i>h»nylpho«pìiin» . VI
131^133A solution of PliPHj (3 g, 27.3 aaol) in THP (25 c«») wns
added in a dropwise Banner to a stirred solution of 1 ,l-bis(diphenyl- 
pbospbino)ethene, I, (10.8 g ,  27.3 b b o I )  in dry THF (40 c b * )  containing 
a catalytic SBOunt of KO^Bu. W h m  addition was coBplete the aixtux^ 
was stirred for a further 15 Bins and the solwent was then resowed 
under vacuuB. Addition of MeOH (40 c b * )  to the resultant oily residue 
followed by 5 Bin reflux afforded a powdery white precipitate which was 
recrystallised froa CH^Cl^/UsOn to give the product as white crystals. 
Yield, 11.05 g (85%); n.pt. 110®C.
Analogous aethods using CNCH or nBuPH_^^*’^ ^  in place
of PhFH^ afforded the related triphosphine species VII and IX respec­
tively (see page 25) which were characterised in solution by ^^P nar 
spectroscopy.
T2 ^ 2.hi«(diphenylphosphino)ethyl]Ctritert-butylphenyl]phosphine. VII
137A solution of (tritert-butylphenyl)phosphine (2.06 g, 7.4 wmol) , 
1 .l-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethene. I, (2.93 g 7.4 asol) and a catalytic
aaount of KO Bu in dry THF (40 ca^) was refluxed for 5 Bins The
solvent was then reaoved under vacuua to leave an oily residue which 
on addition of Me(ffi (30 ca^) yielded a powdery white precipitate which 
was recrystallised froB CR^Cl^/MeOH to give the product as white
crystals. Yield, 3.7 g (74%); pt. 150®C
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1 .1 .2-t;rls(diphenylphosphino)ethane , X
A solution of bis(diphenyIphosphino)ethyne"(10 g, 25.4 aaol), 
Ph^PR (4.7 g, 25.4 BBOl) and a catalytic aaount of KO^u in dry THF 
(150 ca*) was stirred at rooa teaperature for 18 hrs. The solvent was 
then reBoved under vacuua to leave an oily red residue. Addition of
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MeOH (200 ca^) followed by vigorous shaking gavo a powdery white 
precipitate which was recrystallised twice Iroa CH.Cl./lleOH to give 
the product as white crystals. Yield, 7.5 g (51%); n.pt. 151®C.
r 2.2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethyl]-[2-(diphenylphosphino)ethyl1 
phenylphosphine. XI
A solution containing a nixture of [2.2-bis(diphenvlphosphino>«-
ethylIphenylphosphine, VI, (2.33 g, 4.6 aaol), vinyldlphenylphosphine
139-141  ^ , t(0.97 g, 4.6 mol) and a catalytic aaount of KO Bu in dry THF
(30 ca^) was stirred at rooa teaperature for 1 hr. The solvent was
then reaoved under vacuiu and MeOH (40 ca^) was added to the resultant
residue. Upon cooling to ca -50«C a white solid precipitated which
was filtered cold and stored at -10*>C. Atteapts to crystallise this
coapound at aabient teaperaturea generally yielded the product as a
viscous oil and therefore this species was characterised in solution 
31by P nar spectroscopy. Yield, 2.6 g (66%).
ain(2 .2-hla.(diphenylphosphino)ethyl)phenylphosphine. XII
A solution of PhPH^ (1 g, 9.1 mol), 1 ,1-bis(diphenylphosphino) 
ethene, I, (7.2 g, 18.2 mol) and a catalytic aaount of KO^Bu in dry 
THF (100 ca^) was refluxed for 15 ains. Reaoval of the solvent \mder 
vacuua yielded an oily residue which on addition of MeOH (50 ca*) 
afforded a powdery white precipitate. Recrystalllsatlon (twice) of 
this solid froa C B ^ C l^ /^ O R  gave the product as white crystals. Yield
7.0 g (85%); B.pt. 154®C.
Analogous aethods using CNCH2CH2PH2 or n-BuPH^ in place of PhPH^
afforded the related pentaphosphine species XIII and XIV respectively
31(see page 47) which were characterised in solution by P nar spectro­
scopy .
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diDh>nylpho«phino)«thTl)phenylar»in», IVI.
A .olutioa oí <0.82 g, 5.3 ..ol) , 1 .l-bl.(dlph«iyl-
pho.phino).th«».. I. (4.2 g, 10.8 ■»!> And A cntnlytic n«)unt of gO*Bu 
in dry THÍ (40 cn>) wnn itlrrod nt poon tonpornturo fop 18 hr» nnd 
flnmlly poflunod fop 30 nlnn. Tho »)l»ont «no ponoTod ondop »ncuun 
tnd MoOH (40 cn>) won nddod to tAo ponlduo to ytold n whlto ppoclpitnto. 
Rocpyntnlllnntton <t«tco) fpon CHjCl,/ll«OH govo tho ppodnct on «hito 
cpyntnln. Ylold. 3.37 g (67%); n.pt. 148«C.
p p - . h i . f »  ü -b i.(d lp h « n T lp l> o n p A ln o > « th y l1b ln (P h «n y lp h on p ltln o )« th n o« , XVI I
Butylllthlum (1.67 en* of n 2.6 H nolution In honnno) .on nddod In
a dpopwlnn nnnaop to n nolutlon of [2 ,2-bln<dlph«nylplionphlno)«thyl]-
phnnylphonphln.. VI. (2.2 g. 4.4 n»>l) In THF <30 cn*) contnlnod In n
pponnup« oquollnlag dpopplng funnol. Dlnltpogna «on thna bubblnd
tbpough thin nolutlon fop 5 nino wblcb »on tbnn nddod «lowly to n
«tipped nolutlon of CH^Clj (0.19 g. 2.17 mmoU In THF (20 on*). Tbn
solvent wnn then penoved undep vncuun and the pealdue wnn pecpyntnlllned
fpon CH,Cl,/1l«OH to give the cpude ppoduct na a waxy white »olid.
2 2
Yl«ld, 0.5 g (22%).
p , . h i . f 2 . 2-b i . ( d lp h e n v lp h o . p h i n o l e t h y l ] - 1 . 2-b l« (p h en y lp h o«p h ln o> eth an e_
XVIII
A aolutlon of 1 .2-bl«(phenylpho«phlno)ethane^'*^ (0.96 g, 2.3 noi). 
1 .l-bl«(diphenylphoaphlno)ethene. 1. (1.80 g. 4.6 nnol) and a cataly 
«iount of K0*Bu in THF (40 en») wa« .tipped at poon tenpepatupe fop 
5 alna. The solvent «.a then penoved undep vacuun and HeOH (20 c«*) 
was added to the pesldue. Subaequent cooling to ca -50 C yielded the 
ppoduct aa a powdepy white ppeclpltate which wae chapactepised by P
xmr spectroscopy.
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145An analogous msthod using 1.3-bis(phsnylphosphlno)propane In
place of 1 .2-bis(phenylphosphino)ethane yielded the related propane 
derivative XIX (see page 54).
The three hexaphosphlne species XVII-XIX appear to be waxy 
materials at ambient temperatures, and attempts to Isolate these 
ligands in pure crystalline form were not successful.
Trla(2.2-bia(diDhenylphosphino)ethyl)phosphine, XXII
Phosphine gas was generated by the addition of dil. H2S0^ (50 cm*)
to Zn p (5 a. 19 mmol) and passed together with a continuous stream3 2
of dlnltrogen through two successive traps at -78®C (dry ice/acetone) 
in order to remove any traces of ^2^4 then through a drying
146,147 The dried PH^ was then bubbledcolumn containing KOH pellets 
through a solution of 1 .l-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethene, I, (1 g,
t2.5 mmol) in dry THF (40 cm*) containing a catalytic amount of KO Bu. 
Excess phosphine gas was allowed to pass into a 20% w/v solution of 
copper sulphate. When the generation of PH^ had ceased dlnltrogen 
was passed through the system and the reaction solution to remove any 
remaining PH_. A ^^P nmr spectrum of the reaction mixture was then 
obtained in order to assess the amount of PH^ reacted, and from this 
an estimate was made of the additional amount of I required. Addition 
of this and any further amounts of I deemed appropriate yielded a 
reaction mixture whose ^^P nmr spectrum indicated virtually quanti­
tative formation of the required product. (Total amount of I used; 
2.40 g, 6.1 mmol). The solvent was then removed at the pump to give 
a residue which on addition of MeOH (25 cm*) yielded white crystals. 
Recrystallisation from CH^Clg/MeOH gave the product as white crystals. 
Yield, 1.5 g (61%); m.pt 183°C.
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Chapter 3 - Coaplexe« of Trlphosphine Llgmnds 
W(CO)^[Ia]
This complex was prepared using the u.v. irradiation methods of
148-152 ___66Strohmeier via the reactive intermediate, W(CO)^.THF A
stirred solution of W(CO)g, (6.5 g, 18.5 mmol) in dry THF (250 cm*) was
irradiated for 18 hrs at room temperature. This solution was then
transferred under dlnitrogen to a dropping funnel and then added in a
dropwise manner to a stirred solution of 1 .l-bis(diphenylphosphino)-
ethene, I, (7.3 g, 18.5 mmol) in THF (50 cm*). The solvent was then
removed under reduced pressure and the unreacted metal hexacarbonyl
was removed by vacuum sublisuttion. The remaining residue was then
recrystallised from CH^Cl^/MeCXI to give the product as pale yellow
crystals. Yield, 6.3 g (47%); m.pt. 150®C.
Mo(C0)^[Ia]
N.B. This complex could not be prepared by an adaptation of the 
previous method because of difficulties found in the generation of 
Mo(CO)j[THF].
A sample of Et^N^[Mo(C0)..THF] (7 mmol) was prepared by the method 4 5
1 S3 1 S4of Abel et al ’ and was left as a suspension in 40/60 petroleum 
ether (40 cm*). A solution of 1 .l-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethene, I, 
(2.8 g, 7.0 mmol) in CH^Clj (50 cm*), and then AlCl^ (2 g, 15 mmol) 
were added successively and the mixture was stirred for 18 hrs. The 
solvent was then removed under reduced pressure leaving a residue which 
was redissolved in CH_C1, (25 cm*) and filtered. Addition of MeOH 
to the filtrate and subsequent cooling yielded a crude yellow green 
product which was recrystallised from CH^Cl^/MeOH to give the required 
complex as pale yellow crystals. Yield, 1.9 g (43%); m.pt. 135®C.
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The related chroaltm complex Cr(CO)^[Ia] was prepared slallarly 
using adaptations of each of the above methods which gave the product 
as pale>yellow crystals in yields comparable to those above, m.pt.132°C.
Cr(CO)j[Ila]
A solution containing Cr(CO)^[Ia] (0.94 g, 1.6 mmol),
(0.3 g, 1.6 mmol) and a catalytic amount of KO^Bu in dry THF (30 cm^) 
was stirred at room temperature for 30 mins. The solvent was then 
removed under reduced pressure and the residue was dissolved in (31 ^Cl^ 
(10 cm^) and filtered. Addition of MeOH yielded a pale green preci> 
pitate which was recrystallised from CH2Cl2/*l«0H to give the product 
as white crystals. Yield, 0.8 g (65%); m.pt. 166°C.
Analogous methods were used to prepare the corresponding molybdenum 
and tungsten complexes Mo(CO)Ila] - white crystals. Yield, 65%;
m.pt. 230°C. W(C0)_[IIa] - white crystals. Yield, 56%; m.pt. 177®C.D
Cr(C0)^[IIc]
155A solution containing Cr(C0)^[Ib] (1.5 g, 2.7 mmol), P1^ 2^
(0.50 g, 2.7 mmol) and a catalytic amount of KO^Bu in dry THF (30 cm^) 
was stirred at room temperature for 1 hr. Removal of the solvent 
under vacuum left a residue which was dissolved in €6^012 (10 cm*) and 
filtered. MeOH was then added to the filtrate and yielded a yellow 
precipitate which was recrystallised from CH2Cl2/***0H to give the 
product as bright yellow crystals. Yield, 1.25 g (63%); m.pt 200®C.
The corresponding molybdenum and tungsten complexes were prepared 
in an analogous manner. Mo(C0)^(IIc] - yellow crystals. Yield, 58%; 
m.pt. 194°C. W(C0) [lie] - yellow crystals. Yield, 53%; m.pt. 2 1 2«C
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Cr(CO)^[IId]
A solution of 1 diphenyl phoephlno)ethene, I, (0.79 g, 2 miol)
In dry THF (25 cn*) was added in a dropwlse Banner to a refluxing
158solution of Cr(C0)jPPh2H (0.76 g, 2 aaol) in dry THP (30 cb*) con-
ttalning a catalytic aBOunt of KO Bu. When cool the solvent was resoved 
imder vacuuB to leave a residue which was dissolved in CH2CI2 (10 ca>) 
and filtered. Addition of Me(ffl to the filtrate yielded yellow-green 
crystals which were recrystallised froB CH 2 Cl2 /MeOH to give the product 
as pale yellow crystals. Yield, 0.66 g (40%); B.pt. 209^.
An analogous Bethod was used to prepare the corresponding tungsten
coBplex - W(C0)^[lId] as pale yellow crystals. Yield, 61%; B.pt. 190°C.4
W(C0)j[Ile]
A solution of W(C0) (0.64 g, 1.8 b b oI) in propionltrlle (30 ca^)
6
was refluxed for 72 hrs to give fac W(C0)^(EtCN)^ i& solution as
157 158described by Kubas ' . A solution of 1 ,1 ,2-tris(diphenylphosphino)-
ethane, II, (1.06 g, 1 . 8 bboI) in CH2CI2 (10 c b )^ was then added and 
the mixture was refluxed for 1 hr. The solvent was renoved under 
vacuum to leave a yellow brown solid which was recrystallised twice 
froB CH Cl /MeOH to give the product as bright yellow crystals. Yieldm m
0.82 g (53%); m.pt. 290«C (dec).
Analogous methods were used to prepare the corresponding BOlybdenuB 
and chroBluB conplexes. Mo(CO)2[Il0) ” yellow crystals. Yield, 30%;
B.pt. 278®C. Cr(CO) [He] - yellow crystals. Yield, 26%; m.pt. 240®C.
Mo(C0)^CVIc3/llo(C0)^[VIe]
A ca 1:1 Bixtiir« of those isoaerlc complexes was obtained by re­
fluxing Mo(CO)^[piperidine]2 159 (0.77 g, 2 BBol) and VI (1.0 g, 2 uiol)
in CH^Cl^ (40 ca^) for 10 Bins. MeOfl was added to the solution to
31yield yellow-green crystals which P n.m.r. spectroscopy showed to be 
a aixtiire of the two dlastere<mers of Mo(C0)^[VId] (see page 75) and 
the related complex Mo(C0)^[VIc]. Attempts to isolate each of these 
three species from the mixture proved unsuccessful.
Mo(CO)3[VIe]
This complex was prepared in an analogous manner to the similar 
complex Mo(C0)3[IIe] (see page 173) ■ The product was Isolated as bright 
yellow crystals. Yield 46%; m.pt. 193*>C.
Mo(C0)^[Xc]/Mo(C0JXd]
A ca 1:1 mixture of these isomers was obtained by refluxing 
Mo(CO)^(plperldine) 2 (0.38 g, 1 mmol) and 1.1.2-tris(diphenylphosphino)- 
ethene, X, (0.58 g, 1 mmol) in CH2CI2 (30 cm^) for 10 mins. Continued 
reflux was found not to significantly alter the relative proportions 
of the two isomers. These species were characterised in solution by
31„P nmr spectroscopy.
PtCl^nid]
.160Method (i) A solution containing PtCl_[C0D] (0.374 g, 1 mmol) and
1,1,2-trls(diphenylphosphino)ethane) . II, (0.582 g, 1 mmol) in CH2CI2 
(20 cm^) was stirred at room temperature for 30 mins. Addition of 
40/60 petroleum ether precipitated the product as fine pale-yellow 
crystals. Yield, 0.55 g (65%).
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181Method (11) A solution containing PtCl.[Ib] (0.662 g, 1 nmol),m
Ph^Ph (0.186 g, 1 niol) and a catalytic aaount of KO^Bu In dry THF
(15 ca^) was stirred at room temperature for 10 alns by which time the
product had precipitated as fine pale yellow crystals. Yield, 0.52 g 
31(61%). P nar spectroscopy revealed this product to be identical to 
that of the previous method.
Adaptions of method (1) were used to prepare a range of related 
species as follows:
+ I 
+ I 
+ II
PtCl^CIb]
PdCl^tlb]
from PtCljCCOD) 
from PdCl-(PhCN)_A m
162
PdCl^[IId] from PdCl-[PhCN)- 2 2
163Pt(Mo)Cl[Ib] from Pt(Me)Cl(COD)--  ♦ I
.164Pt(Me)2(Ib] from Pt(Me)2(C0D]
Pt(Me)2[Ild] from Pt(Me)2(C00] II
Pt(Me)a[IId] isomers a) and b) from Pt(Me)Cl[COD] II
2iXd) from PtClgCCOD] X
2[Xd] from PdCl2(PhCN)2 + X
Pt(Me)Cl[IId] (isomer a) only)
A solution containing Pt(MeCl[Ib] (0.3 g, 0.44 mmol), Pb^PH 
(0.08 g, 0.44 mmol) and a catalytic amount of KO^Bu in dry THF (5 cn^)
was stirred at room temperature for 5 alns. This solution was analysed
31by P nmr spectroscopy which indicated the virtually quantitative 
formation of isomer a).
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Chapter 4 - Co«pl«x«s of Pentaphosphlne Ligand«
The octahedral complexes described In Chapter 4 were mostly 
prepared by addition reaction methods analogous to those described for 
Chapter 3. In general, equimolar amounts of the two starting reagents 
in dry THF were stirred at room temperature for 30 mins in the presence 
of KO^Bu. Species prepared in this manner are as follows:
jtXIIa] from Cr(C0>3 [Ia] VI
jCXIIa] from Mo(C0)j[Ia] -f VI
^[XIIc] from Cr(C0)^[Ib] VI
4 [XIIc] from Mo(C0)^[Ib] + VI
[XIIc] from W(C0)^[Ib] VI
3ÌXII] from Mo(C0)3ÌVIe] I
')3 }{W(C0)^}[XII] from Mo(C0)3[VIe] ^ W(C0)
(Mo(C0)^)„tXllc]
This complex was prepared by refluxing Mo(CO)^[piperidine
(0.38 g, 1 mmol) and bis( 2.2-bis(diphenylphosphino) ethyl) phenyl phosphine ,
XII, (9.45 g, 0.5 mmol) in CH^Cl (25 cm^) for 10 mins. The product
31was characterised by P nnr spectroscopy
The four square-planar complexes described in Chapter 4 were each 
prepared in a similar manner. Reaction of MCl2(PhCN)2 with an equi­
molar amount of the free ligand in CHI Cl. at room temperature resulted
2 2
in the virtually quantitative formation of the desired complexes as 
follows :
[PdCliXlDl'^Cl"
[PtCl{XII}]*Cl"
[PdCl{XVI}]'^Cl"
[PtCl{XVI}]”^Cl"
from PdCl2(PhCN)2 XII
from PtCl2(PhCN)2 + XII
from PdCl/PhCN)^ XVI
from PtCl^PhCN)^ + XVI
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Attempts to achieve a quantitative displacement of the chloride
anion by a more stabilising counterion such as PF. were unsuccessfulo
96
Chapter 5 - Complexes Involving 1 .l-lila.(dlphenylphosphlno)ethene, I 
as a Bridging Ligand
Pd2(dba)3.CHCl3165 (1.35 g. 1.3 mmol). Pd(PhCN)3Cl3 (1.0 g,
2.6 mmol) and 1 ,l-bls(dlphenylphosphlno)ethene, I, (2.0 g. 5.2 mmol) 
were refluxed In dry (Hl^Cl^ (50 cm^) for 30 mins. The solution was 
then reduced In volume to ca 10 cm^ under reduced pressure and MeOH 
(40 cm^) was added. The orange-red precipitate formed was recrystallised 
from CH3Cl2/MeOH to give the product as red crystals. Yield 2.10 g (75%).
162An analogous method using Pt(PhCN)2Cl2 In place of Pd(PhCN)2Cl2 
afforded the corresponding mixed Pd/Pt complex PdPttlj^Cl^ as orange-red 
crystals. Yield, 1.2g(79%); m.pt 274®C (dec). This method also yields 
a small amount (<5%) of the dlpalladlum species as an Impurity.
16 6(I) Preparation of dlazomethane/ether solution
1—methyl-3-nltro-l-nltrosoguanldlne (220 mg) was added slowly to 
a cooled (0®C) mixture of aqueous KCffl solution (40% v/v. 20 cm*) and 
ether (20 cm*). This mixture was stirred until the aqueous layer was 
colourless and the ether layer yellow. The ether layer was then care­
fully decanted into a flask containing KOH pellets and the solution was 
left to dry at 0®C for 1 hr.
(I I ) Preparation of the complex
A solution of Pd^CIlgClj (0.5 g, 0.47 mmol) in CH2Cl2( 10 cm*) and 
dlethylether (20 cm*) was cooled to 0®C and an ether solution of
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dlazoaethane (4 nmol) was then added. The mixture was stirred at 0°C
until the evolution of gas had ceased and was then allowed to warm to
room temperature. Removal of the solvent under reduced pressure
yielded a residue which was recrystallised from CH Cl./MeOH to give the2 2
product as orange crystals. Yield, 0.35 g (69%). m.pt 259°C (dec.).
(0.46 g, 0.43 mmol) was suspended in MeCM (20 cm^) and 
then pyridine (1 cm’ , excess) was added with stirring. When the 
solution had cleared a solution of NH^PF^ (0.5 g, 3 mmol) in MeOH 
(5 cm’) was added which immediately precipitated a bright yellow solid 
which was filtered and washed with water, MeOH and n-hexane. Re- 
crystallisation of this solid from afforded the product
as a bright yellow crystalline solid. Yield, 0.56 g(90%). m.pt 223°C (dec.)..
Analogous methods were used to prepare the following related 
complexes: (Pd^i I >2tP(0lle)3) )^*(PF^ ) 2, [Pd^il }2(Ph2PH)2 ]^ '^ (PF3)3 ,
[PdPt{l}2(pyr)2]^‘^ (PF^)2 , [PdPt{I >2(Ph2PH)2]^*(PF^)2 , [PdPt{l>2-
{P(0Me)2}]^'"(PF^)2, [PdPt (U-CH2) {I 3 } 1^'"(PV2 •
Chapter 6 - Sulphur Derivatives
The sulphurIsation reactions described in Chapter 6 occur slowly 
merely by stirring a solution containing the free ligand and elemental 
sulphur In benzene at room temperature. However reaction rates were 
increased by warming the solution to ca 50*’C. In cases where only 
one species was present in the reaction mixture this was precipitated 
by the addition of MeOH and then recrystallised from 
Derivatives isolated in this manner were the pentasulphlde derivative
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of b ^ [ 2,2-b^(dlphenylphosphlno)ethyl]phenyl phosphine - XXI S and5
the tetrasulphlde derivative of bj^[ 2 ,2-b^(diphenylphosphlno)ethyl ]• 
phenyl arsine - XVI S4.
XII Sg - white crystals. Yield 85%. *.pt 201®C
XVI - white crystals. Yield 78%. n.pt 165®C (dec.)
Mlcroanalytical results for C, H, P and N are shown in Table 7.1. 
For species that contain arsenic, phosphorus determinations were pre­
cluded owing to arsenic interference. Mass spectroscopy figures are 
shown in Table 7.2 and these were found to be most informative for the 
free ligands and the metal carbonyl complexes. For the smaller ligands 
detection of the parent molecular ion M^ was possible but for the larger 
ligands only breakdown products were identified. The breakdown of 
these ligands follows a consistent pattern in that generally the most 
intense signal was found to be M/e •  185 corresponding to Ph.P- frag-
m
ments. In addition common features at M/e 397 ([Ph.P] CHCH.) confirm
2 2 2
the proposed molecular structures. For VII signals at M/e 617 and 
M/e 429 correspond to cleavage of and ( 2 , 4 groups
respectively from the parent molecule. For X a signal at M/e 395 
corresponding to a [Ph^Pl^CzCH group confirms the presence of thedoiible 
bond. In the case of the metal carbonyl complexes detection of the 
molecular ion was often possible and in addition breakdown products 
resulting from the sequential cleavage of carbonyl groups was observed. 
Characteristic isotope patterns for Cr, Mo and W also help confirm the 
proposed structures. In several groups of complexes mass spectroscopy
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revealed the presence of as a aolecule of crystallisation which
could only be reaoved at teaperatures approaching 200°C in a vacutia. 
Careful scrutiny of the proton n.a.r. spectra of these species followed 
by accurate integration of the signal froa CR Cl. against the CH and 
CH protons in the ligand chain revealed the aaount of CH Cl. present
A  2 2
as indicated in Table 7.1
TABLE 7.1 Microanalytlcal results
coapound
FOUND % CALCULATED %
C H P C H P
II 78.4 5.7 15.7 78.3 5.7 15.9
VI 75.8 5.8 18.4 75.8 5.8 18.4
VII 78.5 7.9 13.7 78.5 7.9 13.8
X 78.4 5.4 15.5 78.6 5.4 16.0
XII 77.0 5.8 17.2 77.2 5.7 17.2
XVI 72.7 5.4 - 73.6 5.4 -
XXII 75.9 5.7 17.2 76.6 5.7 17.9
Cr(C0)j[Ia] 62.7 3.8 10.5 63.3 3.8 10.5
Mo(C0)g[Ia] 58.5 3.5 9.6 58.8 3.5 9.8
W(C0)g[Ia] 51.3 3.0 8. 6 51.7 3.1 8.6
Cr(C0)j[IIa] • 65.0 4.1 1 1 . 6 64.7 4.2 1 1 . 6
Mo(C0)^[IIa] * 62.2 3.9 1 1 . 2 61.4 4.0 1 1 . 0
W(C0)j[IIa] * 55.4 3.6 9.7 55.6 3.6 9.9
Notes a) Calculated to Include 0.35 equivalents of CH.CI2 as aolecules 
of crystallisation as indicated by aass spectroscopy and 
^H n.B.r.
[contd]
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TABLE 7.1 cont
COMPOUND
FOUND % CALCULATED %
c H P C H P
Cr(C0)^[IIc] 66.9 4.4 1 2 . 1 67.6 4.4 12.4
Mo(C0)^[IIc] 63.9 4.1 11.7 63.8 4.2 1 1 . 8
W(C0)^[IIc] 57.2 3.7 10.7 57.4 3.8 1 0. 6
Cr(CO) [Ild] ^ 64.4 4.3 1 2 . 0 64.7 4.3 1 1 . 8
W(C0)^[IId] 55.0 3.7 9.8 55.4 3.7 1 0 . 1
Cr(C0)2[IIe] * 65.4 4.5 12.3 66.3 4.5 12.4
Mo(C0)2[IIe] • 63.3 4.4 11.9 62.7 4.3 11.7
PdCl^illd] 58.6 4.4 1 2 . 1 58.8 4.3 1 2 . 0
[PtCl{XII}]'^(PF^)“
6 53.3 3.9 14.1 54.5 4.0 14.5
[PtCl{XVl}]'*’(PF_)“O 52.1 3.7 - 52.7 3.8 -
Mo(C0)g[VIe] 61.0 4.2 13.4 61.2 4.3 13.5
57.3 4.1 11.9 58.0 4.1 11.5
tPd2{l}2(pyr)2](PF6)2* 50.7 3.6 12.7 51.2 3.7 1 2 . 8
tPd2U)j(P(0ll.)3)j](PFg)j 44.6 3.9 15.7 45.1 4.0 16.1
tPdPt{l}2 (Ph2PH)2](PFg)2 50.9 3.7 14.1 51.9 3.8 14.1
[PdPt{l}2<P(0Me)3)2](PF^2 42.4 3.6 15.0 42.7 3.8 15.2
XII S_ D 65.5 4.7 14.2 65.5 4.8 14.6
XVI s, 4 65.5 4.9 - 64.8 4.8
Notes b) Calculated to include 0.5 equivalents of CH Cl2 2
* Found N 1.9% calc N 1.9%
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TABLE 7.2 Mass spectroscopy results
COMPOUND Molecular Ion M/e
Major Ions Detected 
M/e
II 580 397, 185
VI 506 397. 185, 109
VII 674 617, 429, 277, 185
X 580 395, 185
XII - 717, 505, 397, 185
XVI - 370, 185
XVII - 627, 519, 505, 397, 370, 185
XVIII - 505, 397, 185
XXII - 397, 370, 320, 185
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INSTRUMENTATION
31P n.B.r. sp«ctra w«re recorded on a JEOL FX60 Fouriar transfoni
n.a.r. spectroaater operating at 24.2 MHz and on a JEOL FX90Q Fourier
transform n.m.r. spectrcmieter operating at 36.2 MHz. Spectra of other
nuclei were recorded solely on the JEOL FX90Q spectrometer. For the
spln-tlckllng and selective-decoupling experiments additional radio-
frequencies were supplied by a Gen Rad model 1061 frequency synthesiser and
applied via a timed amplifier to an additional coll Incorporated Into
the probe. Samples were examined as solutions In 10 am o.d. spinning
tubes at ambient temperature (21<*C) unless otherwise stated. The
2field-frequency lock was provided by means of the D signal from
either a permanent external (D2O) sample or in cases where higher
resolution was required, from a suitable deuterated solvent added to 
31,the sample. P spectra were recorded using appropriate spectral
widths (t]rplcally 5000 Hz) and sufficient data points (typically 8K) 
to give a digital resolution of 1.25 Hz / point or better in the 
transformed spectrum.
Chemical shifts are expressed relative to the standard references 
as Indicated In the text using the 6 convention l.e. shifts to high 
frequency of the reference are positive.
2-Dlmenslonal n.m.r. experiments were performed using typically 
256 data points along the t^/f^ axis and 1024 points along the 
axis. Quadrature detection was employed to prevent problems from 
folded signals.
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APPENDIX I
Spin Tickling and Selective Decoupling
Information regarding the relative signs of coupling constants may
be obtained by analysis of second-order spectra but not from first-order
spectra. Therefore, sign determinations on such systems have to be
performed by other methods, the most widely-applied of which Is multiple 
167resonance 
Spin Tickling
Perhaps the simplest way of describing spln-tlckllng experiments 
Is by reference to a theoretical homonuclear AMX spin system. An AMX 
spin system Is characterised by three chemical shifts v^, and and 
three coupling constants JAM, JAX AND JMX. A schematic representation 
of a homonuclear AMX spectrum where ~ ^ ~  ^ where Y > 0
and JAM, JAX, JMX > 0 Is depicted In Fig A.l.
X- X+ 
M+ M+
X+ X- x+
A- A+ A+
M-M- M+M+ 
A- A»- A- A+
« 4  « 3
Y Fig A .l
The four A transitions A, - A. have frequencies defined by the expression1 4
V = - JAM.M^ - JAX.Mj^
where = magnetic quantum number of nucleus M and can take values 
of ± i.
Thus the four A transitions correspond to the four possible combinations 
of Mjj and M^  ^as denoted above each A transition. Similarly the four M 
and four X transitions are defined as
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V = Vjj - - JMX.M^
V  »  V j  -  J A X . M ^  -  J M X . M j i
and can be slailarly assigned to the various coabinations of M , MA II
and Mj. Such a description can be siaply extended to cases where the 
three coupling constants do not have the saae sign.
For the purpose of describing spin tickling experlaents it is now 
necessary to consider the effects on the appearance of the spectrxia 
whilst applying an irradiating frequency corresponding to one transition 
in the total spectrua. For the spectrua shown it would be preferable 
to irradiate one of the outer M transitions M, or M, since these are 
most distinct froa other transitions. Irradiation at will affect 
only other transitions that like , arise froa aolecules where BI^  = 
and Sl^  = which by inspection of the diagraa can be seen to be and 
A3 where Bl^  = -»-J and and X3 where Bl^  = The aanifestation of this
effect if is set exactly on Bl is to split the A , A , X, and X 
transitions into syaaetrlcal doublets, the aagnltude of the splitting 
being a function of the aaplltude of v^. It is therefore possible to 
deteraine the relative signs of JAM, JAX and JMX by the consideration of 
the appearance of spectra under irradiation with regard to the possible 
coablnatlons of M^, and Bl^ . Fig. A.2 shows the appearance of spectra 
under irradiation for the four possible sign relationships of JAM, JAX 
and JBOC for a particular irradiation frequency and because each spectrua 
is unique it is possible for relative sign deteralnations to result 
froa a single spin-tickling experiment.
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Selective decoupling
Selective decoupling experlaents differ froa spln-tlckllng ones 
In that they generally Involve Irradiation of a group of coupled trans­
itions. For Instance, Irradiation at a frequency centred between 
and (which corresponds to the JIIX coupling) and at an amplitude large 
In comparison to JMX but small In comparison to JAM such that no signi­
ficant Irradiation at M^ occurs, will lead to the collapse of JMX 
coupling for molecules In which the spin state of A Is the same as for 
the Irradiated transitions M^  ^ and l.e. Thus In Fig. A.l lines
X and X will collapse to a single line centred between X^ and X^ and 
of double Intensity while lines X^ and X^ should remain unperturbed.
Again considerations of the possible combinations of M^, and lead to 
sign Information although this experiment alone reveals only the relative 
signs of JAM and JAX and therefore complete sign determination for this 
system by selective decoupling requires more than one experiment. 
Practically It Is preferred to Irradiate at the centre of two relatively 
closely coupled transitions since lower Irradiating power levels are 
required. Thus for a case such as in Fig. A.l It is likely that 
irradiation would bo chosen to be centred between A^  ^and A^ rather than
M and M . Where a choice between experiments exists selective de-
1 2
coupling Is usually preferred to spln-tlckllng since the experiment Is 
not so dependent on exact frequency or power level and Is therefore
generally easier to perform. It must be remembered that such experiments 
only give relative signs of coupling constants. Absolute sign deter­
minations must relate unknown couplings to those of known sign.
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appendix II
Analvaia of AA’XX* spectra
In an AA-M- spnctru. the AA' and XX' reaonancea are Identical In 
appearance and are ey-etrlcal about the chenlcal .hilt poaition. and 
Vjj reepectively. Onleee the apectrun la deceptively ainple each 
n!ltiplet conalata ol 10 reaolvable llnea the relative poaitiona of which 
depend upon the following psraaeters:
1k 1 » JAA’ + JXX’
1l 1 = JAX - JAX’
|m | = JAA’ - JXX’
Jn I = JAX + JAX’
The two atrongeat linea In each nultlplet are centred about the chenical 
ahllt poaition and are aeparated by iNj and together they account lor one 
hall ol the total Intenalty In the -ultlplet. The eight renaming 
llnea conalat ol two 'ah’ aubapectra. each accounting lor one hall ol 
the renaming Intenalty l.e. one guarter ol the total and nay be analyaed 
by the atandard procedure. The two apparent chenical ahllta and
should be Identical lor each aubapectrun and their difference - v^ l 
1, equal to iLl in nagnltude. The two apparent apln coupling conatanta 
derived Iron the aubapectra are equal to 1k 1 and |d| m  nagnltude but It 
is not possible to distinguish between the*.
Example - PdPt{1 )2^12
Cl-
appendix II
Analysis of AA’XX' spectra
In an AA'XX' spectrn- the AA' and XX' resonance, are Identical in 
appearance and are symetrlcal about the chemical shift positions and 
Vjj respectively. Unless the spectrum Is deceptively simple each 
mLiplet consists of 10 resolvable lines the relative positions of .hlch
depend upon the following parameters:
'K = JAA’ + JXX*
L: = JAX - JAX’
¡m ' = JAA’ - JXX’
N'i = JAX JAX’
The t«o strongest lines in each multlplet are centred about the chemical 
Shift position and are separated by !n , and together they account for one 
half of the total Intensity In the multlplet. The eight remaining 
lines consist of t.o 'ah' subspectra, each accounting for one half of 
the remaining Intensity l.e. one quarter of the total and may be analysed 
by the standard procedure. The t.o apparent chemical shifts and 
should be Identical for each subspectrum and their difference ,
is eoual to iLl in magnitude. The two apparent spin coupling constants 
oerlved from the subspectra are e,ual to K, and Sli In magnitude but It 
is not possible to distinguish between them.
Example - P d P t { 1 )2 ^ 1 2
Cl- Pt
N
(D
(2)
0 N
0.9Hz
1
Fig A .3
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Th. r..on.hc.. du. to XX- in «oLcul.. ot PdPt{I},Clj (Fig. A.3)
,hlch confia th. inotop. - è) con.titnt. on. h . U  of «  AA-XX’
.pftrn., -.11 fro. th. r..t of th. .p.ctr». f d  • .cd.~tic
representation la shown above. In this the weak outer lines 
.uh.p.ctr«- l.h.ll.d ©  nr. too , . f  for dotation h»t thi. do., not 
p„clud. . full f.ly.i.- Th. t,o .tron...t lin.. .r. th. 1«! Un.. 
,.p.r.t.d hy 134.3 Hx. thu. |3AX W A X - 1 . 134.3 Hx. Th. .h xuh.p.ctru- 
® h . x  J.b =. 0.9 HX «.d X ch..lc.l .hift ..pxrxtion of ©  - 104.9 Hx. 
Coirt.lnlng iHl «.d H-l two po.xlbl. roxult. xr. obtxinxd:
1 ) JAX » 14.7 Hz and JAX’ * 119.6 Hz 
or 2) JAX a 1 1 9 . 6 Hz and JAX' 14.7 Hz.
Sine, it i. lihxly thxt for thi. nol.cul. *.AX > =>3AX- it i. po.xibl.
to doduc. JAX - 119.6 Hx xnd JAX- - 14.7 Hx.
Th. xb xub.p.ctru. ixbxllxd ©  bx. idxnticxl ch.nicxl xbift. v. xnd
V to tho.. of ©  xnd th.r.for. th. po.ition. of th. -.xh out.r lin.. 
l y  h. cxlc«lxt.d to giv. J.b . ox 900 HX. Sine, phoxphorux- 
pho.phoru. coupling, through pxllxdiu. «.d plxtinu. xr. hno«i to b. 
ixrg. xnd Of conpxrxbl. fgnitudx. it i. cl.xr thxt thi. vxlu. r.pr...ntx 
th. XU. Of th. t-o coupling. JAA- . JXX- -hilxt th. vxlu. of 0.9 Hx 
c r i e d  fro. xub.p.ctru. 1 r.pr...nt. th. diff.r.nc. JAA- - JXX- 
l.e. JAA ^ JXX’ -ife 400 Hz.
Thi. figur. cxnnot b. ,uot.d -ith xn, gr.xt c.rtxinty ho,.v.r xinc. th. 
xpp.xr.nc. Of th. cltipl.t in thi. cxx. do., not xlt.r .ignificxntly 
,y.. -ith ,uit. ixrg. chxng.. in JAA- xnd JXX- xnd x b.tt.r vxlu. -xy 
h. dxrivxd fro. co.put.r .Lulxtion of th. cntrxl AA-BH- xp.ctru. du. 
to «1.CU1.X contxining non-.xgn.tic ixotop.. of plxtinu. u.ing th. 
vxlu.. of JAX xnd JAX- obtxlnxd fro. th. pr.c.dlng xnxlyxl..
Daceptlv «laplicity,
Th« «p«ctr« of th« Aj, «id dl»«t.r«oMr. of t P d C K w D l C l  
(Flg. A.4) «how th. AA- «Id XX' r..oo«ic.. u  tripl.t. «nd thi. 
d.«>o.tr.t.. nic.ly « of d.e.ptiv. «i-pliclty. By con.ld.ring
Fig A.4
th. d.p.nd.»c. of th. .pp..r«ic. of AA'XX' .p.ctr. on th. four p.r.-
n.t.r. ixl, ILI, 1-1, «Id INI it 1. cl..r th.t If 1-1 «id 1-| .r. «du.i
th. .b .ub.p.ctr. of th« .ultlpl.t. .111 b. .up.rpo..d. In nddltlon 
If tb... vnlu«. nr. l.rg. ln com).rl.on to 1l 1 th. .b .ub.p.ctr. .111 
.pp..r .. . .ingl. lln. «t th. ch..lc.l .blft po.ltlon nccountlng for 
hnlf th« tot.l lnt.n.lty of th. «iltlpl.t. Providing |n 1 N 0 th. 1n | 
lln«. .r. th.n .y-.trlc.lly dl.pl.«d .Ith.r .Id. of th... colncld.nt 
r..on«.c.., ..ch h.vlng on. qu.rt.r of th. tot.l lnt.n.ity - d  th. 
-Itlpl.t th.r.for. .pp..r. d.c.ptiv.ly .. . .1-Pl« ‘ripl« ■ « » “ ly
thl. 1. th« c... for th. «y— «trlc A^ .ud B^ di..t«r«o*«r. 
tPdCUxvDlCl .h.r« ®JXX' 1. llk.ly to b. x.ro «Id .h.r. *JAA' 1. of 
th« ord.r of 400 Hz (by «i.logy «Ith th« dl«.t«r— r).
Deceptive simplicity 
31The spectra ot the and dlastereomers of [PdCl{XVI>]Cl
(Fig. A.4) show the AA' and XX' resonances as triplets and this 
demonstrates nicely a case of deceptive simplicity. By considering
o-
Fig A 4
the dependence of the appearance of AA'XX' spectra on the four para­
meters K l ,  L  , M , and it is clear that if k 1 and are egual
the ab subspectra of the multlplets will be superposed. In addition 
if these values are large in comparison to the ab subspectra will
appear as a single line at the chemical shift position accounting tor 
half the total intensity of the multlplet. Providing !n ';  ^0 the 'n 
lines are then symmetrically displaced either side of these coincident 
resonances, each having one quarter of the total intensity and the 
multiplet therefore appears deceptively as a simple triplet 
this is the case tor the symmetric A^ and B^ diastereomers ot 
tPdCKXVinci Where ®JXX' is likely to be'xero and where =“jAA' is ot 
the order of 400 Hx (by analogy with the «  diastereomer).
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The reactivity of the double bond adjacent to the geminai diphenylphosphino groups of (PhiPIrC^CH; facilitates the 
addition of species with one or more P-H bonds to provide a convenient high-yielding route to a range of new poly- 
and ambi-dentate ligands which can form a wide variety of different types of transition metal complex.
We have previously descnbed> the synthesis of 1.1- 
bisdiphenylphosphinoethene (1). a versatile chelating ligand 
with a somewhat larger bite than bisdiphenylphosphino- 
methane, dppm.- and some of its transition metal complexes.'
PhjP
The presence of the double bond in (1) and its complexes 
provides the opportunity for a range of addition reactions not 
available to dppm. and we have used this feature to prepare 
1.1.2-tnsdiphenylphosphinoethane (2) and some of its denva-
P h ,P  P  P P h ,  
Ph jP
(1 )
C =  CH2
P h jP  P h A iH
PhjP
P h jP  P M j
(4 )
|n)
Ph^ P
P h ,P  P h P H
PhjP
P  P  P  P
P h j P h j P h j P h j
(7)
P  P  P  P  
P h j P h j  P h j  P h ,
(t)
P  P  P  P
(•)
ScStmt I. Addition rcuctiuns ol l.l-hisdiphcn>lphmphino«rihenc i l l  ( Rimm temperature, in tetrah\droluran. with Bu'OK cataivst I
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C'üuplinK conMant/ Hz
C o m p o u n d P s P b Pt -V (P^P„ ) 7 l P ^ P , ) V IP bP c )
(2) - 4  II — - I 9 . h b 24.4
(3)‘ - 4  0 - 4  II -2.7 8 b 20 1 20.1
( é ) - .V 9 - 5 . 8 -  .‘'4  8 112.3 15 9 17 1
(7) -3 ; - 4  f> — 96 3 -  -
(91 - 2  9 - 4  8 - 2 9  7 IIKI 7 28.6 17 0
110) - 2 , 7 — - 2 7  3 b 15 3 —
o t  85"., H . P O 4 P.^ and  P h re te r  U» zcminul P a to m s  S o i direcils  m easu rab le  from
7 ( P , P „ I 1 27 5 Hz J InCH.-CI., 10 m m  lube
— Pt—
1042
lives.'* We now report that this reaction is of wide scope owing 
to the enhanced reactivity of the double bond arising from the 
presence of the geminal diphenylphosphino groups even 
without any effect due to metal co-ord ination .'and  that it 
provides a straightforward high-yieiding route to a range of 
potentially ambt- and poly-dentate ligands.
Typically, species with P-H bonds add to (1) in the presence 
of potassium t-butoxide^ as shown in Scheme 1. which also 
illustrates corresponding reactions of some species with As-H 
bonds. The proiducts were identified pnmanly from their 
characteristic "P  n.m.r. spectra (multinuclear JEOL FX90Q 
operating at 36.2 MHz), and in addition compounds (2). (3). 
(6). (7), (9), and (10) have been obtained as air-stable white 
crystalline solids with sharp melting points and satisfactory 
elemental analyses.
In certain of these molecules the geminally related phospho­
rus atoms are rendered inequivalent by the presence of a chiral 
((4) and (6)| or prochiral |(7)—(9)1 centre at the other 
phosphorus or the arsenic atom, and this has important 
consequences for their n.m.r. spectra and their chemical 
behaviour. Thus different values of 6 ( '‘P) and 7 ( ’'P -''P ) 
occur (Table 1). and it is possible to measure -7 ( ''P -’'P) 
directly, values between 97 and 113 Hz being found These 
may be compared with 125 Hz in dppm as determined by 
‘’Cf^'P} multiple resonance experiments.' To a large extent 
the different values of the vicinal ''P-*'P couplings prohablv 
reflect substantial imbalances in the conformational popula­
tions. and this is confirmed by the significant temperature 
dependences that we have found for these couplings These 
conformational imbalances also have differential effects upon 
the reactivitv of the phosphorus atoms, so that in reactions
' P  n .m  r sp e c t ru m .
[eg. with Sm to give ( l l ) |  that can yield diastereoisomenc 
products these are not obtained in the proportions to be 
expected on a simple statistical basis. This observation has 
considerable beanng on the formation of metal complexes 
such as (12) by these ligands, and here too we find that the 
three isomers (ansing from different relative orientations of 
the Ph;P and Ph groups) are produced in apparently anomal­
ous proportions.
As ligands. (2). (5). and (6) can co-ordinate in many 
different ways, and in particular resemble dppm and dppe in 
having the capability to form complexes with four- and 
five-membered chelate rings. In practice, direct reaction 
between the ligand and the metal-contaming substrate tends 
to give complexes in which five-membered (presumably less 
strained) nngs are favoured, but complexes with four- 
membered nngs can be made indirectly although they tend to 
rearrange at elevated temperatures. It is also possible to make 
complexes such as (13) in which all three phosphorus atoms 
are co-ordinated to the same metal atom to give one four- and 
two five-membered chelate nngs despite the considerable 
strain involved.
The possibilities for (7)—(10) arc even more extensive, and 
we find that complexes such as (12) with two five-membered 
chelate nngs and the remaining phosphorus atoms unco­
ordinated are especially favoured. Further co-ordination to 
the same metal atom would involve very substantial strain, but 
we have made complexes in which the ligands have become 
pentadentate by bndging two metals as in (14).
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